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Monday, October 12-Wednesday, December 23
Advance registration period for all graduate students.
Monday, January 4-Thursday, January 14
Late registration period for graduate students. No graduate student will
be admitted or readmitted January 4, 5, 6.
Monday, October 5-Friday, December 11
Advance registration period for all undergraduate students. New students
should refer to Registration and advisement, beginning on page 1, for
further procedural information. All continuing undergraduate students
are expected to be registered by December 11.
Wednesday, December 16
Undergraduate students will have their advance registration cancelled
if fees are not paid at the Bursar's Office by 4:00 p.m. on this date, unless
they have received approval for deferred payment.
Beginning-of-the-Quarter Activities for Undergraduates
The dates listed below from January 4 through January 7 are for under-
graduates. Graduate students may register through the Graduate School
through the second Thursday of the quarter.
Sunday, January 3
New student orientation starts.
Monday, January 4
Advisement and registration for new and re-entry students. Continuing
students who did not advance register or had their registration cancelled
for non-payment of fees must wait until Wednesday, January 6, to register.




Advisement and registration open only for program changes.
Wednesday, January 6
Advisement and registration open for registration only. This is the first
day continuing students can register in the Arena. Late fee will be
assessed.
Thursday, January 7
Advisement and registration open until noon for registrations and program
changes. Late fee will be assessed.
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Last day to register or make program changes in which course is added
or section is changed. Registration ends at noon. A student who wants
either to register or to add a course after this date must receive approval
from the dean of his academic unit. Exceptions will be made for students
through Tuesday, January 12, who have either a class conflict causing
them to need to change a section or who are involved with a cancelled
class, causing them to make a change. In these instances the student will
be processed through registration and given a letter from this office to the
instructor allowing him into a class late. A dean's permission will not be
necessary for program changes based upon these two reasons.
Monday, January 11
Registration activities return to Woody Hall.
Thursday, January 14
Deadline for payment of fees by students whose fees where deferred.
Graduate student registration will be cancelled if fees are not paid by
4:00 p.m.
Friday, January 15
Last day officially to withdraw from school to be eligible for a refund of
fees.
Friday, January 29
Last day for undergraduates to officially withdraw from a course without
receiving a letter grade.
Graduate students officially dropping a course after this date need not be
given an evaluative letter grade.
Last day to change from credit to audit or vice versa for all students.
Friday, March 5











* Dental Admission Testing Program
* Test of English as a Foreign Language (National)
* Graduate Record Examination
f Graduate English Test






* Admission Test for Graduate Study in Business
f Graduate School Foreign Language Tests
* Law School Admission Test
* American College Test (National)
27, Saturday * Graduate Record Examination
March
22, Monday Test of English as a Foreign Language (National)
* Pre-registration required. Please contact the Counseling and Testing Center at least four weeks
in advance of the test date.




WINTER, 1971 Quarter Begins Monday, January 4 *
Washington's Birthday Holiday Monday, February 15
Final Examinations Saturday-Friday, March 13-19
SPRING, 1971 Quarter Begins Monday, March 29 *
Memorial Day Holiday Monday, May 31
Final Examinations Saturday-Friday, June 5-11
Commencement (Edwardsville) Friday, June 11
Commencement (Carbondale) Saturday, June 12
SUMMER, 1971 Quarter Begins Monday, June 21 *
Independence Day Holiday Monday, July 5
Final Examinations Monday-Friday, August 30-
September 3
Commencement (Edwardsville) Friday, September 3
Commencement (Carbondale) Saturday, September 4
FALL, 1971 New Student Days Sunday-Tuesday, September 19-21
Quarter Begins Tuesday, September 21 *
Thanksgiving Vacation Tuesday, 10 p.m -Monday,
8 a.m., November 23-29
Final Examinations Saturday-Friday, December 11-17
WINTER, 1972 Quarter Begins Monday, January 3 *
Washington's Birthday Holiday Monday, February 21
Final Examinations Saturday-Friday, March 11-17
SPRING, 1972 Quarter Begins Monday, March 27 *
Memorial Day Holiday Monday, May 29
Final Examinations Saturday-Friday, June 3-9
Commencement (Carbondale) Friday, June 9
Commencement (Edwardsville) Saturday, June 10
* Classes begin with the evening classes after 5:30 p.m. on the Carbondale Campus and with the




This bulletin contains the schedule of classes offered for the winter
quarter, 1971, by Southern Illinois University at Carbondale. It also pro-
vides information relative to advisement and registration, fees, and allied
information.
Admission
Inquiries concerning undergraduate admission should be directed to the
Admissions Office; those on the graduate level to the Graduate School.
Undergraduate admission applications should be completed at least
thirty days in advance of the desired entrance date.
Registration and Advisement
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale uses an academic advisement
system whereby each undergraduate academic unit has a chief academic
adviser and a number of assistant advisers selected from the teaching
faculty. Undergraduate students entering the University for the first time
will receive selective dates from the admission process from which they are
to select the preferred date on which they will come to the campus to be
advised and to advance register. This includes both freshmen and transfer
students. They are not to write for appointments nor are they to come to
Carbondale expecting to register unless it is the date indicated for them
to do so.
Graduate students will initiate advisement with their advisers, and will
complete the registration process at the Graduate School, where all
registration forms will be completed and retained. Graduate students will
not be required to go through the Registration Center. The registration
process is handled at a later time, and the student receives a fee statement
by mail. Cancellation of graduate student registrations for non-payment
of fees occurs on the date indicated in the Registration Calendar. Grad-
uate students may register during the period indicated in the Registration
Calendar. No late fee will be assessed during this period. Graduate stu-
dents who need to make program changes must follow the same procedure
as undergraduate students in that these must be personally processed by
the graduate students through the Registration Center.
After advisement the student may register for classes. See the Registra-
tion Calendar in this bulletin. Ordinarily, registration offices are open
from 8:15 to 11:30 a.m. and 1:00 to 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday,
and from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. on Saturday.
During the registration process the student goes through the Registra-
tion Center where the student assigns himself to specific sections of the
courses he is to take.
Mere attendance does not constitute registration in a class, nor will
attendance in a class for which a student is not registered be a basis for
asking that a program change be approved permitting registration in
that class.
New Students
Students entering the University for the first time are permitted to ad-
vance register only after they have been admitted to the University as
evidenced by their receiving the Certificate of Admission.
New undergraduate students, freshmen and transfer, will be expected
to advance register on the same date that they come to the campus for
advisement. Dates for students to do so will be selective ones in which
the students are asked to come to the campus on specific dates as de-
termined by the University. Students should not expect to be advised
and registered on the same date they are admitted nor are they to come
to the campus for advisement and registration without an appointment.
Appointments for advisement and registration will be mailed from and
are to be returned to the Registrar's Office.
New graduate students may register during the registration periods
indicated on the registration calendars. Arrangements should be cleared
with the Graduate School to do so to assure that the appropriate adviser
will be available.
Re-Entering Students
Students who have attended the University at some former time but not
during the session immediately prior to the time they plan re-entry are
expected to advance register during the periods outlined in the Registra-
tion Calendar. After completing readmission procedures (Admissions
Office for undergraduate students and Graduate School for graduate stu-
dents) advisement appointments should be made at the advisement offices
of the academic units into which the students are entering and clearance
of the registrations should be completed on that same day at the Registra-
tion Center.
Current Students, Carbondale
Students currently registered in the University will be continued in
their present curricula unless a change of college or major is made.
A change of college or major area of concentration is initiated with the stu-
dent's adviser. Either change should be made at the time of advisement.
Undergraduate students currently registered in the University will
schedule appointments with their adviser. Registrations should be proc-
essed through the Registration Center as soon after advisement as
possible.
Graduate students in a degree program should make appointments with
the departmental adviser for program advisement. Unclassified graduate
students preparing for a degree program should contact the departmental
adviser for pre-advisement. Unclassified graduate students in other cate-
gories may report directly to the Graduate School for registration proce-
dure. Unclassified students who are planning to take qualifying courses
must report those courses to the Graduate Admissions office before register-
ing each quarter.
Current'Students, Edwardsville
Undergraduate students attending Southern Illinois University at Ed-
wardsville who plan to attend Southern Illinois University at Carbondale
must initiate their registration process by presenting to the Admissions
Office at Carbondale either an official transcript of their University record
or a letter of good standing from the registrar at Edwardsville. The
reason for reporting to the Admissions Office is to permit the necessary
coding changes to be made so that pertinent information about their aca-
demic programs, etc., can be up-dated to reflect the change of campus.
Graduate students report first to the Graduate School.
Payment of Fees
Undergraduate students receive their fee statements at the time of regis-
tration. During the advance registration period students are asked to delay
paying their fees in person at the Bursar's Office until the day following
registration. This is to permit necessary fee information to reach the
Bursar by the time of fee payment. Students will find it easier simply
to mail the fee statement along with a check or money order for the
proper monetary amount to the Bursar's Office so as to arrive there by
the deadline dates which are stated in the Registration Calendar located
earlier in this bulletin. If students pay fees in person at the Bursar's
Office they receive a Certificate of Registration at that time. When fees
are paid by mail the Certificate will be mailed to the address given by
the student on the back of his fee statement. Students will receive their
printed schedule of classes within one week after the cancellation date.
It is important that these forms be carried by the students at all times.
Undergraduate students registering at the start of a quarter must pay
fees at the time of registration.
Graduate students receive fee statements by mail and must clear their
fees at the Bursar's Office by 4:00 p.m. on January 14.
Fees for a Regular Quarter
The University reserves the right to change fees and to have the change
go into effect whenever the proper authorities so determine. Undergrad-
uate students pay the following regular fees:
Not more More than 5, 11 or
than 5 hrs. less than 11 more
Tuition Fee—Illinois Resident $39.00 $78.00 $117.00
Tuition Fee—Out-of-State Resident (133.00*) (265.00) (398.00)
Student Welfare and Recreation
Building Trust Fund Fee 5.00 10.00 15.00
Book Rental Fee 3.00 6.00 8.00
Student Activity Fee 3.50 7.00 10.50
University Center Fee 5.00 5.00 5.00
Athletic Fund Fee 3.00 6.50 10.00
Total—Illinois Resident $58.50 $112.50 $165.50
Total—Out-of-State Resident (152.50) (299.50) (446.50)
Students who register for a course for audit or for a non-credit course
will be assessed fees according to the imputed hours of that course. Im-
puted hours is generally the number of hours the class meets per week.
Graduate students do not rent their textbooks and do not pay the book
rental fee. They must purchase their books.
Students having special fee status, such as scholarship holders, faculty,
and staff, will pay fees according to their particular status.
The activity fee is prorated according to the number of hours carried.
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Health Service benefits vary according to the amount paid. In certain
instances graduate assistants, research assistants, graduate fellows, or
students on fee code 27 may seek permission from the health service to
pay the full activity fee even though they are only part time students.
Written consent from the Health Service must be presented at the time
of registration so that the student may be properly assessed.
Late Registration
A late registration fee will be charged any undergraduate student register-
ing after the date specified in the Registration Calendar. Graduate stu-
dents will not be charged a late fee if they register within the period
indicated in the Registration Calendar.
Auditing of Courses
Students may register for courses in an audit status. They receive no
letter grade and no credit for such courses. An auditor's registration must
be marked accordingly. They pay the same fees as though they were
registering for credit. They are expected to attend regularly and are to
determine from the instructor the amount of work expected of them. If
auditing students do not attend regularly, the instructor may determine
that the students should not have the audited courses placed on their
record cards maintained in the Registrar's Office. Students registering
for a course for credit may change to an audit status or vice versa only
for fully justified reasons and only during the first four weeks of a quarter.
Such a change will require the student's academic dean's approval.
Program Changes
Students are officially registered only for those courses appearing on their
schedule of classes. Any change therefrom can be made only after fees
are paid and must be made through an official program change, which
includes the following steps:
1. Initiating the change.
Students report to their advisers for approval and Program Change
form completion. Graduate students must also secure approval from
the Graduate School. If the change involves only that of changing
sections within the same course, this may be done at the Registration
Center without the necessity of securing adviser approval.
2. Registration.
Students must take the program change form to the Registration Cen-
ter after approval by the adviser.
Program changes which involve the adding of a new course to the
schedule or the changing of sections must be done by the "last day to
add a class" as indicated in the Registration Calendar.
Dropping a Course
A program change must be made in order to drop a course. A student
may not drop merely by stopping attendance. The last date for dropping
a course by an undergraduate student without receiving a letter grade
is the last day of the fourth week of a quarter. Graduate students may not




Students making program changes which result in their moving from one
fee status to another will be assessed additional tuition and fees when
appropriate. If the change is to reduce the academic load resulting in a
lower tuition and fee status, students may apply for the appropriate
tuition and fee refund provided the reduction in program is made officially
by a program change during the same period at the start of a quarter in
which students withdrawing from the University are eligible for a refund.
This is usually during the first ten days. For dates refer to the Registra-
tion Calendar.
Withdrawing from School
A student who finds it necessary to withdraw from school while the quar-
ter is in progress must report to the Registrar's Office to initiate official
withdrawal action. No withdrawal will be permitted during the last two
weeks of a quarter, except under exceptional conditions. A refunding of
fees is permitted only if a withdrawal is officially completed by Friday,
January 15.
A student who advance registers, including paying of fees, and then
finds that he cannot attend school must also officially withdraw from
school. He may do this either by reporting to the Registrar's Office in
person or by writing to the Dean of Students' Office. This must be done
by the end of the first two weeks, if he expects to get a refund.
Cancellation of Registration
An advance registration including the payment of tuition and fees may
be considered invalid if the student is declared to be ineligible to register
due to scholastic reasons. The same situation may exist due to financial
or disciplinary reasons if certified to the Registrar by the Dean of Students.
Personal Data Changes
At the time of registration students are asked to review a Biographic Data
Sketch containing personal data. Certain items, if in error, may be cor-
rected at that time. Other items which may require some type of verifying
evidence, are changed by reporting to the offices listed below.
1. Local Address Change.—Housing Office, Graduate School, Registrar's
Office, Registration Center, or VTI Office.
2. Name Change, Marital Status Change, Date of Birth Change.—
Records section of the Registrar's Office. Verification is required.
3. Selective Service Data Change or Information.—Registration Center.
4. Legal Residence Change (whether an Illinois or out-of-state resi-
dent) .—Must be requested by completion of the Application to be
Classified an Illinois Resident form in the Registrar's Office. Before
the change is made the student must have met the regulations gov-





Courses which students are to take to meet the General Studies require-
ments are listed in the front part of the Schedule of Classes. These
courses are listed by the area which they satisfy and within the area by
course number and section number.
Departments in which courses are being offered are listed in alpha-
betical order. Courses within each department are listed in order by
course number and section number.
Course Numbers and Hours
The line containing this information shows the number of the course
first, followed by the short title and number of hours of credit. Course
numbers are three-digit numbers. In some cases the three digits may
be followed by a letter which is also part of the course number.
In a variable-hour course the student decides the number of hours for
which he is going to register in consultation with his adviser.
The course numbering system is as follows:
000-099 Course not properly in the following categories
100-199 For freshmen
200-299 For sophomores
300-399 For juniors and seniors
400-499 For seniors and graduate students
500-600 For graduate students only
Prerequisite
The prerequisite entry lists requirements which must be satisfied before
a student registers for the course. These prerequisites may be listed in
various ways. Usually they are other courses in the same department,
indicated by a course number. A prerequisite in another department is
indicated by the department's code letters and the number.
Section Number, Time, and Days
The section number is indicated in the first column. The times given
indicate the beginning and ending of each class period. Students register-
ing for courses listed as "to be arranged" may obtain times and days from
instructor indicated or, if no instructor is listed, from the department
chairman offering the course.
Building and Room Number
The following list of building abbreviations will help in the location of
classrooms. Buildings are listed alphabetically according to the code used
in the class schedule. Temporary buildings are indicated in the schedule
by a four-digit number.
If a building contains more than one classroom, then the number of
the room follows the building's code name.
code: building name





BAILEY: Bailey Hall (T.P.)
BOAT: Boat Dock
BROWN: Brown Hall (T.P.)
CL: General Classroom Building
COMM: Communications Building
FELTS: Felts Hall (T.P.)
GYM: Gymnasium
HDBALL: Handball Courts
H EC: Home Economics Building
LAWSON: Lawson Hall
LAKE: Lake on the Campus
LIB: Morris Library
LG: Little Grassy Lake
LS I: Life Science Building I
LS II: Life Science Building II
L-APS: Physical Plant
OBF: Old Baptist Foundation
PARK: Parkinson Building
code: BUILDING NAME
PHY SA: James W. Neckers Build-
ing A
PHY SB: James W. Neckers Build-
ing B
PHY SC: James W. Neckers Build-
ing C
PIERCE: Pierce Hall (T.P.)
PULL: Pulliam Hall (University
School)
PULL I: Pulliam Hall (Industrial Ed-
ucation Wing)




TECH A: Technology Building A
TECH B: Technology Building B
TECH D: Technology Building D
TENNIS: Tennis Courts
U CTR: University Center
WARREN: Warren Hall (T.P.)




0403 1009 S. Forest
0412 907 S. Forest
0415 807 S. Forest
0429 1009 S. Elizabeth
0431 1007 S. Elizabeth
0432 1005 S. Elizabeth
0436 908 S. Forest
0437 904 S. Forest
0438 900 S. Forest
0442 903 S. Elizabeth
0448 814 S. Forest
0451 810 S. Forest
0452 808 S. Forest
0453 806 S. Forest
0461 811 S. Elizabeth
0465 804 S. Elizabeth
0831 Farm Machine Shop—between the James W. Neckers Building and the
Forestry Research Laboratory
0832 Journalism—next to 0831 (above)
0833 Journalism Annex—next to 0832 (above)
0834 Cinema and Photography—next to 0833 (above)
0842 Botany-Zoology Laboratory for General Studies—west of the Agriculture
Building's north wing
0843 Botany-Zoology Laboratory—next to 0842 (above)
0857 Department of Design—east of the Communications Building on Lincoln
Drive
CODE LOCATION
0481 910 S. Elizabeth
0483 1002 S. Elizabeth
0485 1006 S. Elizabeth
0487 1010 S. Elizabeth
0551 CESL
0552 CESL
0685 506 S. Graham
0686 511 S. Graham
0701 801 S. Washington
0720 Corner of Washington and Park
St.
0721 East of 0720 on Park St.
0725 207 E. Pearl
0742 204 E. Park
0744 208 E. Park
0809 South of President's Office
8
0861 General Classrooms—southeast of the Communications Building on
Lincoln Drive
0862 General Classrooms—next to 0861 (above)
0864 Zoology Annex 2—northwest of the Agriculture Building's north wing
0865 Zoology Annex—next to 0864 (above)
0871 General Classrooms—southeast of the Communications Building on
Lincoln Drive
0875 General Classrooms—next to 0871
0889 901 West Chautauqua
Explanation of Entries
The entry for each course is arranged as follows
:
First Line: The course's identification number is followed by the short
title and the number of quarter hours of credit.
Second Line: The prerequisite (if applicable)
.
Section-Number Lines: The first column lists section numbers for
courses offered. Following each section number are the time the class
begins and the time it ends. The days on which the class meets, the place
where it meets, and the instructor's last name complete the entry.
SCHEDULE OF GENERAL STUDIES COURSES
COURSE & TITLE & BLDG.
SECTION NO. HOURS DAYS & RM. INSTRUCTOR
General Studies Area A—Man's Physical Environment and Bio-
logical Inheritance (GSA)
LOU INTRO-PHYS SCIENCE 34.0 C}
L 08.00 f W F PAR< 124 JOHNSON ROBERT
08.00-09.50 T PAR< 317
2 03.0 * W F PAR< 124
10.00-11. 50 T P A R ,< 3 17
3 08.00 N tt F PAR< 124
10.00-11 .50 f ?AR< 317
4 08.00 P W F PAR< L24
L. 00-02. 50 T PAR< 317
5 03.00 P W F PAR< 124
01.00-02.50 W PAR< 3 17
6 03.00 M W F PAR< L24
03.00-04. 50 W PAR< 51 7
7 03.0 N W F PAR< 124
10.00-11.50 TH PAK< 31/
8 10.00 NT ThF PAIU 124 NICKELL WV E
9 12.00 TW THF PAR< 124 HICKEY RONNIE E
LO 01.00 TW F PAR< 124
01.00-02.50 N PAR< 31 7
li 01.00 TW F PAR< 124
08.00-09.50 F PAR< 317
12 1.00 T W F PAR< 124
03.00-04.50 T PAR< 31 7
13 01.00 TW F °AR< 124
03.00-09. 50 TH PARK 3 17
14 01.00 TW F PAR< 124
1.00-02.50 TH PAR< 317
15 01.00 TW F PAR< 124
08.00-09.50 TH PAR< 317
16 1.00 TW F PA!<< 124
03.00-04.50 TH PAR< 317
1018 INTRO-PHYS SCIE:nce 04.0 C^
1 09.00 TWTHF PHY SB 240
C9.00 (^ PHY SO 116
2 10.00 TdTH S PHY SB 240
10.00 V PHY SC 21 8
3 2.00 MTW F PHY SB 240
2.00 Jh PHY SC 118
4 07. 35-09.00 py T TH PHY SB 240
06.00 pv V PHY SA 156
102 A SPACE SC I E NICE 04.0 C*
1 2.00 NTWTH PAR< 121 SANDERS
2 12.00-12.50 M WTHF LAWSON 121
105B M0L BASIS -MAT + LIFE 04.0 CR
1 08.00 M W F PHY SB 440
08.00-09.50 T PHY SC 106
08.00-09.50 TH PHY SC 218
2 08.00 M W F PHY SB 440
08.00-09.50 T PHY SC 108
08.00-09.50 TH PHY SC 218
3 08.00 M W F PHY SB 440
08.00-09.50 TH PHY SC 106
08.00-09.50 T PHY SC 218
4 08.00 M W F PHY SB 440
08.00-09.50 TH PHY SC 108
08.00-09.^0 T PHY SC 218
110A EARTH ENV/HONMfc:NT 04.0 C*
1 10.00 V W F LAWSUM 171 BE^TCMI LOUIS
12.00-01. 50 w PAP< 213





? 10.00 P w F LAWSUM 171
04.00-05.50 f PAR< 213
3 10.00 f w F LAW SON 171
10.00-11. 50 T PAR< 2 13
4 10.00 N W F LAWSU J 171
2.00-03. 50 T PAR< 213
5 10.00 f w F LAWSOM 171
06.00-07.50 pw T PAR< 213
6 10.00 ^ W F LAW SUM 171
12.00-01.50 w PAR< 2 13
7 10.00 V w F LAwSOM 171
04.00-05.50 w PAR< 213
8 10.00 ft w F L AW SUM 171
08.00-09.50 J\i PAR< 21 J
9 10.00 H w F LAWSOM 171
12.00-01.50 "1H PAR< 213
to 1 1.00 f w F LAWSOM 171
02.00-03.50 V PAR< 21 3
1 I 11.00 y w F LAWSOM 1 71
08.00-09.50 T PAR< 2 13
12 11.00 N In) F LAWSOM 171
12.00-01.50 T PAR< 213
13 11.00 H W F LAWSOM 171
04.00-05.50 T PAR< 213
14 11.00 f W F LAwSOM 171
08.00-09.50 W PAR< 213
15 11.00 ft w F LAWSOM 171
02.00-03.50 w PAR< 213
16 11.00 f M F LAWSUM 171
06.00-07.50 p V W PAR< 213
17 11.00 V w F LAWSOM 1 7 1
10.00-11.50 TH PAR< 2 13
18 1 1.00 N W F LAWSOM 171
02.00-03.50 'FH PAR< 213
19 03.00 v w F LAWSOM 17 1
08.00-09.50 N PAR< 2 13
20 3.00 1* w F LAWSOM 171
10.00-11 .50 V PAR< 213
21 03.00 V w F LAWSOM 171
06.00-07.50 PM f PAR< 213
22 3.00 f w F L AwSUM 171
10.00-11.50 w PAR< 213
23 03.00 V W F LAWSOM 171
04.00-05.50 FH PAR< 213
24 03.00 fJ W F LAWSOM 171
06.00-07.50 PM rH PAR< 213
25 03.00 V W F LAWSOM I 71
00.00-09.50 F PAR< 213
26 03.00 f A F LAWSOM 171
10.00-11.50 F PAR< 213
? 7 03.00 W W F LAWSOM 171
12.00-01.50 F PAR< 213
B EARTH ENVIRONMENT 04.0 CR
1 12.00
LAB TO HE ARRAN10 ED
T ruF LAWSUM 1^1
2 01.00 I FHF LAWSOM 151
LAB TO BE ARRANGED
3 06.00-07.25
LAB rO BE ARRAN
PM
IGED
T rH LAWSOM 151
A INTROOUCT 3I0LOGY 04.0 CR
D REREQ SSA FIRST 1-EVEL JR CHEM 110 OR
111
1 09.00 y w F LS I 133
08.00-09.50 T 0P42 101
2 09.00 f W F LS I 1 3 3
04.00-05.50 T 0842 101
3 09.00 V W F LS I 133
06.00-07.50 py T 0842 101
4 09.00 ^ W F LS I 133
10. 00-11.50 w 84 2 101
BbRTQMI L001S
BERTCNI LOUIS
























HARRIS STANLEY E JR
HARRIS STANLEY E JR
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GSA
5 C9.00 y W F LS I 133
08.00-09.50 TH 084 2 101
6 09.00 V fi F LS I 133
08.00-09.50 TH 084 2 108
7 09.00 V w F LS I 133
02.00-03.50 TH 0342 101
8 9.00 V w F LS i 133
04.00-05.50 TH 0842 101
9 09.0 V W F LS I 133
10.00-11.50 F 0842 101
10 09. CO V w F LS I 133
10.00-11.50 F 0842 138
1 L 01.00 V w F LS I 133
08.00-09.50 T 084? 108
12 01.00 N w F LS 1 133
10.00-11.50 f 0842 108
13 01.00 N1 w F LS I 133
02.00-03. 50 r 0842 108
14 01.00 V w F LS I 133
04.00-05.50 T 0842 108
15 1.00 M w F LS I 133
02.00-03.50 W 0842 101
16 01.00 N w F LS 1 133
02.00-03.50 w 0842 L08
17 01.00 V w F LS I 133
06.00-07.50 PM w 0842 108
18 01.00 N w F LS I 133
10.00-11.50 TH 0842 108
19 01.00 y w F LS I 133
12.00-0L.50 m 0842 108
20 1.00 y w F LS 1 133
02.00-03.50 F 0842 108
GSA 201A - There will be an invitational "Honors" laboratory
section formed the second week. An interested A or B student









NTRODUCT BIOLOGY 04.0 C*
PREREQ SSA 201A
09.00 T TH LS I 133
OR. 00-09. 50 P F 0843 102
09.00 T TH LS I 133
10.00-11 .50 y f 0843 102
09.00 T TH LS 1 133
12.00-01.50 N F 0843 102
09.00 T TH LS I 133
04.00-05.50 V w 0843 102
09.00 T TH LS I 133
06.00-07.50 P^ v w 0843 102
09.00 T TH LS I 133
10.00-11.50 T TH 0843 102
09.00 T TH LS I 133
12.00-01.50 T TH 0843 102
09.00 T TH LS [ 133
02.00-03.50 T TH 0343 102
09.00 T TH LS I 1 33
09.00-10.50 W S 0843 102
01.00 T FH LS I 133
08.00-09.50 f F 0843 104
01.00 T TH LS I 133
12. 00-01. 50 V F 0843 1 04
01.00 T 1H LS I 133
02.00-03.50 V F 0843 104
01.00 T TH LS I 1 33
04.00-05.50 N W 08 4 3 104
01.00 T TH LS I 133
08.00-09.50 T TH 0843 104
01.00 T TH LS I 133
02.00-03.50 T TH 0843 104
01.00 T TH LS I 133











06.00-07.50 PH T TH 0843 1 D2
GSA 201B - There will be an invitational "Honors" laboratory-
section formed the second week. An interested A or B student
should keep 4:00-5:50 Tuesday and Thursday clear.
2 1 A
L.00 T TH LS I 133
09.00--13.50 W 0343 104
03.00 T TH LS I 133
02.00--03.50 N F 08 4 3 102
3.00 T TH LS 1 133
06.00--07.50 PI* IV [,i 08 4 3 104
3.00 T TH LS I 133
08.00-•09.50 T TH 08 4 3 102
3.00 T TH LS I 133
10.0 0--11.50 T TH 08 4 3 104
03.00 T TH LS f 133
12.0 0--3L.50 T TH 0343 104
3.00 T TH LS I 133
04.00--0^.50 T TH 0843 102
















NTRU ENVIRON 8ICL 04. J C*
PREREQ jSA I 10 i:p CHE^ 115
09,.00 V W F LAWSUM 151 PETERSEN BRUCE w
04..00 p LS I 308
09,.00 ,v W F L AW SUM 151 PETERSEN BRUCE w
02..00 T LS I 303
09..00 V W F LAwSUM 151 PETERSEN BRUCE Vt
08..00 N LS 1 3 08
09..00 N w F LAWSUM 151 PETERSEN BRUCE w
09,.00
'
r LS I 30 3
09,.00 V w F LAWSUM 151 PETERSEN BRUCE w
10..00 f LS 1 3 08
09..00 N w F LAWSUM 151 PETERSEN BRUCE w
05,.45-05. 30 "[ LS I 308
09..00 V w F LAWSUM 151 PETERSEN BRUCE w
3..00 M LS i 308
09,.00 V -t F LAWSUM 151 PETERSEN BRUCE w
04,.00
"
r LS I 303
09..00 fi rt F LAWSUM 151 PETERSEN BRUCE VN
12..00 p LS I 303
09..00 * w F LAWSUM 151 PETERSEN BRUCE n
12..00 ir LS I 308
09,.00 V w F LAWSUM 151 PETERSEN BRUCE rt
07..30- 0-3.20 ^M y LS I 30b
09,.00 N w F LAWSUM 151 PETERSEN BRUCE w
08,.00 c LS [ 308
1..00 w w F LAWSUM 161 PETERSEN
11..00 F LS 1 303
1..00 N w F LAWSUM 161 PETERSEN
08,.00 TH LS I 303
1,.00 H W F LAWSUM 161 PETERSEN
09,.00 w LS I 3 03
01..00 N Y1 F LAWSUM 1.61 PETERSEN
09,.00 TH LS I 308
1,.00 V w F LAWSUM 161 PETERSEN
03,.00 w LS I 308
01..00 N w F L AW S \i 161 PETERSEN
03,.00 TH LS I 3^8
1 . V w F LAWS xi 161 PETERSEN
02,.00 A LS I 306
I,.00 N w F LAWSUM 151 PETERSEN
11 .00 TH LS I 308
I .00 V w F LAWSUM 161 PETERSEN
1 I,.00 w LS I 303
1,.00 V * F L AWSU M 16 1 PETERSEN
12 .00 Th LS I 30 8
I .00 ft W F L A W S u M 161 PETERSFN
05 .45-07.25 TH LS I 308
01 .00 ft M F L AW SUM 161 PETERSEN
09 .00 c LS I 30 3
L3
GSA
2103R INTRO ENVI^J3M !3ICL 34.0 C>>






































5 V.OO w F LAW SUM 161
05.4^-
-cs . 3 5 « LS I 333











































10 09.0 W F LAWSUSi 151
07. 30-•03 .20 PN T LS 1 338























































18 03.00 y w F LAWSUN 141

















21 03.00 M w F LAWSOM 14L

























07 .25 PM T TH
F






































06.00--07.25 PM T TH LAWSUM L41
10.00 W LS I 308
06.00--07.25 py T TH LAWSUM 141
07.30--08.20 P V W LS I 303
06.00--0 7.2 5 PM T TH LAWSUM 141
05.00 N LS I
.
308
06.00--07.25 py T TH L AW SUM 141
01.00 TH LS I 30 3
VI VAL 0= MAN 1 04.0 C^
30 06.00-07.25 »V T TH LAWSUM 141





NOTE: 299A MAY BE TAKEN FOR CREDIT IN GENERAL STUDIES
AREA A, B, OR C.
1 09.00 V W S LAWSOM 171
08.00 T PAR< 301
2 09.00 H W S LAWSUM 171
08.00 TH PAR< 301
3 09.0 f W S LAWSUM 171
10.00 T PAR< 301
4 09.00 N W S LAWSUM 171
03.00 TH PAH< 301
5 09.00 N W S LAwSUM 171
09.00 T AG 148
6 09.00 N W S LAWSUM 171
12.00 TH AG 148
7 09.00 V W S LAWSOM 171
12.00 TH AG 148
8 09.00 v W S LAWSUM 171
02.00 T AG 148
9 09.00 N W S LAWSUM 171
04.00 TH LS II 130
10 09.00 * W S LAWSUM 171
04.00 TH LS II 130
11 09.00 N M S LAWSUM 171
04.00 TH LS II 130
12 09.00 w W S LAWSUM 171
04.00 TH LS II 130
2?9P SURVIVAL OF MAM 04.0 C^
NOTE: 299B MAY BE TAKEN FOR CREDIT IN GENERAL STUDIES
AREA A, B, OR C.
1 09.00 T TH LAWSUM 171
09.00 S LAWSUM 161
11.00 V LS II 130
2 09.00 T TH LAWSUM 171
09.00 S LAWSUM 161
12.00 W LS II 130
3 09.00 T TH LAWSUM 171
09.00 S LAWSUM 161
02.00 W LS li 130
4 09.00 T TH LAWSUM 171
09.00 S LAWSUM 161
3.00 f LS II I 30
5 09.00 T TH LAWSUM 171
09.00 S LAWSUM 161
09.0 W AG 170
6 09.00 T TH LAWSUM 171
09.00 S LAWSUM 161
01.00 W AG 220
7 09.00 T TH LAWSUM 171
09.00 S LAWSUM 161
10.00 N PARK 301
8 09.00 T TH LAWSUM 1 71
09.00 S LAWSUM 161
10.00 W PAR< 301
9 09.0 T TH LAWSUM 171
09.0 S LAWSUM 161
11.00 N PAR< 301









































































































































































































































































































































F LAWSON 1^1 ENGLERT JUWAYNE C
03.0 C*




















PAR< 204 FRAUNFELTER GEORGE H
PAR< 107
PAR< 204 FRAUNFELTER GEORGE H
PAR< 107







1 09. U0 f \«/ PAR< 204 BELL FRANK J
08.00--0^.50 TH PAR< 1 12
2 09.00 N I v' PARK 2 04 SELL FRANK J
10.00--11.50 TH PAR< 112
3 09.00 N i4 PAR< 204 BELL FRANK J
12.00--01 . 50 TH PAP< 112
4 03.00 r TH PAR< 204 BELL FRANK J
4.00--0 5.5 TH PAR< 112
5 03.00 T TH PAR< 204 BELL FRANK J
06.00--07.50 PM TH P A R < 112























































































































































































































SHARPE DAV ID M
335B ENVIRON POLLUTION 03.0 C^
PREREO J* STAND I KG
1 09.0 NT TH LAWSUM 131 VERDUIN
2 12.00 fl TH LAWSUM 131 VtROUIN
3*6 NUTRITIONAL ECOLO-";y 3.0 C<
I 1.00 v ri F H EC 101 K ON I SKI
34 ECOLOCiY 03.0 c*
1 I 1.00 N W F WHA^ 105 ANDERS UN ROGER
2 02.00 V W F WHA1 105 ANDERS ON
345 ECONOMIC B3TANY 03.0 C<





3 5 8 A
3588
36L
3.00 V Vi F LAWSUM 121 PORT/ HE RBERT
MEAT IN MAMS WORLD 0]S.O C3
PREREQ SATISFY REG IN G:sa 200 OR J< s
T AND I NG
09.00 V v 1 F AG 102
ANAL OF PH/S SYSTt v 011.0 c^
PREREQ 1ST LEVEL GSA * MATH LliA+B
01-00 T TH TECH A 111
06.00-07.50 W TH TECH D 122
1.00 T TH TECH A 111
06.00-07.50 PM T TECH D 122
1.00 T Th TECH A 111
08.00-09.50 T TECH D 1?2
01.00 T TH TECH A 111
08.00-09.50 \H TECH 1") 122
ANAL OF PHYS SYSTEf* 3.0 C^
PREREQ SSA 358
A
04.0 T TH TECH A 11 1
06.00-07.50 PM V TECH D 122
04.00 I TH TECH A 111
06.00-07.50 ny 1 J TFCH L) 122
04.00 T TH TECH A 111
06.00-07.25 °M T TECH U 122
04.00 T TH TECH A 111
O6.oo-o7.5o py TH TtCH 122
ACOUSTICS OF MUSIC 03.0 C^
12.00 V W F LArtSOM 161 GORDON










WESTERN TRADITION 04.0 CI
11.00 T THF H EC 140 8 SHELBY
08.00 T 0720 108
1 I. 00 T THF he: 1408 SHELBY
12.00 f 0720 107
11.00 T THF H EC 140B SHELBY
01.00 In 1 08 6 1 101
11.00 T THF H EC 140 6 SHELBY
02.00 F 0720 116
11.00 T THF H EC 140B SHELBY
03.00 In 1 0720 107
11.00 T THF H EC 14GB SHELBY
04.00 t> 0720 114
11.00 T THF H EC 14UB SHELBY
09.00 T WHLR 107
1 I. 00 T THF H EC 140B SHELBY
10.00 V COMM 10 20
02.00 T TH LAWSOM 151 BERBERICH
11.00 T 0862 102
02.00 F LAWSOM 171
2.00 T W LAW SUM 15 1 BERBERICH
02.00 F LAWSCvl L71
Oo.OO PM V 07 2 114
2.00 T \^\ LAWSOM 151 BERBER ICH
10.00 T 0720 107
2.00 F LAWSO\l 171
2.00 T TH LAWSUM 15 1 BERBERICH
02.00 F LAWSUM 171
I 1.00 TH WHA*! 329
2.00 T IH LAWSUM 151 BERBERICH CHARLES
2.00 F LAWSUM 171
10.00 V i 0720 114
02.00 T TH LAWSUM 151 BERBERICH CHARLES
02.00 F LAWSUM 171
I 1.0 ^ WHAM 3 12
2.00 T [H LAWSUM 181 BERBERICH CHARLES
2.00 F LAWSUM 171




16 2.00 T m LAwSUN 151 3ERBERICH CHARLES
2.00 F LAWSON 171
1.00 F PAR< 111
17 02.00 T \H LAWSUM 151 3ER6ERICH CHARLES
2.00 F L A W S U N 171
2 . N TECH A 3 10
18 02.00 r TH LAWSON L51 BERBERICH CHARLES
2.00 F L ftWSON 171
3.00 F 0720 108
19 2.00 T TH LAWSON 151 3ER8ERICH CHARLES
2.00 F LAWSON 171
4.00 w 0720 106
20 2.00 T TH LAWSOM 151 BER3ER1CH CHARLES
2.00 F LAWSON 171
08.0 T 0720 101
B WESTERN rRAPITION 04.0 CR
PRE RES 100 A
1 08.00 * W F LAWSON 15 1 yCFARLI'J
1 1.00 F 0720 I 13
2 03. on v w F LAwS'JM 151 MCFARLI
N
12.00 V OH 75 101
3 3.00 N A F LAWSOM 151 M C FA R L I N
1.00 W GYM 203
4 08.00 N w F LAWSJN 151 MCFARLT
02.00 F 0720 103
5 08.00 N w F LAWSON 151 MCFARL IN
3.00 V 0362 102
6 3.00 v w F LAWSON 151 MCFARLI N
04.00 w 0362 102
7 3.00 N A F LAWSON 15 1 MCFARL IN
06.0 3 f W 72 106
8 8.00 V W F LAWSON 151 MCFARLI
03.00 TH H EC 104
9 08.00 N w F LAWSON 151 MCFARLIN
09.0 T WHAM 208
10 08.00 y w F LAWSON 151 MCFARLI N
10.00 F WHAM 303
11 08.00 N W F LAWSON 151 MCFARLIN
06.00 3 M TH 0720 108
12 03.00 y w F LAWSON 151 MCFARLIN
11.00 w WHAM 3013
13 10.00 NT TH he: 1403 DOTSQN
03.00 r 072 106
14 10.00 y t TH H EC 1403 OUT SON
09.0 F TECH A 310
15 10.00 NT TH H EC 140 3 OOTSON
01.00 T 72 106
16 10.00 y t TH H EC 140 3 OOTSON
02.00 TH PAR< 204
17 10.00 NT Th H EC 140 3 OOTSON
3.00 W 072 1 102
18 10.00 y t 1H H EC 1408 OOTSON
04.0 T 0720 116
19 10.00 NT IH H EZ 140 3 OOTSON
06.0 n M T 072 107
20 1 . C "T TH H EC 1408 OOTSON
10.00 ;W 07 2 105
21 12.00 T TH LAWSON 161 ZuCKER
12.00 F WHAM 105
1 1 .00 y LS I 1 2 50
11 12.00 T TH L 4 W S LN l rj 1 ZOCKER
12.00 F W HAM 105
12.00 W 0720 104
23 12.00 T m LAWSUN 161 ZOCKER
12.00 F WHAM 105
09.00 TH W HL * 214
24 L2.00 T \H L AwSON 161 ZOCKER
12.00 F WHAM 105
2.00 T 0720 103
2 'j 12. CO T 1 H LAwSUN LSI ZUCKSH
19
GSB
12.00 F WHAM 105

















































































































> 06 .00-07.25 r>(v V irv LAW SO 'J 161 BARTON
07. 30-08.25 Piv T 7 2 107
"36 06.00-07.25 P Y V W LAWSON 151 BARTON
7.30-03.25 p v <TH 0720 107
3 7 06.00-07.25 n fv Y ri LAWSOM 151 BAR TOM
06.00 pw T 0720 106
3 fl 06.00-07. 25 p w V A LA*/50 vi 151 B A R T M
06.00 PY TH 0720 107
3 9 06.00-07.25
03.00


































43 06.00-07.25 O f^ P A L AWSOM 151 BARTON










102 A MAM AMD HIS WORLD 04.0 C*
1 3.00
1.00
















4 03.0 N w F LAWSOM 161



























-^ 03 .00-08. 20
12.00


















12 08.00-03.20 f 14 F L A'WSUN 161
03.00 T H EC 306
13 12.00 YT TH LAWS J 4 171
08.00 1N II EC 306
14 1.00 V 1-VTHF H EC 122 \
ENROLLMENT BY PERM ISS ION C NLY (SECT. 14)
15 12.00 v T TH LAW SON 171
09.0 14 H EC 306
16 12.00 V T TH LAWSON 171
10.00 1"I H EC 306
17 12.00 Y T TH LAWSON 171
11.00 \4 H EC 3 06
16 12.00 M TH LAW SUM 171
12.00 i*v H EC 306
19 12.00 VI TH LAWSON 171
oi. on \ •>; H EC 3 06
20 12.00 N T TH LAWSON 1 7 1
02.00 1 H EC 306
21 12.00 y T TH LAWSON 171
03.00 I H EC 3 06
22 12.00 M TH LAWSON 171
04.00 i4 H EC 306
23 12.00 VT TH LAWSON 171
03.00 TH H EC 106
24 12.00 NT TH LAWSON 171
09.00 TH H EC 3 06
25 12.00 wy TH L A W SU N 171
10.00 TH H EC 306
26 02.00 N LAWSOM 161
02.00 r TH LAWSON 171
08.00 F H EC 306
71 02.00 V LAWSON 171
02.00 T TH LAWSON 161
09.0 F H EC 306
28 02.00 t4 F H EC 122 A
2.00 VT H EC 201
ENROLLMENT BY '^ERMISS ION C ML Y (SECT. 28)
29 03.00 T TH LAWSON 161
10.00 F H EC 306
02.00 y LAWSO vl 171
30 02.00 T W LAWSON 161
11.00 F H EC 306
02.00 y LAWSON 171
3 1 02.00 T TH LAWSOM 151
12.00 F H EC 306
02.00 y LAWSON 171
32 2.00 T TH LAWSON 161
01.00 F H EC 3 06
02.00 N LAWSOM 171
3 3 02.00 T TH LAWSON 161
02.00 F ,H EC 306
34 02.00 T TH LAWSON 151
03.00 F H EC 306
02.00 y LAWSON 171
35 02.00 T TH LAWSON 161
04.00 F H EC 3 06
02.00 N LAWSON 171
36 02.00 T TH LAWSON 161
08.00-08.20 y H EC 306
02.00 V LAWSON 171
37 02.00 T \h LAWSON 151
09.00 v H EC 306
02.00 V LAWSON 171
3 8 2.00 T TH LAWSOM 151
10.00 N H EC i06
02.00 U L AWSON i n
3 9 04.00 T THF L A W S U N 141
I I. 00 n H EC 3 06
40 O't.on T THF L AWSON L4 1
12.00 V H t C 306
21
GSB
41 04.00 T THE LAWSU J 141
11.00 TH h ec 306
42 Oh. 00 T TH LAWSOM 141
12.00 TH H EC 306
43 04.00 T FH LAWSOM 141
01.00 TH he: 306
44 04.00 T TH LAWSOM 141
02.00 TH H EC 306
45 04.00 T TH LAWSOM 141
03.00 TH H EC 306
45 04.00 T TH LAWSOM 141
12.00 F H EC 102
47 04.00 T TH LAWSOM 141
01.00 F H EC 102
48 04.00 T TH LAW SON 141
02.00 F H EC 102
49 04.00 T TH LAWSOM 141
03.00 F H EC 102
50 04.00 T TH LAWSOM 141
11.00 F H EC 102
11 05.45-07..25 T TH H EC 106
1028 MAN AND HIS WORLD 3^t.O CR
I 08.0 0--09..50 N W CO,MM 1022 CHRISTENSEN DAVID E
RESTR1CTEQ 1ro PRES SCHOLA«S (SECT
. 1)
2 03.J0--09..50 V w H EC 206 CHRISTENSEN DAVID E
3 08.00-•09,.50 V w H EC 102 CHRISTENSEN DAVID E
4 08.00-09..50 N W TECH A 310 CHR I STEM SEN DAVID E
5 08.00--09..50 f M TECH A 308 CHRISTENSEN DAVID E
6 08.00-09,.50 V W TECH A 222 CHRISTENSEN OAVIC E
7 03.00-•09,.50 N W H EC 206 CHR I STEM SEN DAVID E
3 08.00--09..50 T TH H EC 102 CHRISTENSEN DAVID c
9 08.00--09..50 T TH TECH A 310 CHRISTENSEN DAVID E
10 03.00-09..50 T TH TECH A 308 CHRISTENSEN DAVID E









































































20 10.00- 11,.50 T TH TECH A 310 CHR ISTENSEN DAVID E
21 10.00-•11..50 T TH TECH A 308 CHRISTENSEN DAVID E
ZZ 10.00- 11..50 T TH TECH A ZZZ CHRISTENSEN DAVID E
23 12.00--01..50 v w COMM 1022 CHRI STENSEN DAVID E
24 12.00-•01,.50 N H H EC 206 CHRISTE MSEN DAVID E
25 12.00--01..50 N w H EC 102 CHRISTENSEN D4VID E
26 12.00--01..50 n w TECH A 310 CHRISTENSEN DAVID E
27 12.00--01,.50 y w TECH A 308 CHRISTENSEN DAVID E
28 12.00--01..50 N W TECH A 222 CHRISTENSEN DAVID E
29 12.00--01,.50 T TH H EC 206 CHR ISTENSEN DAVID E
30 12.00--01,.50 T TH H EC 102 CHRISTENSEN DAVID E
31 12.00-01..50 T TH TECH A 310 CHRI STENSEN DAVID E
32 12.00--or.50 T TH TFCH A 308 CHR ISTENSEN DAVID E
33 12.00--01,.50 T TH TECH A 222 CHRISTENSEN DAVID E
109 INTRO TO BLACK APE u 04.0 C*
1 06.00 PV N W LAWSOM 171
03.00--04,.50 T PAR< 303
2 06.00 PV N * LAWSOM 171
03.00--04,.50 T TECH A 322
3 06.00 py N rt LAWSCM 171
22
GSB
03 00- W . 5 T BA ILEY 1 30
4 06 .00 p|Y f *i LAWSON 171
03 .00--04. 50 WHAM 30 3
5 06 .00 pM M w LAWSON 171
03 .00--04, 50 PAR< 11 1
6 06 .00 Py ^ w LAWSON 171
3 .00--04, 50 AG 170
7 06 .00 pv ^ w LAWSUN 171
03 .00--04, 50 PHY SC 41
8 06 .00 PM r- w LAWSUM 171
3 .00--04. 50 TECH A 120
1 06 .00 py V w LAWSON 171
3 .00--04, 50 TECH A 122
10 06 .00 PM N 'a LAWSUM 171
03 .00--0'+. 50 0720 105
I 1 06 .00 Of/ M W LAWSUM 171
03 .00--04, 50 AG 150
12 06 .00 PM N W LAWSUM 1 71
03 .00--04, 50 ARENA 125
13 C6 .00 PM V w LAWSUM 171
03 .00--04. 50 AG 218
14 06 .00 PM N w LAWSUM 171
03 .00--04. 50 AG 148
15 06 .00 PM V w LAWSUM 171
03 .00--04. 50 PULL 43
16 06 .00 Ofl/ f A LAWSON 171
03..00--0 4. 50 LS I I 4 30
17 06 .00 PM V w LAWSUM 171
03 .00--04. 50 WHLR 214
13 06 .00 Pf/ N w LAWSUM 171
03..00--0 4. 50 WHLR 212
19 06 .00 PM N w LAWSUM 171
03 .00--04. 50 WHAM 326
20 06..00 PM N 'a' LAWSUM 171
03 .00--04. 50 ARENA 123
201R SOCIETY + BEHAVI OK U4.0 U<
I 09. 00 TH °AR< 124
08 . 00 W F AG 224
2 39. r th P AR < 124
08. 00 W F H EC 118
3 09, 00 r th PAR< 124
09. 00 W F TECH A 3 20
4 09, 00 ' TH r>AR^ 124
10, 00 W F 0861 101
5 09, 00 TH PAR< 124
10. 00 W AG 220
10. 00 F AG 216
6 09. 00 r TH PAR< 124
11. 00 w F H EC 201
7 09, 00 ' TH PAR< 124
12, 00 W F <^HY SC 118
8 09 .00 f TH PAR< 124
01, 00 W WHAM 201
01, 00 F CL 109
9 08..00 rv WTHF WHAM 112
10 12 .00 M WTHF WHAM 112
11 04, 00 yi r WTH WHAM 112
12 02..00 TH WHAM 105
08..00 F C0MM 1022
13 2 .00 r th WHAM 105
09. 00 r f COMM 1022
u 02 .00 [ TH WHAM 105
10 .00 r 5 WHAM 20 1
15 02 .00 ' TH WHAM 105
1 I .00 r s WHAM 201
16 02 .00 r ih WHAM 105
12 .00 r f COMM 1006
17 02 .00 r ih WmAM 103
• 1 .00 r f 0720 1 1 I
18 02 .00 r th WHAM 105


















03.00 F WHAM 203
19 02.00 r TH WHAM 105 PATTERSON EDGAR
04.09 r F WHAM 206
20 04.00 k F L A* SUM 171 MALL ELIZABETH W
10.00 P TH BAILEY 130
21 04.00 w F LAWSOM 171 MALL ELI 'ABETH W
10.00 N TH PULL 43A
22 04.00 w F L AWSOM 171 MALL ELIZABETH W
11.00 V BAI LEY 130
21 04.00 w F LAWSOM 171 NALL ELI:>aoeth W
12.00 N TH COMM 10 06
24 04.00 w F LAWSOM 171 MALL ELIZABETH W
01.00 V m TECH A 420
SECT ^4 RESERVED F CR p RESIDENTS SCH3LARS
25 04. on w F LAWSOM 171 MALL ELIZABE W
2.00 y TH PULL 4 3
2o 04.00 W F LAWSUM 171 MALL ELI ZABETH W
04.00 v TH PULL 41
27 04.00 W F LAWSOM 171 NALL ELIZABE I W
04.00 V TH WHAM 308
28 07.35-09. 15 py V \H WHAM 308
2 9 07.35-09. 15 PM H TH WHAM 112














































































































































CARRIER NE IL ALAM
17 04.00 V w LAWSOM 141 CARRIER ME IL ALAN












































23 06.00-07.40 PC y LAWSOM 141













2 5 06.00-•07,,40 PM N LAW SUM 141
10.00--11
. 50 F PULL 3 ?
26 06.00-•07. 40 PM M L'.WSOM 141
10.00- 11.,50 F LS I I 25u
27 06.00-•07.,40 r»N N LAWSOM 141
10.00- 1) . 50 F WHAM 112
?3 06.00-07. 40 PM IV LAWSOM 141
02.00--03. 50 F AG 222
29 06.00--07.,40 ?v |W LAWSUM 141
12.00-01. 50 F WHAM 328
30 06.00- 07. 40 PM V LAWSOM 14 1
02.00-03.,50 F WHAM 202
31 09.00 f« W PA«< 111 SCHMECK KONAI R
08.00-•09. 50 TH AG 148 SCHMECK ROiMALO R
32 09.00 y W PARK 111 SCHMECK RONALD R
01.00- 02. 50 FH AG 148 SCHMECK RONALD R
33 3.0 0--04. 50 K PULL 38 HEISLER
03.00--04, 50 W PIERCE 130
34 03.00-04. 50 ft PULL 38 HEISLER
03.00-04. 50 TH PIERCE 130
210E INTERCUL SEM-F eas r 02. TO 04.0 C<
I 07.35- 09. 15 P|V W WARREM 129 LAYBOURN JOHN F
211A POLITICAt. EC;oncmy 04.0 CR
1 09.00 f T W T H WHAM 105 HAND




































































































































































20 05.45--07. 25 N W CL 109
21 05.45--07..25 T TH PULL 41
22 07. 35--09,
, 15 PM y W CL 109
23 07. 35--0 9.
, 15 PM T TH CL 24
300A UNI TFU STAFFS III ST 03.0 C^



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































9 06.00-07.25 PM T TH
10 06.00-07.25 PM V W
34 1 MARRIAGE













INTR rU AM EGN PCI





1 02.00 N WTH
GEGG JF U 5
1 7.00 ft W
09.00 TH
FUNO UP Db3IS MAKP
PRERtQ MATH 1 1 I - 1 C A + FJ















CONTEMP PUL r S MS
09.00
09.00




























































































MUSIC UNDERSTANDING 03.0 CR
1 09.0 V W F LAWSUM 121 FLUYD SAMUEL









I 12.00 w LAwSUM 171 SCHECK, WAYNE
10.00-11.50 T 0843 10 3
08.00 w 034 3 103
2 03.00 ft LAWSUM 161
09.00-10.50 w 0843 103
03.00 w 0843 103
3 12.00 w LAWSUM 171
03.00-09.50 V 0343 103
12.00 T 0843 103
4 12.00 w LAWSUM 171
08.00-09.50 <; 0843 103
09.00 T 0843 103
5 12.00 W LAWSUM 171
03.00-04.50 f 08 4 3 103
04.00 w 0843 103
6 12.00 w LAWSUM 171
1.0 0-02.50 N 0843 193
12.00 F 084 3 102
7 12.00 w LAWSUM 171
01.00-02.50 F 08 4 3 103
12.00 TH 084 3 102
b 12.00 w LAWSUM 171
1 1.00-12*50 w 0843 103
10.00 \\\ 0843 103
9 12.00 W LAWSUM 171
8.00-0 9.50 c 0843 102
10.00 M 0843 103
01 .00-02.50 T 08 4 3 103
11.00 TH OH 4 3 102

















































































l"H 08 4 3 103
F 03 4 3 102
F LAW SUM 171
LAWSUN 151
F 08 4 3 103
08 4 3 102
LAWSON 16 1
03 4 3 103
08 4 3 102
LAWSUM 161
TH 0843 103
08 4 3 102
LAWSON 161
F 084 3 103
TH 084 3 103
LAWSUN 161
03 4 3 10 3
TH 0843 102
LAWSUN 161
<5 08 4 3 103
F 0843 102
L AW SO M 161
" 0843 L02
0843 102
08 4 3 103
TH 0843 102
F LAWSUM 171
YH 3 4 3 103
084 J 102
F LAWSUM 17 L
F 08 4 3 103
0843 102
F LAWSON 171









08 4 3 102
08 4 3 102
LAWSON 161







TH 034 3 102
LAWSUN 161
T\-{ 0843 103
08 4 3 102
LAWSUN 161






31 12..00 w LAWSUM 171
09,.00- 10 .50 f 084 3 102
10..00 F 0843 102
32 12..00 W LAWSUN 171
09..00- ID .50 TH 0843 102
10,.00 F OH 4 3 10 3
33 3..00 V LAWSUM 161
05..00-OS .50 W 0843 103
01..00 T 0S43 102
34 03,.00 f LAWSUM 161
08..00- 09 .50 W 08 4 3 102
01..00 TH 08 4 3 102
35 03..00 W LAWSUM 151
08..00- 09 .50 F 084 3 102
08..00 FH 0843 10 3
36 03..00 W LAWSUN 161
12..00- 1 .50 N 08 4 3 102
01..00 F 0843 102




























































































































































































































































































































































T TH LAWSUM 161 HOWARC 1
Th H EC 202
T TH LAWSOM 161 HUWARC>
TH H EC 208
T TH LAWSUM 161 HOWARC I
F H EC 122
T TH LAWSUM 151 HOWAR r1
F AREMA 123
T TH LAWSOM 161 HUWARCI
F H ec 202
T TH LAWSUM 161 HOWARC )
F LS I I 330
T TH LAWSOM 161 HOWARC l
F H EC 202
T TH LAWSOM 161 HUWARC>
F 0871 101
T TH LAWSOM 161 HUWARC 1
F H EC 202
T TH LAWSOM 161 HUWARCI
F H EC 118
T TH LAWSOM 161 HOWARC 1











T TH LAWSUM 141 HOWIE JOHN
















T TH LAWSOM 141 HOWIE JOHN
T H EC 206
T TH LAWSOM 141 HOWIE JOHN
T H EC 208
1 TH LAWSOM 141 HOWIE JOHN
T H EC 202
T TH LAWSO\J 141 HOWIE JOHN
T H EC 202
T TH LAWSOM 141 HOWIE JOHN
T H EC 118
T TH LAWSOM 141 HOWIE JOHN





















T TH LAWSOM 141 KELLY MATTHEW
T H EC 118
T TH LAWSOM 141 KELLY MATTHEW
r H EC 203
T TH LAWSOM 141 KELLY MATTHEW
T H EC 208
T TH LAWSOM 141 KELLY MA TTHEW
1 H EC 208
T TH LAWSOM 141 KELLY MATTHEW
T WHU 212
T TH LAWSOM 141 KELLY MATTHEW
F PIERCE 130
7 TH LAWSOM 141 KELLY MA TTHEW
F CL 24





61 07. 35-08.25 p|WI T TH LAWSON 1^1 GILLESPIE
09.00 F A33JTT 129
62 07.35-03-25 P V 1 TH LAWSUM 141 GILLESPIE
10.00 F WHAM 203
63 37.35-08.25 piy T TH LAWSOM L41 GILLESPIE
L 1.00 F BAILEY 130
64 07. 35-03.25 PN T TH LAWSQM 141 GILLESPIE
12.00 F H EC 120
65 07. 35-08.25 PM \ TH LAUSUM 141 GILLESPIE
12.00 f CL 326
66 7.35-03.25 PM T TH LAWSUM 141 GILLESPIE
08.00 T H EC 106
67 07.35-08.25 PM T TH LAWSUM 141 GILLESPIE
02.0 M BAILEY 130
68 07.35-08.25 PV T TH LAWSUM 141 GILLES°IE
03.00 N CL 109
69 07.35-0H.25 PM T TH LAWSUM 141 GILLESPIE
10.00 T H EC 104
70 07.35-03.25 PM T TH LAWSUM 141 GILLESPIE
11.00 T H EC 104
7L 07. 35-08.25 PM T TH LAWSUM 141 GILLESPIE
12.00 T H EC 104
72 07.35-09.25 PM T TH LAWSUM 141 GILLESPIE
01.00 T WHAM 305
WORLD LI f = OR CQMP 03.0 CR
PREREG ISO 1L02 CM THE £PPROP*lAT E ACT
SCORE
1 08.00 M W F WHAM 301
2 03.00 M W F WARREN 129
3 08.00 T THF H EC 120
4 08.00 M W F 0862 102
5 8.00 T TH 0862 102
03.00 F 0875 101
6 08.00 N W F 0721 101
7 09.00 M W F FELTS 130
8 09.00 T TH 0721 101
09.00 F 0720 108
9 09.00 T THF PULL 43A
10 09.00 N W F 0862 102
11 09.00 T TH AC 152
09.00 F AG 224
12 10.00 N W F FELTS 130
13 10.00 M W F WAR } EM 129
14 L0.00 T TH WARDEN! 129
10.0 F WHAM 202
15 10.00 M W F 0362 102
16 10.00 T TH 0720 105
10.00 F PHY SA 156
17 10.00 M 0720 109
10.00 W F 0861 102
18 11.00 N W F FFLTS 130
19 11.00 T TH FEL TS 130
11.00 F WHAM 303
20 11.00 M W F W A R R E M 129
21 11.00 M W F 0862 102
22 11.00 T THF LS I 1 130
23 11.00 T TH AG 154
11.00 F AG 152
24 12.00 M W F 0/20 103
25 12.00 T TH FELTS 130
12.00 F WARREN 129
26 12.00 NT TH WARREM 129
27 12.00 M TH GYM 20 3
28 12.00 T F 08 7 1 101
12.00 W H EC 122
29 12.00 N W F 0862 102
30 12.00 T THF 08 7 5 101
31 12.00 M TH PHY SA 258
32 01.00 N W F 0720 103
33 01.00 T TH FEL TS 130
01.00 F WARREM 129
31
GSC
34 01.00 NT TH A3 220
35 01.00 V WTH WARDEN 129
FOREIGN SFJQEMTS ONLY (SvOT. 35)
36 01.00 T H EC 202
01.00 M H EC 122
01.00 F GYM 203
37 1.00 T F 7 2 101
I. 00 TH 0720 116
38 01.00 Tw F PHY SA 278
39 2.00 H W F AG 152
40 02.00 T TH FELTS 130
2.00 F WAR* EM 129
41 02.00 VT TH WAR*tM 129
4 2 02.00 V W TH 08 7 1 101
43 02.0 T THF 0720 101
44 02. OC T Jh AB3 3TT 129
2.00 F BAILEY 130
45 02.00 N AG 143
02.00 W F GYM 204
46 03.00 f w' F FEL TS 130
4 7 03.00 T TH FELTS 130
03.00 F WARREN 129
48 03.00 VT TH WARREN 129
49 03.00 V WTH GYM 2 03
50 03.00 T F GYM 203
03.00 w H EC 122
51 3.00 T THF 07 2 114
52 03.00 N W F H EC 202
53 04.00 P W F FELTS 130
54 04.00 T THF WHAM 307
55 04.00 NT TH W A R R E M 129
56 04.00 TW F GYM 203
5 7 04.00 N W F 0720 107
58 06.00-07. 15 PM N W 0862 102
59 06.00-07. 15 PV T TH 0862 102
60 06.00-07. 15 PN f W 0720 117
61 06.00-07. 15 PM T TH 0720 117
62 06.00-07. 15 pp N W 0871 101
63 06.00-07. 15 py T TH 07 2 1 101
64 07.35-03.50 PN N W 0862 102
65 07.35-OC.50 P M T TH 0862 102
66 07. 35-08.50 py N W 0720 117
67 07.35-03.50 PM T TH 07 2 117
68 07.35-OP.50 PN f W 0871 101
6 9 07.35-08.50 PM T TH 0721 101
1108 WESTERN HUMANI TI ES 03.;3 CR
1 10.00 f U F LAWSON 1^1 PLOCHMAMN
no ORAL INTERP OF LIT 4.0 C*
l 08.00 NTWTH COMM 1020
SECT 1+2 - ELEV ENTARY MAJCRS ONLY
2 11.00-12.50 T TH COMM 1020
3 12.00 VTW F COMM 1018
4 12.00




5 01.00 NTWTH COMM L020
6 12.00 N W COMM 1020
12.00-01.50 F COMM 10 20
7 04.00 TWTHF COMM 1020
ADDITIONAL MTG 2.00 l ; COW 2014 FOfi . SECT
S 1-7
8 04.00 NTWTH COMM 1018
9 07.35-09. 15 pn N W COMM 1017
10 07.35-09. 15 pp T T^\ COMM 1021
11 07.35-09. 15 py T TH COMM 1018
12 07.35-09.15 PM V W COMM 1018
NOTE: ADDITIONAL MTG 3.
8-12
00 F COMM 2014 FOR SECT' S
?01 INTRO TO D*AMA 03. (J C*
PRERLC 3SC 103 CP EQUIV
1 08.00 P W F TECH A 122




















5 12.00 N W F WHAM 303
6 01.00 y W F WHAM 303
7 02.00 w W F 0720 107
8 03.00 N W F WHAM 303
9 04.00 V W F WHAM 30 3
10 06.00-•07 . 15 PM N W 0720 107
11 06.00-07 .25 py V w 0720 113
12 7.3 5-03 .50 PV f w 0720 118
I INTRO TO POETRY 03. Zl



























6 12.00 V WHAM 307
12.00 T TH WHAM 303
7 01.00 (Y AG 15'+
01.00 T TH WHAM 303
8 02.00 V AG 222
02.00 T TH 0875 102
9 03.00 NT TH ARE^A 119
10 04.00 VT TH 0720 108
11 06.00-•07 .15 py T TH WHAM 303
12 07.35-•03 .50 PM T TH H EC 104




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































EAMES EL 17 ABE TH R
15 01.00
09.00













EAMES EL IZABETH R
17 1.00
08.00























EAMES El IZABETH R
21 01.00
12.00






























i MOD LIT FORM ICEA 04.0 CI
PREREQ JSC 103 CR FQUIV
1 08.00 NT THF 0720 103
2 10.00 NT THF WHAM 307












4 12.00 TWTHF WHAM 307
















9 3.00 TWTHF WHAM 307
10 3.00 VT THF WHAM 319
1 1 04.0 y T THF WHAM 319
12 05.45-•07.25 T TH WHAM 307
13 05.45-07.25 T TH WHAM 317

















1 08.00 fv W F POLL 43
2 9.00 l« W F 07 2 1 14
3 10.00 M w F WHA A 317
*\ 11.00 y w F WHAM 3 1 7
5 12.00 N W T H WHAM 317
6 1.00 TW F PHY SA 258
7 01.00 T THF 72 109











RESTRICTS;o TO PRES SCHOLARS Oh? CO MS OF
EPI (SECT. 9)
10 3.00 y WTH WHAM 329
LI 03.00 H T IH PHY SA 45 8
L2 04.00 h WTH 0720 103
Li 04.00 V WTH H FC 202
L4 06.00-0 7 .25 PK N> w H EC 122
lt> 06.00-07 .25 PN T TH H EC 203
Lo 07.35-0 9 .00 PM T TH H EC 203
17 07.25-•0-9 .00 Pf V W WHAM 317
21 1ft ORIENTAL H J MAN IT IE S 03.0 C<
1 09.00 N W F WHAM 308 L 10
215 TYPES OF RE L1GI0N 04.0 C^
1 12. 00 T THF WHAM 3 08 HAYWARO
L0.00 W WHAM 321 SMITH LEMOEL F
2 12.00 T THF WHAM 308 FAYWvRD JOHN F
11.00 W WHAM 32 I SHIT H
3 12.00 T THF WHAM 308 HAYWARO
02.00 M WHAM 321 H A Y W A R D
4 12.00 T THF WHAM 308 HAYWARD JOHN F
04.00 W WHAM 321 S M I T H











































































































311 PHIL-REL = I NCI A 03.0 CR
I 02.00 T THF LAWSON 141 ALLEN GOG LAS
317 RECENT AMER LI T 03.0 CR
PRE RE
Q
3 SC 103 LP ECU IV
1 08.00 V W F WHAM 319
2 9.00 ft W F AC 152















6 12.00 ^ W TH HFC 120
7 L2.00 N W TH 087 1 101
8 01.00 N WTH CL 32o
9 02.00 tv WTH GYM 203
10 03.00 V WTH THCH A 122
11 04.00 N WTH 0720 109
12 07.35--OB .50 P^ N W H EC 102
13 06.00-07 .25 PN f W 0720 t 16
U 03.00 V WTH PHY SA 25:*
325 BLACK AMER WRI TEHS 03.0 C<














































































































































































































































































































N W F H EC 208 UEMATTE 1 S
V w F H EC 208 CLARKE DAVID S
ft w F H EC 208 OIEFENBFCK JAMES
ft w F H EC 208 DEMATTE IS





386 EARLY AMER PHIL
1 02.00 M W F LAWSUM 151 HAHN
General Studies Area D—Organization and Communication of
Ideas (GSD)
101 ENGLISH COMPOS I TIQ N 03.0 CR
1 08.00 ft W F 0720 106
2 08.00 NT TH 0720 107
3 09.00 ft w AG 150
09.00 F H EC 102
4 09.00 N 0721 102
09.00 T TH PARK 301
5 09.00 T TH LS I I 250
09.00 F WHAM 303
6 10.00 N W F H EC 122
7 10.00 ft W F LS I I 250
8 11.00 ft W F GYM 203
9 11.00 ft W F AG 224
10 12.00 NT TH PULL 3 9
11 12.00 H W F 0861 101
12 01.00 NT TH 0862 102
13 01.00 NT TH GYM 203
14 01.00 M TH PIERCE 130
15 01.00 N W F 0720 114
16 02.00 NT TH 0862 102
17 02.00 TH PAR< 301
02.00 T WHLR 212
02.00 N 0720 101
18 02.00 T WHAM 305
02.00 W WHAM 312
02.00 F WHA^ 303
19 03.00 W F WHAM 305
03.00 TH WHA^I 321
20 03.00 N H EC 104
03.00 T TH 0720 116
21 03.00 NT TH 0720 107
22 03.00 T THF 0720 101
23 04.00 NT TH 0720 102
24 04.00 *T TH 0720 131
25 06.00-•07 . 15 PN N W 0721 101
26 06.00-07 .25 pn T TH 0720 109
27 06.00-•07 .25 pn N W 0720 109
28 06.00-07 .25 pn T TH AC 224
29 07.35-•08 .50 pn N W 0875 102
30 07.35-09 .00 pn T TH 0720 109
102 ENGLISH COMPOSITION 03.0 C*
PREREO j SD ]L 1 CR THE APPROPRIATE &C
SCORE
1 08.00 N W F 0720 114
2 08.00 NT TH WHAM 312
3 08.00 N W F 0871 102
4 08.00 T THF 07 2 117
5 08.00 N W F 0720 116
6 8.00 F 0720 104
03.00 T TH 0720 116
7 03.00 N W F 0871 101
8 08 .00 T TH 0871 101
08.00 f 0720 102
9 08.00 T THF 0720 118
10 08.00 N T TH 0721 102
11 09.00 T ARESIA 123
09.00 W H EC 203













































































N W F 07 20 131
V W F 0721 101
T THF 0861 101
N W F 08 7 1 101
T TH 0720 131
F 9AILEY 130
T THF PHY SA 258
T TH 0871 102
F 0720 1J7
NT TH 0720 102
f W F 0875 102
T TH 08 7 5 102
F 0720 LOl
H W F 0720 116
M TH 0720 106
N M F 0871 101





n W 0720 103
F 0720 101
T TH 0720 105
F WHAM 210
¥ W F 08 7 5 102
T TH 0875 102
F 0862 101
N W F 0720 116
WT TH 0720 102
N W F 0871 101
TW 0720 103
F H EC 206
N W F 0720 105
T TH 0720 105
F 0720 108
N WTH 0720 118
NT TH 0720 114
NT TH H EC 122
T TH 0720 107
P 0720 102
N WTH 0875 102
N WTH 0720 116
T TH 0720 105
F WHAM 112
T 0721 102
N TH 0862 101
TW F 0862 101
N W 0720 109
TH WHAM 317
NT TH 0875 102
T 0720 103
W F 0875 102
N W F 0720 107
NT TH 08 7 1 101
T 0720 106
W F 0720 105
N WTH 0862 101
N WHAM 321
T TH H EC 120
N WTH 0861 132
N W F 0875 102
W 0861 101
T F 08 6 1 102
n W F 0720 135
NT TH 0862 101
N W F WHAM 321
N WTH 0875 102
39
62 03. 00 T 0875 10^
03.00 tf F 08 6 1 102
63 03*00 NT TH 0361 102
64 03.00 N WTh 08 7 1 101
6 5 03.00 T F 0K7 1 101
03.00 W 0720 117
c o 04.00 N W F 0720 105
67 04.00 NT TH 0862 10 I
68 04. 00 N W F COMM 1006
69 04.0 NT TH 0720 106
/O 04.00 N WTH 0875 102
71 04.00 T 0875 102
04.00 W F 0720 108
7? 04.0 NT TH COMM 1021
73 4.00 N w'TH 08 7 1 101
74 04.00 T F 0871 101
04.00 W 0720 116
75 06.00-07. 15 PM T TH 0720 105
76 06.00-07. 15 PN t* W 0720 103
77 06.00-07. 15 PM T TH 072 116
78 06.00-07. 15 p|Y v W 0720 108
79 06.00-07. 15 PN N M 0862 101
30 06.00-07. 15 py T TH 0720 104
81 06.00-07. 15 PN fi W H EC 118
82 06.00-07. 15 (">|V T TH 0720 101
8 3 07.35-08. 50 PC T TH 0720 105
34 07.35-03. 50 PV N W 0720 108
35 07. 35-0 3. 50 r>y T \h 0720 114
86 07. 35-08. 50 PV 1 TH 0720 103
8 7 07.35-03. 50 pv N W 0720 103
88 07.35-03. 50 Pft T TH 0862 101
89 07. 35-08. 50 P M N W H EC 118
30 07. 35-08. 50 PN T TH 0720 104
91 08.00 V 0720 109
08.0 T TH 0720 102
92 08.00 N W F AB8DTT 129
9 3 11.00 T TH GYM 203
11.00 F WHL* 214
94 12.00 T TH 0862 102
12.00 F 0720 Ho
95 01.00 M TH 0720 102
96 02.00 T AG 150
02.00 W F 0720 109
97 06.00-07. 25 PM N W 0720 105
98 07. 35-09. 00 P P N W 0720 109
99 07.35-09. 00 py y W 0720 105
100 07.35-09. 00 pn T TH AG 224
101 10.00 N W F 0721 101
103 ORAL COMM OF IDEAS 03.0 C*
1 08.00 V W F AG 2 22
01.00 TH COMM 1018
2 08.00 N W F PULL 43 A
01.00 TH LAWSON 101
3 08.00 y w f WHAM 305
01.00 TH COMM 1022
4 08.00 T TH S AG 222
12.00 TH COMM 1018
5 08.00 T THF COMM 1017
12.00 TH LAWSON 101
6 08.00 T \h WHAM 305
08.00 F COMM 1020
12.00 TH COMM 1022
7 09.00 » W F AG 222
01.00 TH COMM 1018
8 09.00 * W F PULL 41
01.00 TH LAWSON 101
9 09.0 1* W F WHAM 305
01.00 TH COMM 1022
L0 09.00 N W F COMM 1021
01.00 TH COMM 1021
40
GSD
11 09.00 T TH S AG 222
12.00 TH COMM 1018
12 09.00 F COMM 1017
09.00 T TH LS I I 430
12.00 TH LAWSOM 101
13 09.0 T TH AG 188
09.00 F WHAM 321
12.00 TH COMM 10 2 1
14 09.00 T TH WHAM 305
09.00 F COMM 1020
12.00 TH COM*! 1022
15 10.00 N T TH AG 222
08 .00 TH COMM 1018
16 10.00 T TH S AG 168
08.00 TH LAWSUN 101
17 10.00 NT TH WHAM 3 5
03.00 TH H EC 201
18 10.00 W F AG 222
10.00 T COMM 1021
09.00 TH COMM ioie
19 10.00 w COMM 1020
10.00 FS COMM 1017
09.00 TH LAWSOM 131
20 10.00 W FS WHAM 305
09.00 TH COMM 10 2 2
21 10.00 N W COMM 1017
10.00 F WHAM 3018
09.0 TH H EC 201
11 11.00 NT TH AG 222
08.00 TH COMM 1018
23 11.00 7 TH S LS I I 330
08.00 TH LAWSOM 101
24 11.00 NT TH WHAM 305
08.00 TH COMM 1022
25 11.00 NT TH WHAM 321
08.00 TH H EC 201
26 11.00 W F AG 222
11.00 T COMM 1021
09.00 TH COMM 1018
27 11.00 W COMM 1020
11.00 FS COMM 1017
09.00 TH LAWSOM 101
28 11.00 W FS WHAM 305
09.00 TH COMM 1022
29 11.00 N W COMM 1017
11.00 F WHLR 207
09.00 TH H EC 201
30 01.00 N W F AG 148
09.00 TH COMM 10 21
31 01.00 TWTH AG 222
10.00 TH COMM 1018
32 01.00 N W F COMM 1017
10.00 TH LAWSON 101
33 01.00 N W F WHAM 305
10.00 TH COMM 1022
34 02.00 N W F PIERCE 130
01.00 TH COMM 1021
RESTRICTED TO PRESICENT SCHOLARS (SECT. 34)
35 02.00 N TECH A 120
09.00 TH COMM 1021
02.00 W F AG 148
3b 02.00 TWTH AG 222
10.00 TH COMM 1018
37 02.00 N W F FELTS 130
10.00 TH H EC 118
38 02.00 N W F WHAM 305
10.00 TH COMM 1022
39 3.00 N COM* 101 /
3.00 W F LS I I 228





40 03,.00 V W F AG 150
1 1..00 TH COMM 1018
41 03,.00 T THF AG 188
11,.00 TH LAWSGM 101
42 03,.00 N W F PULL 43A
11,.00 TH COMM 1021
4 3 03,.00 NT TH WHAM 305
11,.00 TH CDMM 1022
44 04,.00 f W F AG 150
11..00 TH COMM 1018
45 04..00 T THF AG 188
11..01) TH LAWSUM 101
46 04..00 N W F PULL 4iA
1 1..00 TH COMM 1021
47 04..00 V T TH WHAM 305
11..00 TH COMM 1022
48 06..00--07..25 PN N ft COMM 1020
08,.00 TH COMM 1021
49 06,.00--07 .25 PN T TH CDMM 1020
10..00 TH COMM 1021
50 06..00--07,.25 PN *> W COMM 1022
09..00 TH H EC 118
51 06,.00--07 .25 PN P W COMM 1006
10,,00 TH H EC 201
52 06..00--07 .25 PN N W COM M 1018
1 1..00 TH H EC 201
5 3 06..00--07 .25 PN T 1H COMM 1006
12..00 TH H EC 201
54 06,.00--07,.25 c»N T TH COMM 10 2 2
01,.00 TH H EC 110
55 07,.35--09,.00 PN N W COMM 10 20
08.,00 TH CQMM 102L
56 07.,35--09,.00 PN T TH COMM 1020
10,,00 TH COMM 1021
57 0/ ..3 5--09,.00 PN v ri COMM 1022
09.,00 TH H EC 118
58 07. . 35--0^,.00 pw N H COMM 1016
10..00 TH H EC 201
59 07,.3 5- 09,.00 PN T TH COMM 1006
12.,00 TH H EC 201
60 07..35--09,.00 PV T TH COM vi 1022
01,.00 TH H EC 118
INTERNED ALGEBRA 00.0 C*
1 08..00 NTW AG 148
08.,00 TH AG 144
2 10..00 N T TH AG 116
10..00 5 AG 154
3 12..00 MWTH PHY SA 160
4 03,,00 W WTH PARK 111
03,.00 T PAR< 204
5 04..00 f T W T H TECH A 422
6 05..45-•07 .25 r th TECH A 422





ID 1L06 CR 1 YP H . S. ALGEBRA
1 08..00 TWTHFS 0061 101
? 03,,00 VTWTHF 0862 101
3 09,.00 V W F AG 116
09,.00 T TH AG 144
4 09..00 W FS AG 154
09.,00 7 TH AG 214
5 10..00 MWTHF BROWN 130
6 11..00 NT THF< 0861 102
7 12..00 V TWTHF TECH A 208
8 12.,00 N TWTHF LS I 16
9 12,,00 N TWTHF LS I 205
10 01..00 *TWTHF 0861 102
11 02,.00 f W F LS I 1 146
02. 00 T TH LS I I 450
12 02.,00 1* T*THF AG 216
13 03..00 V TWTHF LS I 16










































































s r A T [ S T I c
iSC 10 8 3
7.23 PV
Y CHINFSC













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































G E R N A N
SO 126B
N
W F OS 7 1 102
rn whlr 18
W F H EC 104
TH WMH 18
W F WHLR 20 3
TH WHLR 18
A F WHLR 212
T WHLR 18
A F GYM 2 04
T WHLR 18
W F WHLR 212
T WHLR 13
W WHLR 212














































































































































SHELBY tho m as y
45
GSD
8 02.00 N GYf* 204
02.00 T F WHLR 107
02.00 W WHL} 18
9 3.00 N W F WhLR 214
03.00 TH WHLR 18
10 04.00 f WTH PULL 43
04.00 F WHLR 13
IL 06.00-07.25 PN N W GYM 203
05.00 f WHLR 18
12 12.00 VT TH AG 116
12.00 F WHLR 13
KOB ELEMENTARY SPANISH 03..0 C^
PREREQ SSD 140A ER EQL IVALE'vIT
1 09.00 TW T H AG 216
09.00 F WHLR 18
2 08.00 TW PULL 39
08.00 N WHLR 18
08.00 F PULL 41
3 03.00 TW r PAR< 309
03.00 N WHLR 13
4 09.00 T TH S 0861 102
09.00 F WHLR 18
5 10.00 T T 1^ 0861 102
10.00 N 0720 117
10.00 F WHLR 18
6 10.00 NT TH 0720 118
10.00 F WHLR 18
7 11.00 N w F 0720 104
11.00 T WHLR 18
8 11.00 W WHLR 107
11.00 TH S WHL * 214
11.00 T WHLR 13
) 11.00 NT TH 0720 118
1 1.00 F WHLR 18
10 12.00 N W AG 144
12.00 TH WHL R 18
12.00 F AG 152
11 12.00 n w F WHLR 214
12.00 TH WHLR 18
12 01.00 NT TH WHLR 214
01.00 F WHLR 18
13 01.00 NT PULL 41
1.00 TH WHLR 113
01.00 F WHLR 18
14 02.00 N 0720 118
02.00 W H EC 122
02.00 T WHLR 18
02.00 TH AG 1 7G
15 02.00 M W F CJM^ 20 1 2
02.00 T WHLR 18
16 02.00 NT PULL 39
C2.00 W WHLR 18
02.00 TH WHAM 305
17 3.00 NT TH 0720 113
03.00 F WHLR 10
18 03.00 NT TH AG 222
03.00 F WHLR 13
19 03.00 N F PULL '1
03.00 T PULL 39
03.00 TH WHLR 18
20 04.00 TW F H EC 104
04.00 N WHLR 18
21 04.00 T THF H EC 118
04.00 N WHLR 18
22 06. 00-07. 25 PV T TH WHLR 214
07.35-08.25 PN T WHLR 13
23 06.00-07.25 PN N W WHLR 214
05.00 N WHLR 18
24 07.35-09.00 f>P N W WHLR 207
06.00 PN W WHLR 18
SEE SPAN LISTING FCP SPA'S CONVERSAT 11H
46
GSE
140C ELEMENTARY SPANISH 33.,0 c*
PREREQ 3SD 1408 CR EQLIVALENT
1 L0.00 TW F 07 2 117
L0.00 c WHLR 18
2 12.00 ^ WTH WHAM 328
12.00 F WHU 18
3 12.00 N WTH PULL 43 A
12.00 F WHLR 18
4 06.00-07.25 PK T TH H EC 122
07.35-08.25 P^ T WHL* 18
SEE SPAN LISTING FCR SPAN CONVERSAT IOM
5 04.00 N WTH H EC 206




1 09.00 N F H EC 122A
09.00 Th WHL R 18
09.00 W WHAM 329
2 01.00 T TH WHAM 231 PARISH PAOLA P
01.00 F WHAM 301A PARISH PAOLA P
01.00 N WHLR 18 PARISH PAOLA »
3 06.00-07.25 °V T TH WHLR 113
07.35-08.25 PN TH WHLR 13
210E UNCOM LANS- SWAHIL][ 05.,0 C*
PREREQ SSD 21C0 CR EQLIVALENT
1 11.00 N TWTHF TECH A 123 CARRELL PATRICIA L
09.00 W 0723 121 CARRELL PATRICIA L
2iOH UNCCM LANS- VIETNAM 05.,0 C*
PREREQ 3SD 2 ICG CR EQLIVALENT
1 08.00 MW THF WOODY 3332 HOA NGUYEN D I NH







General Studies Area E—Health and Physical Development
(GSE)
1003 RESTRICTED P E 01.0 C*
1 10.00 I* W F AREMA 555 QKITA TED Y
2 11.00 f W F AREMA 555 OKITA TED Y
3 11.00 T TH AREMA 555 GREENE NORMAN C
08.00 T LAWSOM 151 ACKERMAN KENNETH J
101A SWIMMING-BEGINNING 01.0 C*
1 10.00-13.40 V W F PULL 11
2 10.40-11.20 N W F PULL 11
3 11.20-12.00 P W F PULL 11
4 12.00 V W F PULL 11
5 08.00 T TH S PULL 11
1013 SWIMMING - INTERMEC 31.0 C*
1 10.00-11.50 T TH YMCA 7653
2 02.00-03.50 f W YMCA 7663
BUS LEAVES FOR YNCA FOOL FROM U-CNTR AT
5 MIN AFTER HR
3 12.00 T TH PULL 11
102 PHYSICAL FITNESS 02.0 CR
1 08.00 N F ARENA 555
09.00 W PAR< 124 ACKERMAN KENNETH J
2 09.00 T TH PULL 103
08.00 T LAWSOM 151 ACKERMAN KENNETH J
3 08.00 W S AREMA 555
09.00 W PAR< 124 ACKERMAN KENNETH J
4 08.00 V F AREMA 555
09.00 W PARK 124 ACKERMAN KENNETH J
5 03.00 T LAWSON 151 ACKERMAN KENNETH J
09.00 T TH AREMA 555
6 09.00 N F AREMA 555
09.00 W PARK 12<t ACKERMAN KENNETH J
7 09.00 T TH AREMA 555
11.00 TH LAWSOM 171 ACKERMAN KFNNETH J
8 09.00 W S AREMA 555
08.00 T LAWSON 151 ACKERMAN KENNETH J
47
GSE
9 10.0 f F AREMA 555
i I. 00 TH LAWSOM 171 ACKER MAN KENNETH J
10 10.00 T TH AREMA 5S5
09.00 W PARK 124 ACKERMAN KENNETH J
Lt 10.00 w s AREMA 555
08.00 T LAWSOM 151 ACKERMAN KENNETH J
12 10.00 T TH 4REMA 555
12. 00 F LS I 133 ACKERMAN KENNETH J
13 11.00 N F AREMA 555
11.00 TH LAWSON 171 ACKERMAN KENNETH J
14 11.00 T TH PULL 103


















17 11.00 TV LAWSOM I 71 ACKERMAN KENNETH J
12.00 • T F AREMA 555
18 12.00 V VI AREMA 555
12.00 F LS I 133 ACKERMAN KENNETH J
19 01.00 N W AREMA 555
3.00 T LAWSOM 151 ACKERMAN KENNETH J
20 01.00 T TH PULL 103
3.00 T LAWSOM 151 ACKERMAN KENNETH J
21 1.00 N iv A"GMA 555
12.00 F LS I 133 ACKERMAN KENNETH J
22 1.00 T F AREMA 5S5
03.00 T LAWSOM 151 ACKERMAN KENNETH J
23 02.00 f M APEMA 555
12.00 F LS I 133 ACKERMAN KENNETH J
24 02.00 I i AREMA 555
03.00 T LAWSOM 151 ACKERMAN KENNETH J
25 02.00 N W AREMA 555
08.0 T LArtSOM 151 ACKERMAN KENNE TH J
26 02.00 T F AREMA 555 ACKERMAN KENNETH J








2b 03.00 T LAWSUM 151 ACKERMAN KENNETH J
05.30-
-os. 30 T TH PULL 102
1034 SQ AND SOC DANCE 01.0 C*
1 10.00 T TH S GYM 114
2 04.00-•05. 30 fw W GYM 114
3 04.00--05.,30 T TH GYM 236
4 06.00--07.,30 PN T TH GYM 114
5 06.00-07.,30 PM N W GYM 114
CROSSLISTED--ALL SECTIONS kITH GSE 1 13A
6 11.00-12.,30 T TH GYM 114
104C ACTIVITY--BASKETBALL 01. C<
1 08.00 f* W F AREMA 555
2 08.00 T TH S AREMA 555
3 08.00 N W F PULL 133
4 08.00--09.,30 T TH PULL 103
5 03.40--09,,30 N W F AREMA 555
6 08.40--09..30 T TH S AREMA 555
7 09.20--10. , 10 f W F AREMA 555 JONES RICHARD
8 09.20--ID. . 10 T TH S AREMA 555
9 10.00 N W F AREMA 555 JONES ri;;hard c
10 10.00 T TH S AREMA 555 HOLDER LYNN C
11 01.00 f W F AREMA 555 HOLDER LiCNN C
104D ACTIVITY--B3WLING 01. C*
1 OS. 00 N T TH U CTR 48
2 08.00 W FS U CTR 48
3 09.00 NT TH U CTR 48 MAZIE ROBERT
4 09.00 1* FS U C Tk 48
5 10.00 NT TH U CTR 43 HARTZOG 1_E ^IS B
6 10.0 W FS U CTR 48
7 11.00 NT TH U CTK 48 HARTZOG 1_EWIS B
8 11.00 W FS U CTR 48
9 12.00 N W F U CTR 48 GURLEY HARRY


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































r th WHAM 105 RUULHAC EDGAR E
TH BAILEY 130 GRISSOM DEWARD K
r m WHAM 105 RUULHAC EOGAR E
F AREMA 123 GRISSOM DEWARD K
T TH WHAM 10 5 RUULHAC EDGAR E
F b A I L E Y 130 GRISSOM DEWARD K
T TH WHAM 105 RGULH/\C EDGAR E
F AREMA 119 GRISSOM UEWARO K
T TH WHAM 105 BA^ELLO JA^ps J
TH PHY SC 218 GRISSOM DEWARD K
T TH WHAM 105
TH AG 150 GRISSOM DEWARD K
T TH WHAM 105 BARELLD JAMES J
F PHY SL 116 GRISSOM DEWARD K
T TH WHAM 105
F GYM 2 04 GRISSOM DEWARD K
T T\^ WHA^ 1^5 BARELLO JAMES J
F 0720 117 GRISSOM DEWARD K
M \h ^HY SC 113 VOGEL HERBERT L
N WTH PHY SC 218 COOK JAMES R
N W WHAM 103 R ICHARDSON CHARLES
TH AG 150 V ARSHAL L
f W WHAM 105 RICHARDSON CHARLES
TH PIERCE 130 RICHARDSON CHARLES
N W WHAM 105 R ICHARDSON CHARLES
F AG 138 OURTER
f» W WHAM 105 RICHARDSON CHARLES
F LS I 16 R ICHARDSON CHARLES
f W WHAM 105 R ICHARDSOM CHARLES
F AREMA 123 BECK
V W WHAM 105 RICHAROSON CHARLES
TH 0720 101 REED
N w WHAM 105 R ICHARDSON CHARLES
TH LS I 16 REEO
f W WHAM 105 RICHARDSON CHARLES
F AG 152 REED
V w WHAM 105 R ICHARDSON CHARLES
F LS I 205
V w WHAM 105 RICHARDSON CHARLES
F AG 154 BECK
N F TECH A <*08 30UTH NORMAN J
W TECH A 422
N W FELTS 130 LED8ETTER ROBERT
TH ABBOTT 129 LEDBETTER ROBERT
f W F BAILEY 130 F IELOS STEPHEN D
N WTH PAR< 301 OBOYLE THOMAS J
N W F AREMA 113 PHILLIPS FRANCES K
W F AREMA 121 CASEY LESLIE R
f 0720 102
N WTH AREMA 123 RUSSELL ROBERT D
P AREMA 113 HURLEY DONALD R
T TH ARENA 121 HURLEY DONALD R
T \H LAWSUM 171 LEFEVRE JOHN R
TH AG 148 CISSELL WILLIAM R
T TH LAWSUM 171 LEFEVRE JOHN R
TH AREMA 119 C ISSELL WI LLI AM b
T TH LAWSUM 171 LEFEVRE JOHN R
F PIFRCE 130 CISSELL WILLIAM B
T TH LAWSUM 171 LEFEVRE JUHM R
F WHAM 206 HURLEY DONALD R
T TH LAWSUM 171 LEFEVRE JOHN R
F WHAM 328 SMITH DAVID R
T TH LAWSUM 171 LEFEVRE JOHN R
TH AG 168 F IELOS j IE PHEN D
T TH LAWSUM 171 LEFEVRE JOHN R
TH AREMA l?l FIELDS STEPHEN D
T \H LAWSUM 171 LEFEVRE JOHN R
F AG 214 HURLEY DONALD R
T TH LAWSUM 1 71 C ISSELL WI LL I AM B








25 Pf N W
LAWSUM 171 LEFE7RE JOHN R
COMM 10 18 SMITH DAVID R
ARE^JA I? 3 CASEY LESLIE R













ACCT FUNDAMENTALS 04.0 C^
tO.OO NT F LAWSUM 101
10.00 TH LAWSON 131
F INAMCI AL ACCT 4.0 C*
PRfcREQ SOPHGMGR E STANCI'MG
Ll.OO T LAWSUM 171
08.00 w W F CL 12
1 1.00 T LAWSUM 171
i.0.00 THFS CL 12
11.00 T LAWSUM 171
11.00 THFS CL 18
11.00 T LAWSUM 171
12.00 N W LAWSUM 23 1
12.00 F CL 13
I L.00 T LAWSUM 171
01.00 V In F CL 13
1 I. 00 T LAWSUM 171
02.00 N W F CL 18




04.00 f LAWSUM 151
08.00 T TH CL 12
03.00 F CL 18
04.00 y LAWSUM 151
09.00 w CL 12
09.00 TH S CL 13
04.00 y LAWSUM 151
L0.00 w CL 12
10.00 1H S CL 13
04.0 N LAWSUM 15 1
11.00 T IHF CL 12
04.00 y LAWSUM 151
12.00 T THF CL 12
04.00 P LAWSUM 151
01.00 T TH CL 18
01.00 F CL 12
04.00 N LAWSUM 151
02.00 T TH CL 18
02.00 F CL 12
05.45- 07.25 T TH CL 13
MANAGEMENT ACCT 04.0 C*
PRERfcQ ACCT 251E AND N A TH 11 1A
04.00 TH LAWSUM 151
08.00 y TW CL 13
04.00 1 H LAWSUM 151
11.00 y rw CL L3
04.00 TH LAWSUM 151
03.00 yTw CL 12
04.0 TH LAWSUM 151
04.00 y rw CL 18
05.45- 07.25 T TH CL 12
EDP IN BUSINESS 04.0 C3
PREREO ACCT 261
08.00 *UW AG 168
08.00 TH LAWSUM 151
01.00 y TW PAR* III
03.00 IH LAWSUM 151
52
3 03.00 NTkl LAWSONI 101
08.00 TH LAWSOM 151
131 TAX ACCOUNTING 04.0 CR
PREREU ACCT 261
I 10.00 NTW F CL 18
341 COST ACCOUNTING 04.0 CR
PREREQ ACCT 261
1 12.00 MWTH CL 18
351A INTERMEDIATE ACCT 04.0 C
*
PREREU ACCT 261
1 02.00 VTWTH CL 12
351B INTERMEDIATE ACCT 04.0 CR
PREREQ ACCT 351A
1 09.00 VT THF CL 12
2 03.00 VT THF CL 18
432 PROB IN FED TAX 04.0 CR
PREREQ ACCT 331
I 01.00 VTWTH CL 12
442 ADV COST ACCOUNTING 04.0 CR
PREREQ ACCT 341
1 09.00 NTW F CL 18
2 04.00 TWTHF CL 12
459 INTERMSHIP IN ACCT 04.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INTERNSHIP
COMMITTEE
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
Aerospace Studies (AS)
100A CORPS TRAILING 00.0 CR
1 10.00 T PULL 42 FORSYTH
102 US OEF ORGANIZATION 01.0 CR
1 09.00 T WHLR 113 FORSYTH
2 11.00 TH WHLR 113 FORoYTH
200A CORPS TRAIMING 00.0 C*
PREREQ AS 101, IC2, IC3
1 10.00 T PULL 42 FORSYTH
202 AEROSPACE SUPPORT 01.0 CR
PREREQ AS 101, 102, 1C I
1 09.00 W WHLR 113 CARLSON
2 11.00 W WHLR 113 CARLSON
300 CORPS TRAIMING OO.O CR
1 10.00 T PULL 42 FORSYTH
302 AEROSPACE STUDIES 03.0 CR
PREREQ AS 301
1 08.00 N WTH WHLR 107 CHASTATN CHARLIE W
2 10.00 N WTH WHLR 107 CHASTAIN CHARLIE W
340 CORPS TRAINING 00.0 CR
1 10.00 T PULL 42 FORSYTH
352 £ S LEADERSHIP 03.0 CR
PREREQ AS 301,302 + 303 OR C3NSEMT OF
PAS
1 09.00 V W1H WHLR 107 TORLIME
2 01.00 N WTH WHLR 107 TORLIME
Agricultural Industries (AG I)
204 INTRO AG ECONOMICS 04.0 CR
1 03.00 NTW AG 166 HERR WILLIAM M
03.00 TH AG 155 HERR WILLIAM M
2 03.00 NTW AG 166 HERR WILLIaM m
03.00 F AG 155 HERR WILLIAM M
3 03.00 MW AG 166 HERR WILLIAM M
04.00 TH AG 225 HERR WILLIAM M
210 INTRO TO AS EDUC 02.0 CR
1 04.00 ^ W AG 214 BEMTON RALPH A
215 STRUCTURES ELECT 04.0 CR
1 03.00 T TH AG 225 AHRENS
01.00-02.50 N W AG 102A
2 03.00 T TH AG 225
03.00-04.50 N W AG 102A
3 03.00 T TH AG 225
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SENT DF I MS TR
AG 2 25
32.0 C^















































F AG 120 STILFS
|u AG 114 MILLER
W AG 120 M ILLER
N w AG 132 GOODMAN
04,.0 CR
7 THF AG 166 REED
f AG 120
T THF AG 166 REED
N AG 114
T THF AG 166 REED
w AG 120
04.,0 CR
575 RESEARCH 01.0 TO 06.0 CR
1 10 BE A^RANGEC
58l SEMINAR 01.0 n 06.0 C*
1 4.00 n AG 155
599 THESIS 01.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
Animal Industries (AND
311A EVAL + SEL FARM AN! 02.0 TO 03.0 C<








315 FEEDS AND FEEDING







332 ANIM BREED + GENET
PREREU AN I 121, CSA 2C1B OR EQUIV
I 02.00 MTWTH PHY SB 440 GOODMAN BILLY LEE
359 INTERN PROGRAM 03.0 TO 05.0 C*
PREREU JR STANDING
I TO BE ARRANGED
381 AGRICULTURAL SEM 01.0 TO 02.0 C*
PREREQ SENIOR STANDING
1 04.00 T AG 114 MARION GERMAIN B
390 SPEC STUD AN I 01.0 TO C6.0 C*
PRERtQ JR OR SR STANDING AND CONSENT
JF OE D T CHAIRMAN
1 TO BE ARRANGED
391 HONORS IN AN I 01.0 TO Ob.O C3
PREREU JR STANDING, 4. C GPA,4.25 IM MA
JOR, CONSENT OF CEPT
I TO BE ARRANGED
421 AN PRO IN DEV COUN 03.0 CR
PREREQ ONE YR BICL SCI
1 03.00 f WTH AG 220
431 REPRO PHSL-DOM AM* 04.0 CR
PREREU AN I 121 CR A CCURSE IN PHSL
1 11.00 M F AG 116 OLSON HOWARD H
10.00-11.50 W AG 114 OLSON HOWARD H
11.00
2 11.00 f F AG 116 OLSON HOWARD H
10.00-11.50 T AG 114 OLSON HOWARD H
11.00
433 DAIRY CATTLE NUTRIT
PREREU AN I 315
1 03.00 T TH AG 114 STILES DAVID A
01.00-02.50 TH AG 114 STILES DAVID A
4563 AG M.UG - LIVESTCCK
PREREU 3SB 211A CR CONSENT OF INSTR
1 12.00 T TH AG 155
CROSSLISTEO WITH AG I 456e
4560 AG WTG-DAI RY-POULT 02.0 CR
PREREU 3SB 2118 CP CONSENT OF INSTR
1 12.00 * F AG 155 SOLVERSCN LYLF
CROSSLISTEO WITH AG I 465C
480 SHEE" PRODJCTION 04.0 C*
PREREU AN I 313,332,431
I 0L.00 MTW AG 116 KAMMLADF
01.00-02.50 F AG 114
5058 RES METH IM AG SCI 04.0 CR

































01.00-02.50 Pi AG 120
01.00 W AG 120
READINGS IM AN I \D 01.0 TO 06.0 C
*
TO BE ARRANGED
INDIVIDUAL RESEARCH 01.0 TO 06.0 C*
TO BE ARRANGED NARICN GERMAIN B
ANMAL BEHA/IOR 04.0 C*
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR
03.00 WTH LS I 205 WARING GEORGE H
01.00-04.50 F LS I 204 WARING GEORGE H
CROSSLISTED WITH ZCCLOGY
SEMINAR 01.0 TO 06. C C*
04.00 T AG 114 MARICN GERMAIN B
THESIS 01.0 TO 09.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGEC
opology (ANTH)
INTRODUCTORY ANTH 03.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT LF DEPT
12.00 N W F H EC 106 COOK
INDIV STUDY-L AMER 02.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPT
TO BE APRANGEC
INDIV STUDY-GENERAL C2.0 TO 18.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPT
TO BE ARRANGED LANGE
OLD WORLD PREHIST 03.0 C*
PREREQ ANTH 250 CR EQLIV
01.00 V W F H EC 106 SPECHT
PEOPLE-CULT WORLD I 03.0 C^
PREREQ ANTH 250 CR EQLIV
09.00 1* W F H EC 106
PEOPLE-CULT WRLD II 03.0 C*
PREREQ ANTH 250 CR EQLIV
10.00 V W F H EC 106
GENERAL ARCHAEOLCGY 03.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ ANTH 250 CR EQLIV
09.00-13.30 T TH H EC 106 TAYLOR WALTER W
HIST ANTH THOUGHT 03.0 C*
PREREQ ANTH 250 CR EQLIV
02.00 V W F H EC 106 ALTSCHULER MILTON
APPLIED ANTHROPOLOG 33.0 C3
PREREQ ANTH 250 CR EQLIV
03.00-05.30 W H EC 106 LANGE CHARLES H
LANG OF WORLD 04.0 CR
PUEREQ ANTH 250 CR EQLIV
09.00-11.30 N H EC 8E GRIMES JAMES L
ARCHAEOL OF N AMER 03.0 CR
PREREQ ANTH 250 CR EQLIV
11.00 f W F H EC 106 3ELMCNT
COMPARATIVE RELIG 03.0 C<
PREREQ ANTH 250 CR EQLIV
03.00-05.30 F H EC 106
MUSEUM METHODS 02.0 CR
PREREQ JR STANDING
TO BE ARRANGED EEDRICK
ETUNOMUSICOLOGY 03.0 CI
07.00-03.30 PM T ALTG 106 MARING JOEL M
INDIV STUDY IN ANTH 01. TO 18.0 C
PREREQ ANTH 250 CR EQLIV
TO BE ARRANGEC
SEM MESO-AMER ARCH 03.0 TO 09.0 C<
07.30-13.00 PM f* H EC 106 RANDS ROBERT L
SEM-PHYSICAL ANTH 03.0 TO 09.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGEC
SEMINAR LINGUISTICS 03.0 TO 09.0 CR
09.00-11.30 W H EC BE
SEM-ANTH CUNT PECP 03.0 TO 09.0 CR
03.00-05.30 TH H EC 106 HANDLER
SEM CULT CHANGE-OEV 03.0 TO 09.0 CR
03.00-05.30 T H EC 106
56
567 SEM-ANTH MRY + KE1 03.0 TO 09.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPT
1 07.30-13.00 PM W H EC 106 TALKER
575 SEM-MDIVIj CULT 03.0 TO 09.0 CR
PREREQ T.ONSENT CF DEPT
I 7.30-L3.0O PM T H EC 12?
A
53^ ^ROB-ARCHAEOLOGY 01.0 TO 27.0 CR
PREREQ :ONSENT CF DEPT
I TO BE ARRANGED
584 DR03-CULTURAL ANTH 01.0 TO 27.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
585 READINGS I M ANTH 01.0 TO 27.0 C
*
1 TO BE ARRANGED
595A FIELD METH3DS-E THNO 03.0 CR
1 03.00-05.30 f H EC 106 DARK
597 FIELDWORK IN ANTH 01.0 TO 27.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS 01.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
600 DISSERTATION 01.0 TO 48.0 CR
I TO BE ARRANGED
Applied Science (APS)
401B X-RAY CRYSTALLOGPHY 04.0 CR
1 04.00 M W TECH B 141
03.00-04.50 F TECH B 126
410A ELECT + INST FOR LS 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
422 PROGRAMMING SYSTEMS 03.0 C
PREREQ ENGR 2ZZ^ MATH 225 OR CONSEMT
OF INSTRUCTOR
I 03.00 N W F TECH A 422
430 SPECIAL PROBLEMS 02.0 TO 08.0 CR
PREREO CONSENT CF CUORCINATOR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
501B MATERIALS SCIENCE 04.0 CR
1 JO BE ARRANGED
5033 PROP-CRYST MATERIAL 04.0 CR
I TO BE ARRANGED
504B X-RAY DIFFRACTION 04.0 CR
PREREO GRAD STANCING
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
521A DES AUTO PROG LANG 03.0 CR
PREREQ AP S 421
1 TO BE ARRANGED
570 SPECIAL INv/ESTIGAT 02.0 TO 06.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
580 SEMINAR 01.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS 01.0 TO 09.0 CR
I TO BE ARRANGED
Black American Studies (BAS)
318 SEM-BLACK STUDIES 03.0 CR
PREREQ GSB 309 CR GSC 325 OR CONSENT
JF INSTR
1 06.00-06.30 PM N CL 326
320 SEM-GROUP LDRSHIP 02.0 CR
PRERcQ CONSENT CF INSTR
1 06.00-03.00 PM TH CL 326
32? METH OF BL< STUDIES 03.0 CR
PRERtQ CONSENT CF INSTR
1 06.00-03.30 PM W WHAM 305
340 BLACKS-PER=ORM ARTS 03.0 CR
PREREQ GSC 325, FIST 349A,B,C» HIST 3
39 OR CONSENT CF DEPT
1 11.00-12.50 H LAWSOM 131
11. 00-1?. 50 F LAWSOM 221
36C BLACK AM - THE LAW 04.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPT OR BAS 309, GS
B 109
57
1 06. 00-03. 30 PM 7 AG 116
Art (ART)
1CGA SCULPTURE-CRAFTS 04.0 C*
PREREQ RESTRICT EC TO MAJORS IN SCHOOL
OF ART, PFCTUtCR H EC
1 08.00-09.50 N W F ALLYN 112 ADDtNGTON
2 10.00-11.50 * \< F ALLYN 112 ADDINGTGN
100b CRAFTS-SCULPTURE 04.0 C?
PREREQ RESTRICT EC TO NAJORS IN SCHOOL
OF ART,FFC7U,CP H FC
1 12.00-01.50 P ri F ALLYN 112 BUYSEN PILL H
2 02.00-03.50 f W F ALLYim 112
100C PAINTING-GRAPHICS 04. CR
PREREO RESTRICTFC TO MJORS IN SCHOOL
OF ART,PFCTO,CR H FC
1 11.00-01.50 T TH ALLYN 112 LINK LAWRENCE JOHN
2 04.00-05.50 N w F ALLYN 1L2 BETAUDIER PATRICK
100D GRAPHICS-DRAWING 04.0 C*
PREREQ RESTRICTEC TO (MAJORS IN SCHOOL
OF ART, PHCTO f CP H EC
1 12.00-01.50 P W F ALLYN 106 KOLDEN LARRY
2 02.00-03.50 P W F ALLYN 106 GREENFIELD SYLVIA I
100F PRAWI NG-PAl NTING 04.0 C<
PREREO RESTRICTEC TU NAJORS IN SCHOOL
OF ART,PFCTO,CR H EC
1 08.00-0"). 50 w W F ALLYN 106 LITTLEFIELD LEE F
2 10.00-11.50 P W F ALLYN 106 BETAUDIER PATRICK
200^ SCULPTURE 04.0 C<
PREREQ RESTRICTEC TO ^/!JORS IN SCHOOL
OF ART,PFCTO,CR H EC
1 08.00-09.50 P W F 0549 101 WALSH
2 10.00-11.50 P W F 0549 101 WALSH
200B DRAWING 04.0 CR
PREREQ RESTRICTEC TO NiJORS IN SCHOOL
OF ARI,PFC7G,CR H EC
1 11.00-01.50 T TH ALLYN 202 PAULSON ROBERT L
2 12.00-01.50 » W F ALLYN 232 ONKEN MICHAEL
200C PAINTING 04.0 C*
PREREQ ^ESTUICTFC TO MAJORS IN SCHOOL
OF ART,PHCT0,C3 H FC
1 02.00-03.50 N W F ALLYN 232 LITTLEFIELD LEE F
2 02.00-04.50 T TH ALLYN 202 LINK LAWRENCE JOHN
225B INTRO TO ART HIST 33.0 CR
1 11.00 T TH LAWSOM 141 SCHAAF WILLIAM N
11.00 F PHY SB 240
259 STUDIO 04.0 TO 24.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
300A ART EG FOR EL TEACH 04.0 CR
i 08.00 T TH LAWSUN 141 WOOD DANNY D
10.00-11.50 T TH PULL I 105 LAWSON ELNOKA
2 08.00 T TH LAWSOM 141 WOOO, DANNY D
01.00-02.50 T TH PULL I 135 WOOD DANNY D
3 08.00 T TH LAWSOM 141 WOOD DANNY D
12.00-01.50 P W PULL I 105 LAWSCN ELNORA
4 03.00 7 TH LAWSUM 141 WOOD, DANNY D
02.00-03.50 V W PULL I 135 WOOD DANNY D
5 03.00-04.50 7 TH PULL I 135 LAWSON ELNORA
08.0^ T TH LAWSOM 141
302B POTTERY-INTERMED 04.0 CR
PREREQ ART 302 A
1 OP. 00-10. 50 7 TH ALLYN 5 VERGETTE, NICHOLAS
2 03.00-09.50 P W F ALLYN 5 BOYS^N, BILL
3 02.00-04.50 7 TH ALLYN 5 VERGETTE, NICHOLAS
307 THECRY+PHIL ART ED 03.0 CR
I 09.00 P W F PULL I 105A ABRAHAMSON ROY E
?03 CUR + ADM - ART ED 33.0 C*
1 02.00 P W F PULL I 105A WOOD
320B OIL-PAINT TECH INT 04.0 OR
1 10.00-11.50 M W F ALLYN 202


























JEWELRY +METALSMITH 34.,0 c*
PREREO ART 332A
1 08.00-09. 50 N W F ALL YN 11
2 12.00-01. 50 N w F ALL YN 11
3 02.00-03.50 N ',' F ALLYN 11
RESTRICTED TO THCS E KITh 4 HRS ART }32
DRAWING 04.0 Tn iz.,0 c*
PREREO 12 HRS F ART ICO, , 200, 0} CON
SENT HE IiNSTR
L 08.00-09.50 \ W F ALLYN 23 2
2 04.00-0^. 50 ^ W F ALLYN 202
PR! NTS 04.0 TO 12.,0 C\
PRLREO ART 100 f 200 Ck CQNSEN1 )E I N
STR
1 02.00-03. 50 P A* F ALLYN 2 13
2 04.00-05. 50 ^ W F ALLYN 210
ART ED METHODS 04.,0 CR
PREREO ART 100
1 10.00-11.50 :V W F POLL ! 105
WEAVING - INTERMED 04.0 TO 12.,0 C*
PREREO ART 335A
I 02.00-04.50 T TH 0702 131
2 06.00-03.50 PM T TH 0702 101
SCULPTURE 34.0 TH iz.,0 C4
PREREQ ART 200- l 2 HRS
1 02.00-04.50 T TH 0549 131
2 03.00-13. 50 T TH 0549 id
STUDIO IN PAINTING 02.0 TO U.,0 C*
1 08.00-09. 50 N W F 54 9 101
2 12.00-01.50 K/ WTH 05 4 9 101
STUDIO IN PRINTS 02.0 TO 12.,0 CI
1 10.00-11.50 N w F ALL YfJ 210
STUDIO IN POTTERY 02.0 TO iZ..0 C^
L 1 1.00-01.50 T TH ALLYN 5
STUDIO METAL CONST R 02.0 TO 12.,0 C*
1 10.00-ll.50 H W F ALLYN 11
DRAWI NG 02.0 TO \<L.,0 c*
PREREO ART 341- 12 ORS
L 08.00-13. 50 T TH ALLYN 202
2 03. 30 T TH ALLYN 106
S TOD 10 IN LEAVING 02.0 TO 12..0 C*
1 1 1.00-01.50 T TH 0702 101
STUDIO IN ART ED 02.0 TO 12.,0 c*
1 11.00 y H F PULL 1 135
ART HIST SEM-MEO 03.,0 C^
I 02.0U-05.00 F PARK 111
RES ART HI5T-MED 03.,0 C}
1 TO BE ARRAN3EC
ADVANCED SCULPTURE 02.0 TO 12.,0 CR
PRERcO ART 393- \i HRS
1 02.00-04. 50 T TH 0549 101
SEM I vi SCULPTURE 02.0 TO 12.,0 C*
PRE Re Q CONSENT CF INST ROC TOR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
RESFARCH PAINTING 02.0 TO 12.,0 CI
PRFRLQ CONSENT OF INSTRUCTOR
L TO BE ARRANOEC
RESEARCH I SI PRINTS 02 .0 TO 12.,0 CR
PRERrlO CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1 10.00-11 . 50 V W F ALLYN 210
RESEARCH P3TTERY 02.0 TO 12.,0 C*
1 1 I .00-01.50 T TH ALLYN 5
RESEARCH METAL CCNS 02 .0 TO 12.,0 C<
I 10.00-11. 50 ^ W F ALLYN 11
RESEARCH I M DRAWING 02.0 TO 12.,0 CR
PREREO 12 HRS CT ART 3 C
1 TO BE A*RANGEC
RESEARCH I \l WEAVING 02.0 TO 12.,0 C*
1 11.00-01.50 T TH 0702 131
SEMINAR ART EOOC 02.0 TO 12.,0 C<
1 TO BE A3KANGEC





























571 READ ART HISTORY 02.0 TO 05.0 C
3
PREREQ jRAD STANCING + CONSEMT OF
INSTR
I 10. 00-11.50 F PAR< 301 COLBERT CHARLES
573 PROB-ART HIST 03.0 TO 12.0 C*
i TO BE ARRANGED SULLIVAN JAMES E
599 THESIS C2.0 TO 09.0 C*
1 TO BE A^RANG^C
Biology (BIOL)
307 ENVIRONMENTAL BICL 34. C*
PREREQ 3SA 2013 CR 21C6 OR ADVANCED
S TANCI NG
1 01.00 MWTH LAWSOM 121 KROLL
308 ORGANISMIC BIOLOGY 04.0 C^
PREREQ 3SA 201B CR 21CE OR ADVANCED
STANDING
1 09.00 VTWTH LAWSOM 201 OUNAGAN
Botany (BOT)
300 MORPH NON-VAS PLANT 04.0 CR
PREREg SSA 2018
1 09.00 V W F LS II 450 TINDALL DONALD R
08.00-09.50 T LS II 404 TINDALL DONALD R
2 09.00 V W F LS II 450 TINDALL DONALD R
08.00-09.50 TH LS II 4^4 TINDALL DONALD R
301 MORPH VAS PLANTS 04.0 C^
PREREO GSA 2018
1 01.00 T TH LS II 450 MATTEN LAWRENCE C
01.00-02.50 V LS II 404
2 01.00 T TH LS II 450 MATTEN LAWRENCE C
03.00-0'+. 50 V LS II 404
320 PLANT PHYSIOLOGY 05.0 CR
PREREQ GSA 2018, CHEM 350 OR MINOR IN
CHEM
1 08.00 f w F LS II 450 SCHMID WALTER E
08.00-09.50 T TH LS II 457 SCHMTO WALTER E
2 08.00 N W F LS II 450 SCHMID WALTER E
10.00-11.50 T TH LS II 457 BRANDON RALPH EDWARD
3 08.00 N W F LS II 450 SCHMID WALTER E
01.00-02.50 T TH LS II 457 BRANDON RALPH EDWARD
321 BOT MICR0T5CHNICUE 03.0 TO 05.0 CR
PREREQ 3SA 20IB
1 01.00 M W F LS II 480 OLAH
01.00-02.50 T TH LS II 480 OLAH
335 GENETIC METHODS 0^.0 CR
PREREO BIOL 305 CR EGLIV
1 03.00-04.50 W F LS II 480 M t YERS
2 03.00-04.50 T TH LS II 480 MEYERS
338 ORGANISMIC LAB 02.0 CR
1 02.00-03.50 T TH LS II 404
390 READINGS - BOTANY 02.0 TO 04.0 C*
PREREQ 30T MAJOR AND CCNSENT OF INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGED MOHLENB^.OCK ROBERT
391 SPEC PROB IN BOTANY 02.0 TO 05.0 C*
PREREQ 30T NAJCR AND CCNSENT OF DEPT
1 TO BE ARRANGEC MOHLENBROCK. ROBERT
392 HONORS IN BOTANY 03.0 TO 21.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPARTMENT
I TO BE ARRANGED
406 INDUSTRIAL MYCCLCGY 05.0 CR
PREREQ 30T 405 CR CONSENT OF IMSTR
1 10.00 f W F LS II 423 GRAY WILLIAM D
10.00-11.50 T TH LS II 453 GRAY WILLIAM D
412 THE SPERMATOPHYTES 04.0 CR
PREREQ GSA 303 CR BOT 301
1 10.00 N W LS II 480 KAEISFK
10.00-11.50 T TH LS II 480 KAEISER
425B ADV PLANT PHYSIOL 05.0 CR
PRERtQ BOT 425A
60
1 02.00 > w F LS II 450 YOPP
01. 00-0?. 50 T TH LS II 45 3 YQPP
44ob /advanced ecology 05.0 cr
PREREQ BIOL 30 7 CP CCr SENT OF OEPT
1 LI. 00 N w F LS II 450 WEAVER
LAB TO BE ARRANGED SAILS M 423
450 P L A
;
S
J T GEOGRAPHY 03.0 CR
PREREQ EONSENT (F INST?
I 03.00 M F LS II 450 UbENT DONALD
456 PLANT PATHOLOGY 05.0 CR
0REREQ CONSENT LF INSTH
1 01.00 V W F LS II 450 PAPPELIS ARISTOTEL J
CI. 00-0?. 50 T T>\ LS II 423 PAPPELIS ARISTOTEL J
2 01.00 ff Vv F LS II 450 PAPPFLIS ARISTOTEL J
03.00-04.50 T TH LS Ii 423 PAPPFLIS
570 READINGS - BOTANY 02.0 TO 05.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED MOHLENBROCK ROBERT
580 SEMIMAR 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ JNDERGRAf l*AJ C? MINOR IN 33T
OR DFP!" CCNSEN1
1 TO BE ARRANGED M0HLEN3R0CK ROBERT
2 04.00 W LAWSON 131 ANDERSON
581 ADV SYSTEMATICS 04.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR
1 01.00-02.50 T TH LS I L?0 3LACKWEL0ER R E
590 INTRO TO RESEARCH 02.0 TO 34.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED MOHLENBROCK ROBERT
2 TO BE ARRANGED
3 TO BE ARRANGED
591 RESEARCH 03.0 TO 09.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF CEPT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS 03.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
600 DISSERTATION 01.0 TO 36.0 CR
I TO BE ARRANGFC
Business Administration (BA)
501 QUANf DECISIONS 04.0 CR
I OS. 45-07. 25 T \H CL 24
ENRL IN MBA PRCG OR CONS CF INSTR
502 BUSINESS + SOCIETY 04.0 CR
I 1.00-02.50 v w CL 24
ENRL IN MBA PRGG CR CONS CF INSTR
510 MGR AoCT + CONTRCL 04.0 CR
L 03.00-04.50 T F CL 24
ENRL IN MBA PROG CR CONS CF INSTR
519 SEMINAR IN ACCT 04.0 CR
I LO. 00-11. 50 V TH CL 25
ENRL IN MBA PROG OR CONS CF INSTR
530 FINANCIAL ^GT 04.0 CR
1 C3. 00-09. 50 T TH CL 24
ENRL IN MBA PRCG CR CONS CF INSTR
541 OPFRAT + CONTRCL 04.0 CR
1 10.00-11.50 T TH CL 21
54 3 PERSONNEL *!GT 04.0 CR
PREREO ENROLLMENT IN N F A PROGRAM OR
CONSENT CF INSTR
1 05.45-07.25 t> W CL 24
ENRL IN MBA PROG GR CONS CF INSTR
550 MARKETING MGT 34.0 CR
PREREQ ENROLLMENT IN NRA PROGRAM OR
CONSENT CF I nIST^
1 01.00-02.50 T TH CL 24
ENRL IN MBA PRCG CR CONS CF INSTR
5^? ADV MKTG RES + ANAL 04.0 CR
PREREQ ENROLLMENT IN Mi A PROGRAM OR
CONSENT CF INSTR


















08.00--09.50 M W CL 25












INORGANIC CHEMISTRY 04.0 C3
09.00 M W F PHY SB 440
08.00-13.50 T PHY SC 108
09.00 TH PAR< 204
09.00 f W F PHY SB 440
08.00-1D.50 TH PHY SC 108
09.00 T PAR< 204
09.00 N W F PHY SB 440
08.00-10.50 T PHY SC 109
09.00 TH PARK 204
09.00 N W F PHY SB 440
08.00-1 J. 50 TH PHY SC 109
09.00 T F PARK 204
09.00 M W F PHY SB 440
08.00-13.50 c PHY SC 109
09.00 T PARK 204
09.00 V W F °HY SB 4 40
10.00-12.50 M PHY SC 109
09.00 TH PARK 204
09.00 M W F PHY SB 440
10.00-12.50 W PHY SC 109
09.00 TH PHY SC 118
09.00 M W F PHY SB 440
06.00-08.50 Pt* •A °HY SC 109
09.00 TH °HY SC 113
GEN CHEM-QJAL ANAL 05.0 CR
PREREQ 115 CR 1 YR HIGF SCHODL CHEM
11.00 N W F PARK 124
11. 00-1 2.50 7 TH p-ir SC 102
12.00 w PARK 204
11.00 N W F PARK 124
11.00-12.50 T TH PHY SC 104
12.00 k PARK 204
11.00 N W F PARK 124
11.00-12.50 T TH PHY SC 106
12.00 W PARK 204
11.00 N W F PARK 124
11.00-12.50 T TH PHY SC 107
12.00 N PHY SC 116
11.00 N W F PARK 124
11.00-12.50 T TH PHY SC 108
12.00 N PHY SC 116
12.00 W PARK 204
03.00 ^ W F PARK 124
02.00-03.50 T TH PHY SC 102
02.00 N PARK 204
03.00 f M F PARK 124
02.00-03.50 T TH PHY SC 104
02.00 M PARK 204
03.00 M W F PARK 124
02.00-03.50 T TH PHY SC 106
02.00 N PARK 204
03.00 N 1* F PARK 124
02.00-03.50 T TH PHY SC 107
02.00 W PHY SC 116
03.00 N W F PARK 124














02.00 w PHY SC 116
Ob. 00-07. 25 PM V W PAR< 124
07. 35-09.25 py P PARK 204
06.00-07.50 P(V T TH PHY SC 102
06.00-07.25 p|V P W PARK. 124
07.35-03.25 py P PARK 204
06.00-07.50 PV T TH PHY SC 104
06.00-07.25 P V I* W PARK 124
07. 35-09.25 PN P PARK 204
06.00-07.50 PN1 T TH PHY SC 106
06.00-07.25 ?P P W PARK 124
07. 35-09.25 Pft W PHY SC 116
06.00-07.50 PV T TH PHY SC 107
06.00-07.25 PP P W PARK 124
07. 35-09.25 Py W PHY SC 116
06.00-07.50 PN1 T TH PHY SC 109
GEM CHEM-QJAL ANAL 5.0 CR
PREREQ 121
A
09.00 T TH PARK 124
09.00 T PHY SC 116
09.00-IJ.50 W F PHY SC 102
09.00 T TH PAR< 124
09.00 T PHY SC 116
09.00-10.50 W F PHY SC 104
09.00 T TH PARK 124
09.00 TH PHY SC 116
09.00-10.50 W F PHY SC 106
09.00 T jy\ PARK 124
09.00 TH PHY SC 116
09.00-13.50 W F PHY SC 107
11.00 T TH ^AR< 124
12.00 T PARK 204
1 1.00-01.50 p w PHY SC 104
11.00 T TH PAR< 124
12.00 T PARK 204
11.00-01.50 P w PHY SC 106
1 1.00 T TH PARK 124
12.00 TH PHY SC 116
11.00-01.50 P W PHY SC 10 7
11.00 T TH PARK 124
12.00 T PARK 204
11.00-01.50 * A PHY SC 102
3.00 T TH PARK 124
02.00 T PARK 204
02.00-0'+. 50 P W PHY SC 102
03.00 T TH PARK 124
2.00 T PARK 204
02.00-0'h .50 N W PHY SC 104
03.00 T TH PARK 124
02.00 TH PHY SC 116
02.00-0^.50 P W PHY SC 108
03.00 T TH PARK 124
02.00 TH PHY SC 116
02.00-0^. 50 P \4 PHY SC 107




W TH m §6 m
T TH PARK 124
02.00-0^.50 P W DHY SC 106
02.00 T PARK 204
GEN QUANT ANALYSIS 05.0 CR
PREREQ CHEM 121B
01.00 P W F PHY SC 118
09.00 T PHY SC 118
10.00-11.50 T PHY SC 408
09.00-11. 50 TH PHY SC 408
I. 00 ^ W F PHY SC 119
01.00 T PHY SC 1 IB
02.00-03.50 T PHY SC 408
01.00-03.50 Th PHY SC 408
01.00 P W F PHY SC 118























































































































































































































N W F PHY SB 240
T TH PHY SC 203
In PHY SC 116
f W F PHY S3 240
N F PHY SC 203
T PHY SC 116
N W F PHY SB 240
W S PHY SC 203
TH PHY SC 118
f W F PHY SB 240
T TH "HY SC 203
TH PHY SA 160
OC.O TO 02.0 C*


















































































3 1L.00 I* W F PHY SC 116
09.U0-11.50 T PHY SC 105
4728 X-RAY CRYSIALLCGRAP 04.0 C
*
PREREO CHEM 461H + 472*
1 04.00 w W TECH b 141
03.00-0'+. 50 F TECH B 126
CROSSLISTED WITH APPLIED SCIFMCE 4018
496A CHEM PROB AMALY 01.0 TO 12.0 C*
PREREO CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR AND DEPT
CHAIRMAN
1 TO BE ARRANGED
496B CHEM PROB 3I0CHEV 01.0 TO 12.0 C
^
PRERtO CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR AMD DEPT
CHAIRMAN
1 TO BE A^RANGEC
496C CHEM PROB INORGANIC 01.0 TO 12.0 C^
PREREO CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR ANC DEP 1
CHAI R^AN
1 TO BE A^RANGEC
4960 CHEM ^ROB ORGANIC 01.0 TO 12.0 C3
PREREO :ONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR AND DEP T
CHAIRMAN
1 10 BE A^RANGEC
496E CHEM PROB PHYSICAL 01.0 TO 12.0 C^
PRERtO :ONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR ANC CEPT
CHAIRMAN
1 TO BE A4RANGEC
5114 ADV INORGAM CHEM 03.0 C*
PREREO :HEM 461C
I 02.00 V W F PHY SC 410
519 ADV rOPICS-INORG 02.0 TO 30.0 C^
PREREO :HEM 511A ANO CONSENT OF INS
1 10.00 V W F PHY SC 116
531 THEORY QUANT ANAL 03.0 CR
PREREO CHEM 433 CR SATISFACTORY FIELD
EXAM
1 10.00 N W F PHY SC 410
541 ADV ORG CHEM 03.0 CR
PREREO CHEM 5C4 CH SATISFACTORY FIELD
EXAM
1 09.0 v W F PHY SC 118
549 ADV TOPICS-ORGANIC 02.0 TO 30.0 CR
PRERtO CHEM 543
I 09.00 N W F °HY SC 218
554 BIOCHEM ME3HANISMS 03.0 C
?
PREREO CHE^ 451C
1 10.00 N W F PHY SA 258
562A O'JANTOM CHEMISTRY 03.0 C*
PRERtO 2HEM 464 CR CCNSENT OF INST^OC
TOR
1 03.00 N W F PHY SC 116
569 ADV TOPICS-PHYSICAL 02.0 TO 30.0 C*
PRERtO :HEM 561
I 11.00 H W F PHY SC 118
594A SP REmD-CHEM ANALY 02.0 TO 15.0 C*
PREREO 24 HRS OF 500 Cl-EM AND CONSENT
OF DIV
1 TO BE A^RANGFC
594B SP RE^D-CHEM BIO 02.0 TO 15.0 CI
PREREO 24 HRS OF 500 CFEM AND CONSEMT
OF CIV
1 TO BE ARRANGED
594C SP READ-CHEM 1N0RG 02.0 TO 15.0 C*
PREREO 24 HRS CF 500 CFEM AND CONSENT
OF CIV
1 TO BE A*RANGFD
594D SP READ-CHEM ORGAN 02.0 TO 15.0 C<
PRERIO ?4 HRS OF 500 CFEM AND CONSENT
OF CIV
1 TO BE ARRANGED
65
594E SP READ-CHEM PHYS 02.0 TO lu.O C^
PREREQ 24 HRS CF 500 CFEM AND CONSENT
fIF CIV
L TO BE ARRANGED
595A ADV SEM-CHEM ANALY CC.O TO 09.0 C^
PREREQ 24 HRS CF 500 CFEM AnJO CONSENT
OF CIV
1 04.00-03.50 V PHY SC 218
5958 ADV ScM-CHEM 010 CC.O TO 09.0 C*
PREREQ 24 HRS Cf 500 OEM AND COMSEMT
OF CIV
I 04.00-05.50 T PHY SC 116
5Q5C ADV SEM-CHEM I NORG CC.O TO 09.0 C*
PKERhO 24 HRS CF 500 CFEM AND CONSENT
OF CIV
I 04.00-05.50 W PHY SC 218
5950 ADV SEM-CHEM ORGAN CC.O TO 09.0 C^
PREREQ 24 HRS CF 500 CFFM AND CUNSEMT
OF CIV
L 04.00-05.50 F PHY SC 218
595c ADV SEM-CHEM PHYS CC.O TO 09.0 C*
PREREQ 24 HRS OF 500 CF EM AND CONSENT
OF DIV
I 04.00-05.50 TH PHY SC 218
596A ADV CHEM P^OB-ANAL 03.0 TO 20.0 C
*
PREREO CONSENT CF DEPT CHAIRMAN
1 07.00-09.50 PN TH PHY SC 410
5968 ADV CHEM P^UB-BIC 03.0 TO 20.0 CR
PREREG CONSENT CF OEPT CHAIRMAN
1 TO BE ARRANGEO
596C ADV CHEM P*OB-INCRG 03.0 TO 20.0 C^
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPT CHAIRMAN
1 04.00 NTWTHF PHY SC 240
596D ADV CHEM PROB-ORGAN 03.0 TO 20.0 C^
PRERtO SONSENT CF DEPT CHAIRMAN
L TU BE ARRANGEC
596E ADV CHEM P^OB-PHYS 03.0 TO 20.0 C*
PREREQ CONSENT CF OEPT CHAIRMAN
L TO BE ARRANGED
597A RES + THESIS-ANAL 03.0 TO 40.0 CI
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPT CHAIRMAN
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
5978 RES - THESIS-BIO 03.0 TO 40.0 C<
PREREQ CONSENT CF OEPT CHAIRMAN
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
iJJC RES + THESIS-INORG 03.0 TO 40.0 C?
PREREQ :ONSENT CF DEPT CHAIRMAM
I TO BE ARRANGED
5970 RES + THESIS-ORGAN 03.0 TO 40.0 C3
PREREO CONSENT CF DEPT CHAIRMAN
I TO BE ARRANGEC
5Q7E RFS + THESIS-PHYS 03.0 TO 40.0 C»
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPT CHAIRMAN
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
598A RES-DuCTOR ANALY 03.0 TO 48.0 C«
PREREQ M A CEGREF OR ECUIV
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
598B RES-DOCTOR 8I0CHEM 03.0 TO 48.0 C-t
PRERFQ M A DEGREE OR ECUIV
L TO BE ARRANGEC
5^8C RES-DUCTOR INCRGAN 03.0 TO 4b. C<
PREREO M A OEGRFF OR FCOIV
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
8930 RES-DUCTOR ORGANIC 03.0 TO 48.0 C*
PRERhQ M A CEGRFE OR ECUIV
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
SQ8E RES-DuCTOR PHYS 0>.0 TO 48.0 C^
PREREQ M A CFGREE OR ECUIV
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
SCHMUL8ACH CHARLES
66
600/! i DISSERT ANALYTICAL 03 , 0 TG 48.0 C*
PRERfcQ ADMISSION TO PF D CANDIDACY
1 TO BE ARRANGED
600? 1 DISSERT BIOCHEM 03..0 TO 48.0 C*
PREREO ADMISSION TO OF 1) CANDIDACY
I TO BE ARRANGED
60 0C DISSERT IMORGANIC 03..0 TO 48.0 CR
PREREQ ADMISSION TO PL D CANDIDACY
1 TO BE ARRANGED
600C 1 DISSERT ORGANIC 03 , . TO 48.0 CR
PREREQ ADMISSION TO PF CANDIDACY
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
600F DISSERT - PHYSICAL 03..0 TO 48.0 C*
PREREQ ADMISSION TO PF D CANDIDACY
I TO 3E A^RANGEC
Cinema and Photography (C&P)
















































































SCREENING -EE - 5 CCLLARS




























409 PICTURE EDITING 04.0 CR






















450 FILM + SOCIETY 04.0 C<
I 09.00 H TW TH COMM 1122 DAVIS
45to WORKSHOP-FILM PROD 01,.0 TO 06.0 CR
PREREQ 3UNSENT CF OFPT 4- FILM PRODUCT
ION
TO BE ARRANGED PAINE
67
01.0 TO 12.0 C3
tPT
458 PROJ-CINEMA + PHCTC
PREREQ CONSENT CF
1 TO 3E AR RANG EG
461 HIST SOUND FILM 04.0 CR
I 04.00 N LAWSON 201
04.00-05.50 T TH LAWSOM 201
4R0 IND STUDY IN C + P 01.0 TO 1^.0 CI
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPT
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
3LUMENBEHG
Clothing and Textiles (C&T)
127A CLOTHING SELECTION
I 09.0 T M
1278 CLOTHING CONSTRUCT
1 08.00-09.50 w I
2 10.00-11.50 T TH
3 10.00-11.50 f W
4 03.00-04.50 T TH
PMT DES f CLO CONS233
304
02.0 C*























PREREQ 127A, GR CCNSENT OF CHAIRMAN
1 09.00 N W F H EC 203
SPECIAL PRDBLEMS 02.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF CHAIRMAN




W F H EC 310 R IDLEY
T TH H EC
04.0
310 RIDLEY SAMANTHA SUE
NO 24
C
u_ H EC 203 PADGE T f
5 H EC 301










BERRY THEL WA H
04.0 CR
N W H EC 303 BERRY THELMA H





V W F H EC 140B




P W F H EC 140B









W H EC 120 PONTCN
TBA
03.0 C^
Child and Family (C&F)






345A CHILD DEVELOP PKACT
1 04.00
+ 2 HKS TBA
345B CHILD DEVELOP PRAC
1 04.00
+ 3 CONSECJTIVE HRS
366 FAMILY DEVELOPMENT
PREREQ C + F 227 CP GS6 341
1 11.00 V w F H EC 120
408 WORKSHOP 02.0 TO 08.0 CR
1 06.00-07.25 PM W H EC 120
456 INFANT DEVELOPMENT 04.0 C<
PPEREQ 237, PSYC 301
I 06.00-09.00 PM TH H EC 120
471 FIELD EXPERIENCE 02.0 TO 06.0 C
*
PREREQ CONSENT CF CHAIRMAN
I TO BE ARRANGE
C
481 READINGS 02.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT LF INSTR + CHAIRMAN
1 TO BE ARRANGED
562 CH DEV-HOME + SCH 04.0 CR
1 06.00-09.00 PM T H EC 120
ZUNICH
68
572 SPECIAL PRDBLCMS 0^.0 TO 3b. CR
PREREQ CONSENT LF OEPT
I TO RE ARRANGED
599 THESIS 02.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
Community Development (CD)
401 INTRO TO CD 0<+.0 CR
PREREQ '* HRS SOC CR CC\SENT DF I MS T^
1 04. 00-06. OC T TH 06R6 29
501 SMALL GP P^OCESS-CC 34.0 C ^
PREREO CD 401, CCNSENT OF INSTR
1 04.00-05.00 V W 0686 29
502 COMMUNITY * CHANGE 34.0 CR
PREREQ CO 401, INSTR CCNSENT
1 07.00-09.00 PM T TH 0686 29
511 LAB-SMALL 3P PROCES 34.0 C*
PREREQ CD 401, 5C 1 OR CONSENT OF I\'ST
R
1 07.00-39.00 ^ fi $ 0686 29
596 INDEPEND STUDY - CC 01.0 TO 08.0 C*
PREREQ CD 401 + CCNSENT OF IMSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
598 RES StM IN CD 04.0 CR
PREREQ CO 401, 5C1, 5C2, 503 + 511
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
599 THESIS RESEARCH 01.0 TO 08.0 CR
PREREQ 3D 401, 6C1, 5C2, 503, 311 + 5
9 8
1 TO BE ARRANGED
Design (DES)
100 DESIGN FUNDAMENTALS 05 . TO 15.,0 CR
01.00-03.50 y w 0847 107
06.30-13.00 PM w H EC 140B
01.00-03.50 T TH 0847 10 7
06.33-13.00 PM W H tC 1 40 B
07.00-09.50 PM T TH 0847 107
06.30-13.00 PV vi H EC L406
MAT AND BASIC TECH 02-.0 TO 06.,0 C^
PREREQ DES IOC
200
I TO BE ARRANGEC
215 BASIC P-S DESIGN 04.0 TO 12.0 CR
PREREQ DES 100
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
275 BASIC VISUAL DESIGN 04.0 TO 12.0 CR
PREREQ DES IOC
I TO BE ARRANGED
300 MAT AND BASIC TECH C2.0 TO 06.0 CR
PREREQ DES 200
1 TO BE ARRANGED
345 DESIGN STUDIO 04.0 TO 12.0 C^
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
2 TO BE ARRANGEC
366 P-S DESIGN 05.0 TO 15.0 C*
PREREQ DES 200 215 275
1 JO BE ARRANGED
2 TO BE ARRANGEC
3 TO BE ARRANGEC
375 VISUAL DESIGN 05.0 TO 15.0 C*
PREREQ DES 200 215 215
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
2 TO BE ARRANGED
3 TO BE ARRANGEC
390 PRIN OF DESIGN 02.0 CR
I 07.30-09.30 PM w 0353 101
400 MAT + BASIC TECH CC.O TO 02.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED

































































































05.0 TO 15.0 CR
CES 366 OR ITS EQUIV
05.0 TO 15.0 CR
CFS 375 OR ITS EQUIV
02.0 TO 12.0 C^
02.0 TO 12.0 C*
04.0 TO 10.0 CR
04.0 TO 12.0 C*
04.0 TO 12.0 C*
04.0 TO 12.0 C*
04.0 TO 12.0 CR
02.0 TO 16.0 C*
04.0 TO 12.0 C*






















































































































































































































2 12. 00 Mw F LS II 4-50 ?ETRO
3 02.00 MWTH AG 168 FOLLENHCRST
330 PUBLIC FINANCE 04.0 CR
PREREQ 3SB 211A CP ECCN 215 OR
[IONSENT CF INSTIL
1 11.00 TWTHF WHA*1 228 MORR I SUN VERNON G
418 ECON HIST 3F EURCPE 04.0 CR
PREREQ ECON 211A CR 215 OR CONSENT OF
I NSTR
I 3.00 TWTHF CL 109 WlEGAND
420 RECENT EC -I I S T U S 04.0 CR
PREREQ ECON 2 15
I 10.00 NTW AG 154 LAYER ROBERT G
10.00 F COMM 1020
422 INTRO ECON DEVELOP 04.0 CR
PREREU ECON 215
1 10.00 PI THF CL 109 FORD
436 GOVT AND L*BOR 03.0 CR
PREREQ ECON 215 CR GSE 211C
1 03.00 VT AG 154 EDEL^AN MILTON T
03.00 TH AG 144
CROSSLISTEO WITH GCVT 436
440 INTERRED MICRO THEC 04.0 CR
PREREQ ECON 215 CR CGNSENT OF INSTR
1 09.00 V WTHF LS I 323 SCULLY
2 02.00 MWTH LS I 205 BUNGER
3 05.45-07.25 f* W H EC 201 FORAN
441 INIERMED MACRO TH 04.0 CR
PREREQ ECON 214
1 11.00 NT THF LS II 350 PETRO
2 03.00 NTWTH WHAM 202 STALCN
3 04.00 MWTH LS II 350 HOLLENHORST
450A HIST ECON THOUGHT 03.0 CR
PREREQ ECON 215 CR CONSENT OF INST*
i 01.00 T TH LS II 146 dlEGAND G CARL
01.00 F LS II 250
467 ECONOMETRICS I 04.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR
1 03.00 *T THF PHY SA 160 80H1
501 ECONOMICS READING 01.0 TO 05.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPARTMENT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
502 READING IN RES ECON 01.0 TO 06.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF FORESTRY DEPT
I TO BE ARRANGED
520B EC DEV TH - POLICY 04.0 CR
PREREQ ECON 440 AND 441
1 11.00-12.50 V W PHY SC 410 BADRE ALBERT
531 SEM IN INTL ECCN 34.0 C*
PREREQ ECON 530 CR CONSENT OF INSTR
1 08.00 T THF CL 25 STOWE
08.00 ft CL 24
533 PUB FIN THEORY + PH 04.0 CR
PREREQ ECON 330 AND CCNSENT DF IMSTR
1 05.45-07.25 N CL 25 PULSIPHER
07.35-09.15 PM TH CL 25
540A MICRECON THEORY I 04.0 CR
PREREQ 440 OR CCNSENT CF INSTR
1 05.45-07.25 T TH H EC 201 SCULLY
541B NATL INCOME THEORY 04.0 CR
PREREQ ECON 441 CR CCNSENT OF INSTR
1 09.00 TWTHF PULL 43 CORNWALL
552 SEM [N ECUM THOUGHT 04.0 CR
PREREQ ECON 450A CR B CR CONSENT OF
I NSTRUCTCP
I 07.35-09.15 PN N W WHAM 208 HICKMAN
566 MATH ECON I I 04.0 CR
PREREQ ECON 440 CP 465 OR CONSENT IF
I NSTR
1 01.00 TWTHF CL 25 MARTINSEK THOMAS A
71
599 THESIS 01.0 TO OS.O CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
600 DOCTORAL OISSERTAT 01.0 TO 48.0 C\
1 TO BE ARRANGED
Educational Administration and Foundations ( EDAF)
355 PHILOSOPHY OF EOUC 04.0 CR
1 08.00 NTWTH WHAM 205
2 09.00 NTWTH WHAM 206
3 10.00 NTWTH WHA^ 208
4 10.00 NTWTH WHAM 223
5 11.00 NTWTH WHAM 203
6 12.00 NTWTH WHAM 228
7 01.00 NTWTH WHAM 112
8 02.00 NTWTH WHAM 112
9 03.00 NTWTH WHAM 206
10 05.45-07.25 N W WHAM 208
11 05.45-07.25 T TH WHAM 112
12 04.00 NTWTH WHAM 302
13 12.00 NTWTH WHAM 206
360 SUBCULT IN AMER ED 04.0 CR
I 08.00 TWTH WHAM 328 VINOCUR SAMUEL M
08.00 F WHAM 329 VINOCUR SAMUEL M
431 HIST OF EDJC IN U S 04.0 CR
I 06.30-09.00 PN W WHAM 329 VINOCUR SAMUEL M
432 EDUC + SOU FORCES 04.0 CR
1 06.30-09.00 PM W WHAM 321 COUNTS GEORGE S
500 RESEARCH METHOCS 04.0 CR
1 09.00-11.30 S WHAM 326 BACH JACOB
2 06.30-09.00 PiV TH WHAM 206
3 06.30-09.00 PN N WHAM 326 BACH JACOB
501B SEMINAR IN EOAD 04.0 CR
PREREO EDAF 501A
1 06.30-09.00 PN N WHAM 319
502 SEMINAR COMP EDUC 04.0 CR
1 10.00 NTWTH WHAM 323 LEAN ARTHUR EDWARD
507B 20TH CENTURY + EDUC 04.0 C^
1 04.30-07.00 TH WHAM 329 COUNTS BRACEWELL
511A INTERN PRA3TICUM 04.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF THE CEPARTMEMT
ADVISORY CCMMITTEE
1 TO BE ARRANGED EWING PARMER LELAND
5118 INTERN PRA2TICUM 04.0 CR
PREREQ 511A
1 TO BE ARRANGED EWING PARMER LELAND
511C INTERN PRA2TICUM 04.0 CR
PREREQ 511B
1 TO BE ARRANGED EWING PARMER LELAND
520B ILLINOIS SilHOOL LAW 04.0 C*
PREREQ 520A
1 06.30-09.00 PM T WHA^ 323 SASSE EDWARD 8
524A SCHL ADMINISTRATION 04.0 CR
I 06.30-09.00 PM T WHAM 202
524B SCHL ADMINISTRATION 04.0 CR
PREREQ EDAF 524A
1 06.30-09.00 PM W WHAM 210 SASSE EDrtARD B
5343 SCHOOL BUSINESS ADN 04. C*
1 06.30-09.00 PN N WHAM 206 BLISS SAMUEL W
554 CONTRAST PHIL IN EC 04.0 CR
PREREQ 355 CR PhlL 355 OR EQUIVALENT
1 09.00-11.30 S WHAM 328 LEAN ARTHUR EDWARD
556A SCHOOL SUPERVISICN 04.0 CR
1 06.30-09.00 PN W WHAM 319 ARMISTEAD FRED J
556B SEM-ED SUPERVISION 04.0 CR
PREREQ EDAF 556A
1 06.30-09.00 PM T WHAM 231 BRACEWELL GEORGE
560 CURRICULUM 04.0 CR
1 06.30-09.00 Pt^ W WHAM 312 FISHBACK WOODSON W
563 SCHOOL PUBLIC REL 04.0 C*
1 09.00-11.30 S WHAM 319 NEAL CHARLES D
72
575A I NO RES CURRICULUM 01. TO 34.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR
I TO BE ARRANGED
575B INO RES SUPERVISION 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTP
L TO BE ARRANGED
575C INO RES BUILDINGS 01.0 TO 34.0 C*
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTP
1 TO BE ARRANGED
575D INO RES FIMANCE 01.0 TO 04. CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR
I TO BE ARRANGEC
575E INO RES SC-IOOL LAW 01. TO 34.0 CR
PREREO CONSENT CF INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
575F INO RES COMPAR ECUC 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
575G INO RES HIST EDUC 01.0 TO 34.0 CR
PREREO CONSENT CF INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
575H IND RES PrtIL ECUC 01.0 TO 34.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF IMSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
575J IND RES ADMIN 01.0 TO 34.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTP
I TO BE ARRANGEC
576A READINGS A3M-SUPV 01.0 TO 0<t.O CR
PPEREQ SONSENT CF OEPT CHAIRMAN AND
I NSTRUCTCP
i TO BE ARRANGED
576B READINGS A3M-SUPV 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPT CHAIRMAN AND
I NSTRUCTCP
1 TO BE ARRANGED
576C READINGS A3M-SUPV 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF OEPT CHAIRMAN AND
1 NSTRUCTCP
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
589 GEN GRAD SEMINAR 02.0 TO 12.0 CR
PREREQ :ONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1 04.00-05.30 T WHAM 231 EAMES
591 SEM-SOC + "HIL FOUN 02.0 CR
PREREQ ADVANCED STANDING
1 10.00-11.50 W WHAM 301A MCKENZIE WILLIAM R
592 DOCT SEM CJLT FOUNC 34.0 CR
PREREQ 591
1 10.00-11.50 T TH WHAM 331A MCKENZIE WILLIAM R
596 IND INVESTIGATI ON 05.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGEC STUCK OFAN L
600 DISSERTATION 01.0 TO 48.0 CR




INTRO TO ELEM EDUC 33.0 CR
L 09.00 P W F WHAM 201 BRADFIELO LUTHER
? 10.00 |Y W F WHAM 210
i 12.00 |Y W F WHAM 210
4 01.00 N W F WHAM 210
5 02.00 N W F WHAM 210 LIU PATRICIA P
t> 06.30--09.,00 PN TH WHAM 202
DEVEL RDIN5--LRN SKL 02.0 CR
1 08.00 f w F WHAM 1 14
2 08.00 'I TH S WHAM 114
3 09.00 N TW WHAM 114
4 10.03 t> W F WHAM lit
5 10.00 'r TH s WHAM 114
6 11.00 r TH s WHAM 114
7 11.00 p W F WHAM 114
8 12.00 N W F WHAM 114





























































































































































































































































BE AR RANG EC






















































































































































02.0 TO 04.0 C*







































































B , A IS C





























NOING, 337, MOT 3PEN











ACHING OR CONSENT OF
R
WHAM 303
C2.0 TO 08.0 CR
S WHAM 20d
02.0 TO 04.0 C*
NSENI OF INSTRUCTDR
04.0 TO 08.0 C^




04.0 TO 12.0 C*
ND C, + CONSENT OF






















BEAT TIE IAN D
ALSTON
SLOAN FRED A JR
RAGSDALE TED R











BEATT IE IAN D
HILL MARGARET








L I NOB ERG
75
5754 I MD RES CJ^RICULU^
1 TO 13 E ARRANGED
2 TO BE ARRANGEC
575B I NO RES SUPERVISION
L TQ BE ARRANGED
575C IND RES LAMG ARTS
1 TO BE ARRANGED
2 TO BE ARRANGEC
5 7 5D I NO RES SCIENCE
1 TO BE A < RANG EC
2 TO BE A* RANG EC
^75E INO RES REAPING
1 TO BE A^RAMGEC
2 TO BE ARRANGEC
5 75F [NO RES SOC STUD
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
2 TO BE ARRANGEC
5 7 5G INC RES E L E M EC
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
2 TO BE ARRANGEC
575H INO RES ARITHMETIC
I TO BE ARRANGEC
575J INO RES PRDB [N K-P
1 TO 6E ARRANGEC
596 INDEPENDENT INVEST
L TO BE ARRANGEC
59 9 THESIS







02.0 TO 04.0 C*
2.0 TO 4.0 C*
02. TO 04.0 CR
2.0 TO 04.0 C*
02.0 TO 04.0 u*
02.0 TO 04.0 CR
02 .0 TO 04.0 CR
02 .0 TO 04. C*
02 .0 TO 34. C*
05.0 TO 09.0 C
3
3.0 TO 09,0 CR
01. TO 48.0 C3
SLOAN FRED A JR
L INDBEPC
BRADFICLO LUTHER E






S W I u K











SLOA\ FRED A JR
BRADFIFLD LUTHER E
BEATTIE
203 Sections 1 or 2 : BLOCK PROGRAM: Students should leave
Monday free for participation in the school and must take
El Ed 314, Section 2 or 3; El Ed 411; El Ed 431; Guid 305,
Sect. 1, 8:00.
314 Sections 2 or 3: BLOCK PROGRAM: Students should leave
Monday free for participation in the school and must take






ZZl DIGITAL CUMo prqg









































































































*\NAL MECHAMIC5 03.0 CI
PREREQ CONCURRENT ENRCLLMENT I 'si
MATH L50R
06.00-07.25 PN fi W TECH A 222
L0.00 P W F AG 150
























10.00 * W F





03.0 P W F
THERMODYNAMICS
PREREQ MATH 252*
11.00 ft to F
THERMODYNAMICS
PREREQ MATH 252A






























INTER MECH OF FLUIC
PREREQ M3A
01.00 V W F
WATER QUALITY CONTR
PREREQ CHEM 121P * MATE
11.00 V W F
AIR POLLUT CONTROL

























































































I TH TFCH A 420
T TECH A 307
T TH TECH A 420
TH TECH A 307
77
443B ENGINEERING DESIGM 03.0 CR
PREREO '+43A
1 LI. 00 T TH TECH A 422
03.00-0^.50 T TECH A 307
2 11.00 T TH TECH A 422
03.00-0^.50 TH TECH a 307
446A ENERGY CONVERSION 03.0 CR
PREREQ ENGR 335 + 338
1 11.00 t> ft F TECH D 108
449 INTERMED D/NAMICS 03.0 CR
PREREQ ENGR 260C
1 12.00 VWF TFCHD 12
4628 » METHODS-STRUCT ANAL J3.0 CR
PREREQ ENGR 462A
1 TO BE ARRANGED
480B ENGR PROCESS DESIGN 03.0 CR
PREREQ '+80A
1 03.00 N W F TECH B 42
500 CONVECT HEAT TRANSF 03.0 CR
PREREQ 413A OR 42CA OR CONSENT OF IMS
TR
1 10 BE ARRANGEC
503A HEAT + COUL SYSTEMS 03.0 CR
PREREQ GRAD STANC ING
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
510B ELECTROMAG FIELDS 03.0 CR
PREREQ GONSENT CF INSTR
I TO BE ARRANGEC
511B QUANTUM ELECTRONICS 03.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF IMSTP
1 TO BE ARRANGED
512A CONTINUUM MECHANICS 04.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 3C5
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
514 MCCH INVIS3ID FLUID 03.0 CR
PREREQ ENGR 413A AND E OR COMSENT OF
INSTR
I TO BE ARRANGED
517B ANAL-DES O z SYSTEMS 04.0 CR
PREREQ ENGR 517A
1 TO BE ARRANGED
518 INTRO TO TJRBULENCE 03.0 CR
PREREQ ENGR 413A, B OP CONSENT OF
I NSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
520B REACTION EMGR 03.0 C^
PREREQ ENGR 520A
1 TO BE ARRANGED
540 ELASTIC STABILITY 03.0 C*
PREREQ MATH 305 CR 407 OR COMSENT OF
INSTRUCTOR
02.0 TO 06.0 CR
01 .0 TO 0^.0 CR
TH TECH A 122












1 TO BE ARRANGEC
57 SPECIAL IN^/ESTIGAT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
S80 SEMINAR
I 04. 00-05. 00
599 THESIS





















4 11.00 TECH A 111
10.00-11.50 w F TECH A 219
5 11.00 TECH A 111
01.00-02.50 w F TECH A 209
6 11.00 TECH A 111
01.00-02.50 w F TECH A 219
7 11.00 TECH A 111
03.00-04.50 ri F TECH A 209
3 11.00 TECH A 111
03.00-04.50 W F TECH A 219
GRAPHIC COMMUNICAT 33.0 CR
PREREQ E T L02A
L 09.00 w TECH A 111
08.00-0^.50 P TH TECH A 207
2 09.00 w TECH A 111
08.00-09.50 P TH TECH A 219
3 09.00 A TECH A 111
10.00-11.50 V TH TECH A 207
4 09.00 w TECH A HI
10.00-11.50 P TH TECH A 219
5 09.00 w TECH A 111
03.00-04.50 * TH TECH A 207
6 09.00 w TECH A 111
03.00-04.50 P TH TECH A 219
GRAPHIC COMMUNICAT 03.0 CR
PREREQ E T 1L02B
I 02.00 T TECH A 111
01.00-02.50 w F TECH A 207
2 02.00 T TECH A 111
03.00-04.50 ri F TECH A 207
STATICS DYNAMICS 03.0 CI
PREREO MATH 150£1 CONCLRREUT
1 01.00 P w F TECH D 131
2 10.00 P w F TECH A 410
STATICS + DYNAMICS 03.0 C*
PREREO E T 260A
1 10.00 P w F TECH A 420
2 02.00 f* w F TECH 131
ELECTRONIC TECH 03.0 CR
PR c REO E T 303A AND 3C4C
1 11.00 P w TECH A 422
01.00-03.50 w TECH D 106
2 1 I. 00 P w TECH A 422
06.00-09.00 PM 1r TECH 106
ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 150E1 CR CCNCURRENT
ENROLLMENT
L 01.00 T rH LAWSGM 131
08.00-09.50 F LAWSUM 131
ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS 03.0 CR
PREREQ E T 304A
L 10.00 T TH TECH A 111
06.00-08.50 PM P TECH D 104
2 L0.00 T TH TECH A 111
02.00-04.50 T TECH D 104
3 10.00 1r TH TECH A 111
01.00-03.50 w TECH D 104
4 11.00 P w TECH A 111
06.00-03.50 PM w TECH 104
5 11.00 P ^ TECH A 111
02.00-04.50 TH TECH D 104
6 11.00 V w TECH A 111
10.00-12.50 TH TECH D 104
MACHINE DESIGN 03.0 CR
PREREQ E T 308A
L 12.00 P w F TECH A 319
CONST MECHANICS 03.0 CR
PREREQ E T 'J10A
I 10.00 * H F TECH A 208
79
3 1 1A STRENGTH-MATERIALS
PREREQ E T 260R
L 09.00 T TH
02.00-0'+. 50 T
2 09.00 T TH
02.00-0^.50 TH
311B STRENGTH-MATERIALS
PREREQ E T 260!}
1 08.00 t* W
09.00-11.50 S
2 08.0 N W
06.00-OB.50 PN to
313A EL HEAT POrfER
PREREQ MATH 150A
1 01.00 NT THF
2 06.00-07.40 Pi- N W
3138 EL HEAT POrfER
PREREQ E T 313A
1 02.00 NT THF
3148 SOIL MECHANICS
PREREQ E T 314A
1 09.00 N W
06.00-09.00 PN T
318A HYDRAULICS
PREREQ E T 260C
1 03.00 V W F
3188 HYDRAULICS
PREREQ E T 318A
1 10.00 M W
10.00-12.50 F
2 10.00 f W
06.00-09.00 PN TH
320A MECHANICAL LAR
PREREQ E T 313A
1 10.00-12.50 T TH
322A POWER PLANTS
PREREQ ET 313A
1 04.00 f W F
332B ELECT MACHINERY
PREREQ E T 332A
1 10.00 T TH
01.00-03.50 F
2 10.00 T TH
02.00-0^.50 F
338A ELECT INSTRUMENT
PREREQ E T 304 ANC 332*
1 09.00 N W F
02.00-0^.50 T
2 09.00 V W F
06.00-03.50 PM TH
3638 SURVEYING
PREREQ E T 363A
1 12.00 1 TH
02.00-0^.50 N W
364A HIGHWAY ENGINEERING
PREREQ ET 314A, 363A + SR
1 01.00 y W F
4268 PHOTOGRAMMETRY
PRERtQ E T 426A CR CCNSEN
1 11.00 V W
3 HRS OF LA8 T3A
430 SPECIAL PROBLEMS 02.0
PRERtQ 30NSENT CF CCOPC IN
I TO BE ARRANGED
4378 I ND ELECT AND COMM
PRERi.Q E T 437A
1 11.00 r TH
01.00-03.50 N











































































































































































































































































































































































ADVANCE COMPOSITION 03.0 C
*









OLD EiMG LIT TRANS
3.00








PREREQ MAY BE T AK E >l SINGLY
09.0 M THF H EC 122
AMER POET - MODERN 04.0 CR
PREREQ MAY BF TAKEN SINGLY












3RI T DRAMA-MOD BR I T
WTH 0720 108
N 0720 103
T THF 0720 108
NT TH GYM 204
V] TH 0720 105
T TH WHAM 312
N WTH 07 2 107
04.0 CR
NT THF 0720 104 GARDNER
04.0 C*
NT THF 0720 108 RAINBOW
04.0 C3
T THF H EC 120 HATTCN THOMAS J
N H EC 202 HATTCN THOMAS J
04.0 C^


















































































PREREQ OEPARTNENTflL APPROVAL RFQjrRED
12.00 fJ THF O720 104 RAIZIS
TO D IC - PROMETHEUS *YTH + OTHERS
HONORS EN3LISH 04.0 C*
PRERtO 3EPARTNENTAL APPROVAL REQUIRED
12.00 NT THF 0720 106 RAIZIS
TOPIC - PROMETHEUS NYTH + OTHERS
HONORS ENGLISH 04.0 C*
TO BE ARRANGED LAWSCN
READINGS [M ENGLISH 02.0 TO 06.0 CR
PRERhC VIU MCRE Th AN 4FRS MAY BE TAKEN
I'M ANY CNF QUARTER
TO HE ARRANGED
03.00 NT THF 0720 103 RUDNICK
TOPIC - LITERATURE AND CLL TURE
82
502 BEOWULF 04.0 CR
PREREQ ENGLISH 5C
1
1 06.00-09.00 PN W 0720 114 GARDNER
506 OLD NORSE 04.0 C*
1 L2. 00 NT THF 0720 117 RAINBOW
509 STUD MID ENG LIT 04.0 TO 12.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF OEPT
I 01.00-02.50 T TH 0720 107 HATTQN
TOPIC - ME LIT THECRY
511 STUD IN RENAISSANCE 04.0 TO 12.0 C*
PREREQ CONSENT CF DFPT
1 03.00-09.50 T TH WHAM 301B SCHUL1Z HOWARD
ENGLISH REMAISSANCE -2QTP SEM
5 13 STUD 17 C ENG LIT 04.0 TO 12.0 CR
PRE RE CONSENT CF DFPT
1 10.00-11.50 T TH 0721 102 SIMECNE
TOPIC - MILTON
519 STUD CONT 3RIT LIT 04.0 TO 12.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPT
1 03.00-04.50 T TH 0721 102 EPSTEIN
TOPIC - F1MNEGANS bAKE
537 STUD 20TH C AM WR 04.0 TO 12.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPT
1 10.00-11.50 N F 0720 103 STIBITZ C EARLE
TOPIC - ROBERT FROST
543 STUD VICT »ROSE 04.0 TO 12.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPT
I 08.00-09.50 N W WHAM 301B PARTLOW ROBERT B JR
TOPIC - VICTORIAN PERIOD -2 QTR SEM
560 STUD REN DRAMA 04.0 TO 12.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPT
1 01.00-02.50 N F 0720 104 BROWN
MARLOWE DRAMATIC WCRK C
5793 STUDItS IN "OD LIT 04.0 TO 08.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPT
I 03.00-04.50 N F WHA^ 301B MOORE HARRY T
TOPIC - D. H. LAWRFNCE
5813 LINGUISTICS IN H S 04.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPT
1 06.30-13.00 PM T WHAM 212 APPLEBY 3RUCE C
585 TEACHING CDL CQMP 02.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED HURLEY PAUL JOSEPH
593 SP PROB IN ENG 04.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR
1 06.00-09.00 PN T LAWSOM 201
598A I ND REV EN3 AM LIT 01.0 TO 03.0 CR
I TO BE ARRANGEC
598B IND REV ENS AM LIT 01.0 TO 03.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
600 DISSERTATIJN 01. TO 43.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
Finance (FIN)
305 PERSONAL FINANCE 04.0 C*
I 12.00 NT THF WHAM 302
320 INTRO TO BJS FIN 34.0 CR
PRERlQ ACCT 261, ECON 2 15
1 09.00 MWFHF WHAM 302
2 11.00 VTWTHF WHAM 302
3 01.00 NTWTHF AG 216
4 03.00 NTWTHF 0871 102
5 02.00 NUTHF LAWSOM 221
324 SECURITY ANALYSIS 04.0 CR
PRERtJ 323
1 11.00 TwTHF 0875 101
2 02.00 T TH WHA^I 317
02.00 W F WHAM 208
325 FINANCIAL MARKETS 04.0 CR
PREREQ FIN 32C CR CONSENT OF IMSTR
1 10.00 NTWTH WHAM 302
83
371 BUSINESS LAW I 04.0 CR
1 08.00 TWTHF 086
L
102
2 10. 00 TWTHF LAWSUM 201
3 09.00 TWTHF 0862 101
4 11.00 NTWTH LAW SUM 201
372 BUSINESS LAW It 04.0 CR
PREREO 3 71
1 12.00 TWTHF 0862 101
373 BUSINESS LAW III 04.0 CR
PREREQ 3 71
1 02.00 MWTH LAWSON 201
473 BUS IH LEG ENVIRdvi 04.0 CR
PREREQ SENIOR STANDING
1 01.00 M THF LAWSUM 201
Food & Nutrition (F&N)
106 FUNDAMENT FOODS 03.0 CR
PREREO MOT OPEN TC STLCENTS SPECIALIZ
I N F+N OR FEED
1 02.00 V F H EC 212 HARPER
02.00-03.50 W H EC 212
256 SCIENCE OF FOOC 05.0 CR
PREREw r + N 100, C I- EM ltO AND 240 OR
EQUIVALENT
1 II. 00-1?. 50 T IH H EC 212 HARPER JENNIE M
11.00 N W F H EC 203 EARPER JENNIE M
2 01.00-02.50 T TH H EC 214 BECKER
11.00 f W F H EC 203 HARPER JENNIE M
320 NUTRl T ION 03.0 CR
PREREO E + N 100, CEEM 110 + 240
I 04.00 w TH H EC 203 PAYNE IRENE R
03.00-04.50 T H F; 212
360A QUANT FOOD PROD 04.0 CR
PREREO C +N 256
I 09.00-11.50 T TH H EC 107 3ECKER HENRIETTA E
36 2 INST EQUIP + LAYOUT 3.0 CR
PREREO F+N 256
1 10.00 N W F H EC 212 BECKER HENRIETTA E
42 RECENT DCV IN NUTRI 3.0 CR
PREREO F+N 320 CR EQUIVALENT
1 3.00 V WTH H EC 10 1 t>AYNE
48 1 READMGS 02.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREO F+N 320 + CONSENT OF CHAIRMAN
AND INSTRLCTOR
1 TQ BE ARRANGED PAYNE
515 SEMINAR 01.0 C^
PREREO P+N 420 CR 421
1 02.00 T H EC 107 HARPER
572 SPECIAL PROBLEMS 02.0 TO 05.0 CR
I TO BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS 01.0 TO 09.0 CR
D RERtO CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
I TO BE ARRANGED
Foreign Languages (F L)
Portuguese (PORT)
135B PORT CONVERSATION 01.0 CR
PREREO CONCURRENT ENROLLMENT IM
:,SD 135 8
1 09.00 1 H EC 201
2013 INTERMEDIATE PORT 03.0 CR
PREREQ PORT 2C1A
I 03.00 N bv F 0720 116 HEVERLY CLEMEMT E
03.00 TH 0720 121
Chinese (CHIN)
120B CHIN CONVERSATION 01.0 C*
PREREQ CONCURRENT ENRCLLMEMT IN
3SD 1 2 OB
1 10.00 TH WHLR 212 TAI
84
201B INTER CHINESE 35.0 CR
PR ERE Q CHIN 201 A
1 11.00 NTWTH 0862 101 f AI
11.00 F WHAM 251
French (FR)
123A FRENCH CONVERSATION 01.0 CR
PREREQ CONCURRENT FNRCLLMENT IN
iSD 123A
1 10.00 T WHLR 107
2 11.00 W WHLR 2 03
3 02.0 U WHAM 3 29
123B FRENCH CONVERSATION 01.0 CR
PREREQ CONCURRENT FNRCLLMENT IM
3SD 123B
1 08.00 T WHLR 107
2 09.00 W 0720 104
3 10.00 TH WHLR 207
4- 11.00 T 0720 109
5 12.00 T WHLR 107
6 1.00 W AG 218
7 02.00 F WHLR 113
123C FRENCH CONVERSATION 01.0 CR
PRERtg CONCURRENT ENRCLLMENT IM
^SD 123C
1 04.00 T WHLR 107
16IA FR FOR GRA3 STUDENT OU.O CR
t 31.00 "TW F WHLR 113
1616 FR FOR 3RAD STUDENT 00.0 CR
1 1.00 N W F AG 198
01.00 T WHLR 107
201A INTERMEDIATE FRENCF 33.0 CR
PRERtQ 3SD 123-9 CR CSC 123C, JR
2 YRS HIGH SCHCCL
1 10.00 TW F WHLR 237
10.00 V 0720 121
2 12.00 T H EC 202
12.00 N 0720 121
12.00 W F H EC 118
201B INTERMEDIATE FRENCH 33.0 CR
PREREC FR 201A CR EQUIVALENT
1 08.00 N H EC 203
08.00 T 0720 121
08.00 W F PARK 301
2 09.00 T TH 0720 109
09.00 f WHLR 203
09.00 F 0720 121
3 11.00 V F WHLR 113
11.00 W WHLR 214
11.00 T 0720 121
4 12.00 NT F GYM 234
12.00 W 0720 121
5 01.00 TW 0720 104
01.00 N 0720 121
01.00 F 0721 101
6 02.00 N W F 0871 102
02.00 TH 0720 121
7 3.00 M TH WHLR 107
03.00 W 0720 121
201C INTERMEDIATE FRENCF 03.0 CR
PRERtQ FR 2C1B CR EQUIVALENT
1 01.00 NT TH 0721 101 AYDT JUDITH
01.00 W 0720 121
2208 INTER FR CD.NVERSAT 02.0 CR
PREREQ Z R 201C CR CONCLRRCNT
RFGISTRATICN IN 20 1
1 09.00 W F WHLR 23 7
2 10.00 T TH WHLR 214
* 12.00 W F WHAM 231
4 02.00 T TH WHLR 113
85
l^OA ADVANCED CDMP-CONV 04.0 CR
PREREQ =R 201C
1 11.00 TW'THF WHAM 312 PARMENTER ANNIE M
352 FRENCH PHQMETICS 03. C^
PRERtQ FR 2 I
C
1 10.00 P WHLR 207 SMITH MADELEINE M
10.00 W H fcC 120 SMITH MADELEINE M
10. 00 TH H EC 122 SMITH MADELEINE M
354 INTRO LIT ANALYSIS 04.0 CR
PREREQ FR 350
I 11.00 TwTHF LS II 430 QMEARA MAURICE A
39 7 A SURVEY FR LIT 3.0 C
3
PREREQ 350 OR CCNSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1 09.00 P WHLR 113
09.0 T TH PARK 111
397B SURVEY FR LIT 03.0 CI
PREREQ FR 350 GR CONSENT OF INSTR
1 01.00 T WHLR 207
1.00 W F WHLR 214
4033 18TH CENT FR LIT 03.0 CI
I 11.00 P W H EC 202 GOBERT
11.00 TH 0B62 102 GUBERT
429A FR NOVEL f THEATRE 03.0 CR
PREREQ 354 ANC CNF QUARTER OF 397
1 09.00 P W F LS II 228 KILKER
461 FRENCH STYLISTICS 04.0 C 5
PREREQ 350 CR CCNSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1 02.00 P W F WHLR 212 OMEARA
498 HONORS SEMINAR 03.0 CI
PREREQ DEPARTMENTAL APPROVAL
1 TO BE ARRANGED
501 SEM SELC FR AUTHOR 02.0 TO 06.0 CR
I 01.00 T TH PHY SA 458
543 RESEARCH PROBLEMS 02.0 TO 06.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED OMEARA MAURICE A
599 "THESIS 02.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
Prospective teachers see FL 453 for listing of methods of
teaching modern Foreign Languages.
German (GER)
1?6A GERMAN CONVERSATION 01.0 CR
PREREQ SONCURRENT ENRLNT IN GSD 126
1 09.00 TH 0871 102
2 01.00 TH 0871 102
3 02.00 TH WHLR 107
1268 GERMAN CONVERSATION 01.0 C
*
PREREQ SONCURRENT ENRLNT IN GSD 126
1 08.00 T WHLR 212
SECT 1 MUST ENROLL IN GSC 126B SECT 1
2 09.00 T WHAM 303
3 11.00 TH WHAM 231
4 01.00 T H EC 104
5 02.00 T 0862 101
6 06.00 ?P TH WHLR 203
126C GERMAN CONVERSATION 01.0 CR
PREREQ CONCURRENT FNRLNT IN GSD 126
I 04.00 TH H EC 122
161A GER FOR GRAD STUD Ou.O CI
I 02.00 TWTHF 0720 117
1618 GER FOR GRAD STUC 00.0 CR
1 02.00 TWTHF 0720 118
201A INTERMEDIATE GERNAN 03.0 CR
PREREQ 3SD 126-9 CR GSC 126C OR
EQUIVALENT
1 09.00 W WHAM 212
09.00 T F CL 25
09.00 P 0720 121
2 02.00 P W F WHLR 207
02.00 T 0720 121
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201B INTERMEDIATE GERMAN 03.0 C^
PREREQ 3ER 201A CR EQLfVALENT
1 09.00 N THF WHLR 212
09.00 W 0720 121
2 1.00 N W F WHLR 212
01.00 TH 0720 121
3 06.00-07.25 PV T TH WHLR 107
05.00 T 0720 121
220B INTER GER CONVERSAT 02.0 C*
PREREQ SER 201C CR CONCURRENT
REGISTRATICN IN 201
1 09.00 T TH WHLR 203
2 1.00 T TH WHLR 212
301B SUR GER LIT TO 1800 04.0 CR
PREREQ 3ER 301A
I 09.00 NT THE 0720 104 LIEDLOFF HFLMUT
3048 ADV CJMP + CONVERS 04.0 C*
PREREQ SER 201C
1 10.00 T THF PAR< 111
10.00 N 0720 104
3108 INTRO TO GERMAN LIT 04.0 C*
1 11.00 NT THF H EC 122 ANDERSON VERNON L
401B GOETHES FAJST 02.0 C
^
PREREQ 3ER 401A
1 11.00 T TH WHAM 317
498 READG 19TH CT LIT 01.0 TO 02.0 CR
1 02.00 T TH PAR< 309
507 ROMANTICISM II 02.0 C*
1 09.00 T TH H EC 120
509A OLD HIGH GERMAN 02.0 CR
1 01.00 T TH PHY SC 410
543 RESEARCH PROBLEMS 02.0 TO 06.0 C*
1 TO BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS 02.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 TO BF ARRANGFP
Prospective teachers see FL 453 for listing of methods of
teaching modern Foreign languages.
Greek (GRK)
201B [NTERMED CLASS GRK 04.0 C*
PREREQ 3RK 201A
I TO BE ARRANGEC OBRIEN JOAN V
Italian (ITAL)
144B ITALIAN COMVERSAT 01.0 CR
PREREQ CONCURRENT E^RCLLMENT IM
SSO 144B
1 09.00 T PULL 39
2 01.00 W PULL 43A
3 06.0 PM W WHLR 113
20 IB INTERMEDIATE ITAL 03.0 CR
PREREQ ITAL 2C1A
1 02.00 NT F PHY SA 258
02.00 W 0720 121
Latin (LATN)
201B INTERMEDIATE LATIN 04.0 C*
PREREQ LATIN 201A
1 11.00 NT THF WHLR 203 SPECK
313 LETTEKS OF PLINY 34.0 CR
PREREQ LATN 201C CR ECLIVALEMT
I 09.00 N H EC 202 SPECK
09.00 W H EC 122 SHELBY THOMAS M
09.00 T TH H EC 122A SHELBY THOMAS M
315 READ-LATN AUTHORS 02.0 TO 08.0 C*
PREREQ 3Y SPECIAL PERNISSION ONLY
I 02.00 T TH WHLR 203 SPECK
87
TH H EC 104
TH H EC 208










N W F WHA^ 301 A NART IN J L JR
T 0720 121






136A RUSS CONVERSATION 01.0 CR
PRER'cO CONCURREIVT ENRCILMEMT IN
^SD 136A
1 01.00 TH H EC 106
136B RUSS CONVERSATION 01.0 C*















2208 INTER RUSS CQNVER
PREREQ RUSS 201 CR CONCURRENT
REGISTRAT ICN
I 01.00 T TH PULL 38 ORECHWA OLGA
3088 SURV RUSS LIT 03.0 CI
PREREG RUSS 303A
1 10.00 V WHAM 231 SHANKOVSKY
10.00 W F 0720 102
330B ADV COMP AMD CONV 02.0 CR
PREREQ :.ONCURRENT ENRCLLMENT IN RUSS
3088
1 10.00 T TH WHLR 203 ORECHWA
408 SOVIET CI VI LIZATIOi\ 04. CR
PRERtQ ZOIC
I 02.00 P W WHLR 107 SHANKUVSKY IGOR P
2.00 T GYM 204
02.00 F WHAM 212
500 SEM CONTEM RUSS LIT 02.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED SHANKOVSKY
599 THESIS 02.0 TU 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
Prospective teachers see FL 453 for listing of methods of
teaching modern Foreign Languages.
Spanish (SPAN)
140A SPAN CONVERSATION 01.0 CR
PREREg CONCURRENT ENRL W T IN GSD 140
1 09.00 TH CL 25
2 10.00 TH H EC 104
3 2.00 TH WHLR 212
4 06.00 PM T WHLR 203
5 12.00 TH H EC 122A
140B SPAN CONVERSATION 31.0 CR










PREREQ :ONCURRENT ENRLVT IN GSD 140
1 11.00 T H EC 118
161A SPAN FOR GRAD STUD 00.0 CR
1 12.00 NTWTH WHLR 207
161B SPAN FOR GRAD STUD 00.0 CR




N TECH B 20
T WHLR 113
W 08 71 101




201A INTERMED SPANISH 03.0 CR
PREREO SSD 140 GR 2 YRS H.S. SPAM TR
EQUIV
1 11. 00 T WHAM 328
11.00 THF WHAM 212
11.00 P 0720 121
2 02.00 T F GYM 203
02.00 TH GYM 204
02.00 W 0720 121
2018 INTERMED SPANISH 03.0 C*
PREREQ SPAN 2 CI A
1 09.00 V W F PIERCE 1 30
09.00 TH PIERCE 121
2 10.00 P W F H EC 104
10.00 TH 0720 121
3 11.00 N W F AG 220
11.00 TH 0720 121
4 12.00 P W F PULL 41
12.00 TH 0720 121
5 01.00 P Vv F WHAM 312
01.00 T 0720 121
6 02.00 T F TECH A 122
02.00 p 0720 121
02.00 w TECH A 120
2208 INTER SPAN CONVER 02.0 CR
PREREO SPAN 220A
09.00 W F H EC 104
12.00 T TH AG 144
02.00 P WHAM 208
02.00 a WHAM 228
01.00 T TH WHLR 203
310B SURVEY SPANISH LIT 03.0 CR
09.00 P M F PAR< 301 CARLSON KEITH J
11.00 P WHL R 214 ARTILES JENARO J
11.00 T TH WHLR 212
02.00 Tw F PULL 43 CARLSON KEITH J
320A ADV COMP AMD CONV 02.0 CR
02.00 T TH H EC 106
3208 ADV COMP AMD CONV 02.0 C^
09.00 T TH WHAM 137
10.00 P W H EC 102
01.00 T TH TECH A 120
02.00 T TH H EC 104
320C ADV COMP AMD CCNV 02.0 CR
03.00 T TH WHLR 203
333B SURV SPAN AMER LIT 03.0 CR
10.00 P W LS I I 250 MEINHARDT WARREN L
10.00 F LS I I 228
01.00 P W F WHLR 203 MEINHARDT WARREN L
402 SP DRAMA 13-19 CENT 03.0 C*
02.00 P W F PULL 43A W00D8RIDGE
415 SPANISH PHDNETICS 03.0 CR
11.00 P W F H EC 104 CANFIELD
423 MEX NUV 20TH CENT 04.0 CR




10.00 P W F WHLR 203 INTEGLIA
500 SEMINAR LAI AM FICT 02.0 C*
06.00--07.50 PM T H EC 104 CANFIELD
501 SEMINAR SP AUTHOR 02.0 CR
03.00 P W WHLR 203 W00D8RIDGE HENSLEY C
506 RENAISSANCE 03.0 C*
09.00 NT TH H EC 104 ARTILES
515A OLD SPANISH 03.0 C*





02. TO 06.0 C*
575 ADV TOPICS IN SPAN 3.0 CR
10.00 P W F GYM 203 ANDERSON VERNON L
599 THESIS
TO BE ARRANGED
02. TO 09.0 C*
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Prospective teachers see FL 453 for listing of methods of
teaching modern Foreign Languages.
Family Economics and Management ( FE & M
)
300 HOME EC FOR MEN 03.0 C^
1 01.00 N w H EC 140B HEISLER
1.00 F H E C 5
2 01.00 n w H EC 140B HEISLER
01.00 FH H EC 5
3 oi.oo n w h e: i^ob heisler
1. 00 T H EC 5
4 01.00 * W H E C 140BhEISLER
12.00 T H EC 3
5 01.00 N W H EC 140B HEISLER
12.00 TH H EC 5
6 09.00 f W F H EC 401 ^ALONE
7 06.00-07.25 PM T TH H EC 401 VALONF
301 H ARTS S3C USAGE 03.0 C^
1 10.00 N W F H EC 5 HEISLER
2 03.00 NT TH H EC 401 HEISLER
324 EQUIPMENT 03.0 CR
1 02.00 T TH HE: 5 NALONE
11.00-12.50 F H EC 5
2 02.00 T TH H EC 5 MALQNE
08.00-09.50 TH H EC 5
3 02.00 V ri HEC 5
03.00-0^.50 TH H EC 5
4 2.00 N W H EC 5
08.00-09.50 T H EC 5
332 HOME I'iGT PRACTICUM 04.0 C*
PRERtQ 227, 331
1 11.00-12.50 WW H EC 401 MALONE
2 10.00-11.50 T TH H EC 401 HEISLER
341 CONSUMER PROBLEMS 04.0 CR
1 08.00 MW HEC 140B CRAIG
08.00 TH U EC 140B
2 8.00 NTW H EC 140 B CRAIG
08.00 F HEC 140B
3 08.00 NTW H EC 140B CRAIG
03.00 W H EC 401
4 03.00 NTW H EC 1 40 B CRAIG
09.00 Th H EC 208
471 FIELD EXPERIENCE 0^.0 TO 06.0 CR
PREREO. :ONSENT CF CHAIRMAN
L TO BE ARRANGEC JOHNSTON
481 READINGS 02.0 TO 04.0 C3
PREREQ :ONSENT CF I >J S T R + CHAIRMAN
1 TO BE ARRANGEC CRAIG + JOHNSTON
500 RESEARCH METHODS 34.0 CR
PRERtQ SUID 505
I 06.30-09.00 PM V H EC 5 JOHNSTON B^TTY JANE
550 ADV HOME MANAGEMENT 04.0 CR
1 06.30-09.00 PM W 11 EC 5
572 SPECIAL PROBLEMS 02.0 TO 08.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED ZUNICH MICHAEL
599 THESIi 02.0 TO 09.0 CR
L TO BE ARRANGEC
Forestry (FOR)
301 SOIL SCI FORESTERS 35.0 CI
PREREO 3SA 101
B
1 12.00 V WTHF AG 166 CASTER ALFRED B
08.00-09.50 T AG 157 CASTER ALFRED B
2 12.00 N WTHF AG 166 CASTER ALFRED B
12.00-01.50 T AG 167 CASTER ALFRED B
350A FOR OUTDOOR REC 03.0 CR
I 11.00 N W F AG 2 14 MISCHON RAYMOND M
90





VTWTH AG 166 KUNG
F AG 195 KUNG








































. TO BE ARRANGED
381 AGRI oE^INAR 01.0 TO 02.0 C*
DREREQ LIMITEC TC SENICR STAMCING
1 4.00 T AG 214
390 SPEC PROB IN FOREST 01.0 TO 06.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF jEPT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
391 HONORS IN FORESTRY 01.0 TO 06.0 CR
PRtR-iO JR STAND, 4.0 GPA(4.25 IN MAJ)
+ CONSENT OF CEPT CFH
1 TO BE ARRANGED
401 AOV FOR MENSURATION 03.0 CR
PREREQ C 0R 363-9 CR EClIVALCNT
I TO BE ARRANGED KUNG
410 FOR MOT WILDLIFE 03.0 CR
PREREw ZOO 320 + CONCEN TRAT I ON IN FDR
OR CONSENT
1 09.00 f> W F AG 214 FRALISH JAMES S
451A FOR PARK PLAN DEVEL 03.0 CR
PREREQ C 0R 350-6 CR CCNSENT OF INSTR
I 03.00-04.50 N w F AG 195 MISCHON RAYMOND M
4708 ECON OF FORESTRY 04.0 CR
PREREQ FOR 470A
I 03.00 MIWTH AG 214 FERELL RAYMCNO S
475 FOREST MANAGEMENT 04.0 CR
PREREO FOR 363A,e 565A,8
1 01.00 T THF AG 168 ROTH PAUL L
09.00-11.50 T AG 187 ROTH PAUL L
2 01.00 T THF AG 168 ROTh PAUL L
09.00-11.50 TH AG 187 ROTH PAUL L
520A READ FOR + FOR REC 01.0 TO 06.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
I TO BE ARRANGED
520B READINGS RES ECON 01.0 TO 06.0 CR
PRERhO CONSENT CF INSTR PLUS FOR 475
DR EQUIV
1 TO BE ARRANGED
520C READ FOR PRO WD SCI 01.0 TO 06.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
575 RESEAkCH 01.0 TO 06.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
58 I ADVANCED FDR SEMIN 01.0 TO 06.0 C^
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
599 THESIS 01.0 TO 09.0 C
*
I TO BE ARRANGED
Geography (GEOG)
300 INTRO TO G=OG 04.0 CR











































































































































































































310 CP CCNSENT OF DEPT
P W 0483 101
04.0 CR


























































N w 0431 101
04.0 CI
AG 152






















































.0 TO 34.0 CR
SENIOR STANDING
0483 101
.0 TO 34.0 CR
SFNIOR STANDING
04 a 3 101























02.0 TO L2.0 CR
TH 0483 101
02.0 TO 10. CI
02.0 TO 36.0 CR
02.0 TO 36.0 CR











540D RESEARCH CJLT GEOG 02.0 TO 36.0 CR
PREREQ CEOG 524
I TO BE A^RANGEC MILLIARD SAM B
599 THESIS 03.0 TO 09.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPT
I TO BE ARRANGED THOMAS FRAMK HENRY
600 DISSERTATION 01. TO 48.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPT
1 TO BE ARRANGEC THOMAS FRANK HENRY
Geology (GEOL)
221 HISTORICAL GEOLOGY 03.0 CR
PREREQ 3E0L 220 CR CCNSENT OF INSTR,
ELEM BOT CR ZCCL
1 11.00 W F °ARK 1 L
1
01.00-03.50 W PARK 205
2 11.00 W F PARK 111
06.00-03.50 PM W PAR< 205
302 STRUCTURAL GEOL 04.0 CR
PREREQ 220,221, *ATH 111A + B + PHYS
111A OR 2 11A
1 01.00-03.50 N PAR< 235 SAWATZKY DON L
11.00 M TH PARK 205 SAWATZKY DON L
310B MINERALOGY II 04.0 CR
PREREQ 3E0L 310A
1 08.00 V W F PARK 205 HOOD WILLIAM C
02.00-0'+. 50 T PARK 103 HOOD WlLLI-AM C
420B GEOL OF PETROLEUM 04.0 CR
PRERtQ 3E0L 420A
1 01.00 T THF PARK 205 BELL FRANK J
02.00-0^.50 F PARK 205 3ELL FRAMK J
425B INVERT-PALEONTOLOGY 04.0 CR
PRERtQ GEOL 425A
1 09.00 TW F PARK 205 UTGAARD JOHN EDWARD
01.00-03.50 TH PARK 107 UTGAARD JOHN EDWARD
4363 ELEM EXPLOR GECPHYS 04.0 CR
PREREQ CEOL 220, PHYS 211 OR
CONCURRENT FNRCLLMENT
1 10.00 f W F PARK 235 DAVIS
01.00-03.50 N PARK 115 DAVIS
440 INDEPENDENT STUDY 01.0 TO 34.0 CR
PREREQ CEOL 2 20 , 2 2 I , AC \ ANCED STANDING
1 TO BE ARRANGED
460 GEOL DATA PROCESS 04.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 225 CR ENC« 222
1 TO BE ARRANGED FANG AND ROBINSON
510B STRATIGRAPHY 34.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
520A ADV PETROL-IGNEOUS 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
540 ADVANCED STUDIES 33.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT
1 TO BE ARRANGEC SAWATZKY
541 RESEARCH 01.0 TO 09.0 CR
PRERtQ :ONSENT
I TO BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS 02.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
Government (GOVT)
200 INTR TO POL SCIENCE 04.0 CR
I 11.00 T TH AG 220 PAINE JGANN
11.00 N LS I 323
11.00 F LS I 16
231 AMERICAN NATL GOVT 04.0 CR
1 OB. 00 NT THF 06/5 102
2 12.00 M THF PULL 33
3 04.00 TWTH WHAM 20L JUNZ
04.00 P WHAM 206
232 STATE LOCAL GOVT 04.0 CR



















1 08.00 MW F LAWSUN 231 R IDGEWAY
2 10.00 TWTHF LAWSOM 231 KENNEY
3 12.00 *T THF WHAM 202 BAKER JOHN H
4 3.00 f T W T
H
OHY SB 440 LONG
OEV AM CONSTITUTION 04.0 C*
PREREQ 3SB 211B CR GOVT 231
I 09.00 VTWFHF WHAM 202 TURNER MAX WESLEY
READI 1GS 01.0 TO 06.0 C*
PRERlQ approval cf GOVT DEPT UnIDER-
3RA0 ACVISCR
I TO BE A^RANGEC SAPPENF IELD
2 TO BE ARRANGED SAPPENP IELD
ILL GOVERNMENT 02.0 CR
PREREQ 231 CR GSB 2 116 OR JR SUMOING
1 11.00 V W LAWSOM 231 BUNCH I RINO
2 08.0 W F LAWSOM 221 KENNFY
MASTE^PIECES-PGL SC 04.0 CR
PREREQ 4.0 GPA OR CONSENT OF [NISTR OR
ANY JR wEC IS FR s
1 01.00 V TH PHY SA 278 PAINE
01.00 T TECH \ 220
01.00 F TECH A 320
°UBLIC ADMIN 04.0 CR
PREREQ GSB 211B CR GOVT 2 31
I 08.00 NTWTHF WHAM 228 GOODS ELL
PRBLMS IN AM FGN PL 03.0 CR
PREREQ jSB 345
1" 3.00 W F COMM 1018 LANDECKEP MANFRED
03.00 N COMM 1021 LANDECKER MANFRED
POLITICAL PARTIES 04.0 CR
PREREQ 231 CR GSB 2UE
1 11.00 NT TH PAR< 111 JACKSON JOHN S II I
11.00 F LAWSOM 131
2 01.00 VT THF 0861 101 LONG
GOVERMMENT AND LAW 04.0 CR
PREREQ 231 OR GSe 2 1 IB
1 11.00 TWTH WHAM 308 DREHER
11.00 V 0875 101
BLKS+WHTS-4MER PCL 04.0 C«
PREREQ GSB 211B CR GOVT 231
I 02.00 T THF 0720 102 MORRIS
02.00 V H EC 206
GOVT NATL SEC 03.0 CR
PREREQ *
1 10.00 V COMM 1021 HANSON
10.00 T TH LS I 205
GOVT AND LABOR 3.0 CR
PREREQ ECON 215, CR CONSENT OF lNST^
1 03.00 VT AG 154 EDELMAN MILTON T
03.00 TH AG 144
CROSS-LISTED WITH ECCN 436
SOC WELFARE LEGIS 04.0 C*
PREREQ t
1 02.00 VTW F LS I 1 250 ALEXANDER
PUBLIC PERS ADMIN 04.0 CR
PREREQ GOVT 360
1 03.00 NTWTH H EC 102 SAPPENFIELD M M
LATIN-AMERICAN GOVT 04.0 CR
PREREQ 3SB 392 RECOMMENDED
1 11.00 N F LS I 1 146 GARNER WILLIAM R
11.00 T TH H EC 208
GOVT AND PJL AFRICA 04.0 CR
PREREQ 3SB 390 CR 391 CR CONSENT OF
INSTR
1 10.00 NT THF H EC 122A DALE RICHARD
GOVT POL-SDV UNION 04.0 CR
I 03.00-04.50 V M LS 11 146 CHOU IKU*
GOVT NEAR MID EAST 04.0 C^
1 01.00 N F PULL 43A ABBASS






















































































































































































T Th LS II 450
04.0 CR
T THF WHAM 201
04.0 CR
CONSENT OF IMSTR
TW H EC 102
F H EC 118
04.0 CR
R CONSENT OF INST}
T THF LS II 430
03.0 CR
W LS II 146
04.0 CR
T THF WHAM 208
03.0 CR
P CONSENT OF INSTR
TW H EC 206
34.0 CR








































T THF WHAM 328
04.0 CR
T TH CL 326
03.0 CR
W F CL 326
03.0 CR
S WHAM 228















T TH WHA* 301B
02.0 TO 09.0 CR
R CCNSENT OF INSTR
T TH PULL 43A
02.0 TO OS.O CR
INSTR
T TH WHA^ 301B
02.0 TO 09.0 CR
R CONSENT OF INSTR
T XH LS II 130
02.0 TO 09.0 CR
SENT CF INSTR
W PHY SA 278
02 .0 TO 09.0 CR
W CL 326
T TH LS II 130
02.0 TO 09.0 CR
OR CCNSENT OP INSTR


























520 SEM AfER FDR POLICY 2.0 TO 39.0 C*
PREREQ jQVT 371 CR CONSENT OF INST*
1 09.00-13.50 P W LS II 130 TRIVERS HOWARD
521 READINGS 01.0 TO 12.0 C*
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1 TO HE ARRANGED HANSON
2 TO BE ARRANGED HANSCsl
530 INTERNSP PJB AFF 04.0 TO 12.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPARTMENT
1 TO BE ARRANGED SAPPENFKLO M M
595 INDIVIDUAL RESEARCH 02.0 TO 12.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGED HANSON
599 THESIS 01.0 TO 09.0 C*
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGED HANSON
600 DISSEKTATIDN 01.0 TO 48.0 C*
PREREQ MIN CF 36 FRS TC BE EARNED FOR
DOC CF PHIL DECREE
1 TO BE ARRANGED HANSON
Guidance and Educational Psychology (GUID)
305 EDUC PSYCHOLOGY 04.0 C*
PREREQ CSB 201C
1 03.00 M w WHAM 105 8LUMENFELD GERALD J
OB. 00 T TH LAWSOM 171
2 12.00 N W LAWSOM 151 3LUMENFELD GERALD J
12.00 T TH LAWSON 141
3 04.00 TW LAWSOM 151 BLUMENFELD GERALD J
04.00 N TH LAWSOM 161
412 MENTAL HYGIFNE 04.0 C*
PREREQ S'JID 305
1 02.00-03.50 T TH WHAM 308
2 10.00-11.50 T TH AG 144
422A CONST-USE EVAL INST 04.0 C*
PREREQ SUID 305
1 01.00-02.50 T TH LAWSU^J 231 MCMILLAN WILLIAM B
2 06.00-09.00 PN TH LAWSUM 121 RECTOR ALICE P
3 07.00-13.00 PP P LAWSON 121 LANGE ALLAN L
4 09.00-13.50 V W PULL 39 WILLIAMS REED G
442 BASIC PRIN OF GUID 04.0 C*
PREREQ GUID 3C5
1 10.00-11.50 T TH WHAM 112 CODY
481 SEMINAR 02.0 TO 12.0 CR
PREREQ jUID 305 AND CCNSENT 3F
INSTRUCTCR + DEPT
1 09.00-12.00 S WHAM 303
501 SPEC RESEARCH PRC3 02.0 TO 12.0 CR
PREREQ ADVANCEQ STANDING + CONSENT OF
DEPARTMENT
I TO BE ARRANGED
505 INTR TO STAT METH 04.0 CR
1 09.00-13.50 P W WHAM 312 MOUW
506 ADV STATISTICAL MET 04.0 C<
PREREQ CUID 505
1 08.00-09.50 P W WHAM 321 MCNEIL
2 08.00-09.50 P W WHAM 307 BRACHT
3 09.00-13.50 T WHAM 319 MOUW
09.00-13.50 TH WHAM 321
4 01.00-02.50 P W WHAM 307 BEGGS
5 06.00-09.00 PM T WHA^l 305 LINDSEY
507 DES + ANAL OF EXPER 04.0 C
*
PREREQ C-UID 506
1 08.00-09.50 P W WHAM 317 BEGGS DONALD LEE
2 01.00-02.50 P WHAM 328 MCNEIL KEITH
01.00-02.50 W PULL 41
515 PSY ASPECTS OF EC 04.0 C*
PREREQ ADVANCED STANDING
I 04.00-05.50 P W WHAM 329 WILLIAMS REED G
521B ANAL-CLASS^M LEARNG 04.0 CI
PREREQ SUID 521A
1 04.00-05.50 P W WHAM 203 SULZER BETH W
96
530 STANDARDIZED TEST 34.0 CR
PREREQ SUIO 505
1 02.00-03.50 f F WHAi 228 BRADLEY RICHARD W
537A COUNSEL THEOR— PRAC 04.0 CR
PREREQ 30NSENT CF DEPARTMENT
1 06.00-09.00 PN T WHAM 201 MEEK
541 OCCUP INF - QUID 04.0 CR
PREREQ SUID 442
1 06.00-09.00 PM TH WHAM 201 RAMP WAYNE S
2 01.00-02.50 V W WHAM 319 GRAFF
543 GUID THR0U3H GROUPS 04.0 CR
PREREQ 3UID 442
I 09.00-13.50 V W WHAM 322 ALTEKRUSE
545M SEM-PSYC FJUND - EC 34.0 C*
I 10.00-11.50 P W WHAM 303 STAFF
546A PERSONALITY ASSESS 34.0 CR
PREREQ 3UID 532A AND CCNSENT OF IMSTR
1 06.00-09.00 PM TH WHAM 319 DALY WILLIAM C
548A PRACT IN SEC GU I
C
32.0 C<
PREREQ 3UID 537 AND CCNSENT 3F IMSTR
1 09.00-13.50 F WHAM 231
RESTRICTED TO FULL TIME STUDEMTS
2 06.00-09.00 PM f WHAM 231 CODY
PART TIME STUDENT CNLY 4 CREDITS
548B PRACT IN ELEM GUID 02.0 TO 34.0 CR
PREREQ 3UID 537 AND CCNSENT DF nSTR
1 01.00-03.00 T WHAM 326 ALTEKRUSE MICHAEL K
5480 PRAC IN SCHOOL PSYC 02.0 TO 08.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
I TO BE ARRANGED SULZcR BETH W
562B HUM DEV IN ED-CHILC 34.0 CR
PREREQ ADVANCED STANDING
I 06.00-09.00 PM V WHAM 321 DEICHMANN JOHN W
567 TOP SEM-EDJC PSYC 02.0 TO 12.0 C*
PREREQ :ONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1 TO BE ARRANGED DEICHMANN JOHN W
568 TOP SEM-COJN + GU I C 02.0 TO 12.0 CR
PREREQ 30NSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1 01.00-32.50 f W WHAM 231 MEEK
2 09.00-13.50 M W WHAM 212 ALTEKRUSE
ABOVE SECT FOR 02 CR HR CNLY
580 TOP SEM-STAT + MEAS 02.0 TO 12.0 CI
PREREQ INSTRUCTCRS PERMISSION!
I 01.00-02.50 M WHAM 212 BRACHT GlENN H
581 INTERN-COUNS + GUIC 02.0 CR
PREREQ GUID 548C
1 TO BE ARRANGED GRAFF
590 SEM - BEHAy/ FOUNCAT 02.0 CR
PREREQ : ORMAL ACNISSICN TO DOCTOR 3F
PHIL STUDIES
1 10.00-11.50 ¥ WHAM 301B MCKENZIE WILLIAM R
596 INDEP INVESTIGATION 02.0 TO 12.0 CR
PREREQ INSTRUCTCRS PERMISSION!
I TO BE ARRANGEC WILLIAMS
597 INDEPENDENT STUDY 01.0 TO 12.0 CR
PREREQ 30NSENT CF DEPARTMENT
1 TO BE ARRANGED CODY JOHN J
599 THESIS 03.0 TO 09.0 C*
I TO BE ARRANGED CODY JOHN J
600 DISSERTATION 01.0 TO 48.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED CODY JOHN J
Health Education (H ED)
302S DRIVER-TRAFF SAFETY 04.0 CR
PREREQ A VALIC DRIVERS LICENSE
1 08.03 NT THF L-APS 136 DOOLEY AUBREY C
^05 PRIN-FOUND H ED 34.0 C*
1 10.00 MWTH ARE^JA 123 RUSSELL ROBERT D






















































































































































































































02.0 TO 08. C*
TO MJORS IN DEPT
04.0 CR














3.0 TO 09.0 C*
01.0 TO 48.0 CR



















































































































































































Tw F WHAM 329
01.0 TO 1^.0 CR
I NS fRUCTOR
01.0 TO 12.0 C*
DEPT
01.0 TO 12.0 CR
OEPT
01 .0 TO 12.0 CR
DEPT
01.0 TO 12.0 C*
DEPT









UP W 02.0 C^
TH WHAM 333
MGT 32.0 C?
PM N WHAM 301A
TUTE 32.0 CR
S WHAM 23 3
GY 3.0 CR
PM A WHAM 301A
CY 04.0 CR
°M TH WHAM 326
LEGE 3 4.0 CR
f" W WHAM 326
HI EC 04.0 CR
PM T WHAM 302






01.0 TO <*8.0 CR













































w H EC 23 3 BREHM DCNALD L
03.0 CR
T TH LAWSONI 131 HUDSON
33.0 CR
T TH LA^SO^J 221 VYVERBERG HENRY S
34.0 CI
T THF 086 I 131 CHERRY GEORGE L
3.0 CR
WTH H EC 206 BREHW DCNALD L
33.0 CR
T TH H EC 233 DOTSON
3.0 CR
W F H EC 203 MCFARLI
N
33.3 CR
T TH 0e62 131 ODAY
F 0875 101
03.0 CR
T THF WHAM 23 1 RFRBERICH CHARLES
03.0 C*





1 08.0 I" V, F
4018 HIST OF SOJTH
1 10.00 *
10.00 T TH
401C HIST OF SUJTH
1 L2.00 NT
12.00 FH
4038 AMER ECONOMIC HIST
1 1.03 f W F
404 OEMQC, NAT SECT
PREREQ SSB 300A
1 12.00 m WTH
406A OIPL HIST 3F EUROPE
1 12.00 T THF
4Q8A PROB IN BL:K AV HIS
PRERFU b HRS 300 LEVEL
SENT OF INSTK
1 09.00 f
09.00 T TH 08'j2 102
4 9B US CONSTITJf HIST 3.0 C*
1 06.00-07.25 PV v « h EC 102
410 SPECIAL READINGS 02.0 TO 05.0 C
*
t TO BE ARRANGED
41 IB US S0C-INT-19TH C
1 09.0
414B INT-HIST EJR-19TH C
1 10.00
4163 MOO EUR REFORMATION
I 12.00
12.00




425B AMPR LOLONIAL HIST
L 01.00
01.00
4343 SOC EJR 1870-1914
I 09.0
435A 20TH CENT J.S. HIST
PRtREO 3SB 300C CR CCNSENT OF INSTR
1 07. 30-0.'. 00 PN T TH H EC 201
435B 20TH LENT J.S. HIST 03.0 CR
PREREw SSB 30CC CR CCNSENT OF INST}
1 01.00 N LS I 323
01.00 T TH H EC 203
440B AMER D I PL 186Q-L920 03.0 CR
I 3.00 TW H EC 104
03.00 TH PAR< 306
442B THE WtST-THANS ALLF 03.0 C^
I 04.00 T THF H EC 102
448A HIST JF S.EAST ASIA Oj.O CR
1 11.0 N W F HEC 118
449A AOV AFRICAM HISTCRY 03.0 C^
PREREO 1 QTR HIST 349, COMSEMT OF
INSTR. CR GRAD STAND.
1 07.35-09.00 PM T TH H EC 292
4S1 SREAT HISTORIANS 03.0 C*
PREREQ 5 HRS CF 3C0 LEVEL SOC SCI OR
CONSENT CF INSTR
1 02.00 N WTH PHY SA 160
46 2 METH OF HIST RES 3.0 C*
1 01.00-02.50 T TH AG 218
460A bOC-t-I UEL-MIO AGES 03.0 CR
I 09.00 T TH LS II 350
09.00 F LS II 250
464A HISTORY OF GERMANY 03.0 CR
I 11.00 M TH PHY SA 278
46SB REV RUSS SINCE 1905 03. C
I 10.00 N W F H EC 201
03. C*
H EC 201 KVO
03.0 C*






H EC 20 1 CONRAD OAV ID E
03.0 C*
LS I I 146 AMMCN
3.0 C^
LS I I 2 30 ODAY
03.0 CR
C SCI OR CON
0862 101 HUDSON
03.0 C*
T THF PHY SA 160
03.0 C^
NT TH LAWSO^J 221
03.0 C*
NT H EC 1 13
TH i H A M 201
03.0 C^
V ri F H EC 201
03.0 C*
f W F H tC 118
03.0 CR
T Th PHY SA 156
F TECH A 310
03.0 C^





















473A 18-19TH C CARIBBEAN 03.0 CR
I 3.00 H TH H bC 118 GOLD
475B DICTATORSHIP-LTN AV 03.0 CR
1 7.00-10.00 PN T H bC 102 GdLO
477 BRAZIL SINCE INDE^ 03.0 CR
PREREQ 5 HRS CF 3C0 LEVEL SOC SCI OR
CONSENT CF DEPARTMENT
1 L0.00 * W F H EC 118 GARDINER
478A HISTORY OF SPAIN 03.0 CR
PREREQ 5 HRS CF 3C0 LEVEL SOC SCI OR
CONSENT CF INS 13
1 02.00 V W H EC 118 3REHM
2.UO TH H EC 203
498B RESEARCH HON THESIS 03.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED CARRCTT
510 READING IN HISTORY 02.0 TH 12.0 CR
PRERcO CONSENT CF DEPARTMENT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
520A SEC AND REFORM 04.0 CR
1 02. UO-05. 00 TH H EC 122A FLADELAND BETTY L
521A SEM AMbR DIPLO HIST 04.0 CR
1 5.0 0-0 8.00 W HEC 122ATRAM
5228 SEM AMER ECON HIST 04.0 CR
PREREO ECON 2 14 CR 215 OR COMSENT OF
INSTR
1 09.00-11.50 W H EC 122A CONRAD
568B SEM IN ILLINOIS HIS 04.0 C*
I 02.00-05.00 f H EC 122A SIMOM
575C STUDIES-LATIN AMER 04.0 CR
1 01.00-04.00 W WHA^i 212 WERLICH DAVID P
59LB SEM-MUD EUROPE HIST 04.0 C*
PREREQ C-RAD STANCING C« PERMISSION OF
DEPT
I 01.00-04.00 T H EC 122A DETWiLER
599 THESIS 01.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
600 DISSERTATION 01.0 TO 48.0 CR
1 TO RF ARRANGED
Home Economics (H EC)
305 HONORS SEMINAR 02.0 TO 06.0 CR
1 TO BE AKRANGEC HARRISON ROBERTA L
387 SPEC PROB-HONORS 02.0 TO 08.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
388 RES + INVESTIGATION 02.0 TO 08.0 C^
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
Home Economics Education (HEED)
309A PROGRAM PLANNING 03.0 CR
PREREQ 3UI0 3C5, S ED 2 10
I 09.00 NWF HEC 133 «DORE VIOLET
310 EVAL AND ADULT ECUC 04.0 CR
PREREQ 309 ANC S ED 352 CONCURRENTLY
1 TO BE ARRANGED EDDLEMAN EDNA J
313 SPECIAL PRJBLEVS 02.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ
1 TO BE ARRANGED
481 READI vIGS 02.0 TO 04.0 CR
prerbq consent cf ins.tr and chairman
of departm:nt
v
i to bf arranged
485 PRIN-PHIL si TEC EC 03.0 CR
PREREQ STUDENT TEACHING OR CONSEMT OF
DEPARTMENT
1 06.00-09.30 PM N TECH D 130 KEENAN DOROTHY M
CROSS-LISTED WITH TIED 48'5
506 EVAL PROCEO IN H EC 0^.0 C
*
I 06.00-09.00 PM TH H EC 133 FULTS ANnIA CAROL
510A PRACTICOM IN SUPERV 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PRERKQ 510 OR ELAF 456 OR COMSENT IF
I NSTRUCTCR
I TO BF ARRANGED KEENAM DOROTHY M
101
34.0 CR
S H EC 133
02.0 TO 05.0 C^
515 TRENDS AND ISSUES
I 08.30-12.00
572 SPECIAL PRDBLE^S
1 TO BE A^RANGEC
573 SEM-RtS IN HOME EC 01.0 TO 06.0 C^
PREREQ 20NSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1 TO BE A^RANGEC
599 THESIS 02.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
600 DISSERTATION 03.0 TO 4b. C*














231B BASIC INTERIOR DES









327 HOME FURNISH + INT





























1 TO BE A^RANGEC
ADVANCED TAILORING



































































































































481 readings 02.0 to 06.0 cr
prereq consent cf chairman
1 to be arranged
500 research methods ° 4 * c *
prertq statistics or ccnsent of
chairvan
L 06.00-0 ;:>.00 PN N H EC 301
583A COLLEGE TEACH C+T 01. CR
I TO BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS 02.0 TO 09.0 C*
1 TO BE ARRANGED
Industrial Technology (IT)
100 ORIENTATION 00.0 CR
1 03.00 T TECH A 111
CROSSLISTED IN SCHCCL OF TECHNOLOGY
300B ELASTIC PROCESS 04.0 C
PREREQ 300A
1 03.00 N WTH TECH A 220
03.00 T TECH A 208
2 03.00 N WTH TECH A 220
03.00 F TECH A 220
3C5B DESIGN ILLJSTRATION 03.0 CR
PREREQ E T 102B
1 01.00 N W TECH A 208
08.00-09.50 S TECH A 307
2 01.00 N W TECH A 203
10.00-11.50 S TECH A 307
306B INDUSTRIAL DESIGN 03.0 CR
PREREQ I T 306A
I 10.00 N W TECH A 307
10.00-11.50 F TECH A 307
317 CAST+METAL FORCING 05.0 CR
PREREO ^ATH 1 11 A
1 12.00 NT THF TECH A 111
06.00-07.50 PN T TECH D 14B
2 12.00 M THF TECH A 111
01.00-02.50 T TECH D 148
3 12.00 VT THF TECH A 111
03.00-04.50 T j TECH D 14B
4 12.00 NT THF TECH A 111
10.00-11.50 W TECH D L4B
5 12.00 NT THF TECH A 111
03.00-04.50 F TFCH D 14B
319 INDUSTRIAL INTERN 03.0 TO 24.0 CR
PRERLQ CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
325 METAL REMO/AL PROC 05.0 CR
PREREQ «ATH 111A
1 08.00 NT THF TECH A 111
10. 00-11.50 T TECH D 14B
2 08.00 NT THF TECH ix 111
10.00-11.50 TH TECH D 14B
3 03.00 VT THF TECH A 111
08.00-09.50 W TECH D 14B
4 08.00 NT THF TECH A 111
01.00-02.50 TH TECH D 14B
5 08.00 NT THF TECH A 111
06.00-07.25 PM TH TECH l; 1 4 B
342 INDUSTRIAL FINISHES 03.0 CR
PREREQ
L 08.00 N W F TECH A 422
343B ELECT ELECTRONICS 03.0 CR
PREREQ IT 343A
1 04.00 N w F TECH A 122
358 MAT HAND+-PL LAYOUT 05.0 CR
PRERtQ I T 317 + 325
1 02.00 NTWTHF TECH A 422
365 QUALITY COMTROL 04.0 CR
PREREQ JUNICR STANDING
1 09.00 NT THF TECH A 422
103
375 PROD+INVENT CONTROL 04.0 C*
PREREQ JUNIOR STANDING
1 11.00 VTWTH TECH A 208
Instructional Materials (I M)
308 INTRO TO CATALOGING 04.0 CR
I 03.00 V W D ULL 310 DALE
03. 00-0'+. 50 TH PULL 310
400 LIB RES METHODS 02.0 C
*
1 02.00 V W PULL 318 DALE DORIS CRUGER
403 SCH LIB EU^J MGT 04.0 CR
1 09.00 VTWTH PULL 313 FLETCHER
405 LIB MAT FOR CHILC 04.0 CR
PRERFU OPEN TC JLMORS WITH CUMSEMT
3F INSTRUCTOR
1 11.00 VTWTH PULL 318 FLETCHER KATHLEEN G
406 ADOL LIB MATERIALS 34.0 CR
PREREQ OPEN TC JLMORS WITH CUMSEMT
3F INSTRUCTOR
1 09.00 VTWTH PULL 318 FLETCHER KATHLEEN G
407 BASIC REF SOURCES 34.0 CR
1 09.00 VTWTH ^ULL 310 COX DOROTHY J
413 CAT OF NON-BOOK PAT 04.0 CR
PREREQ 308
1 11.00 VTWTH PULL 310 COX DORCTHY J
417 A-V METH IN EDUC 04.0 CR
1 08.00 VTWTH PULL 316
2 09.00 VTWTH PULL 316
3 10.00 VTWTH PULL 316
4 11.00 VTWTH PULL 316
5 12.00 VTWTH PULL 316
6 12.00 VTWTH PULL 318
7 01.00 VTWTH PULL 316
8 01.00 VTWTH PULL 318
9 02.00 VTWTH PULL 316
10 03.0 VTWTH PULL 316
11 04.00 VTWTH PULL 316
12 04.00 VTWTH LAWSUM 121
13 05.45-07.25 V W PULL 316
14 05.45-07.25 T TH PULL 316
445 PREP TEACH-MADE MAT 04.0 CR
PREREQ 417 OR CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1 09.00-10.50 VTWTH PULL 337 EDWARDS SE TH J
2 01.00-02.50 VTWTH PULL 307 JURGEMEYER
470 PROGRAM AUTO INST 04.0 CR
1 03.00 VTWTH PULL 318 WENDT PAUL R
505 LIT OF HUMANITIES 03.0 CR
PREREQ I M 407
1 04.00 VTW DULL 310 DALE
546 INTEG A-V MATERIALS D4.0 CR
PREREQ 417, CONSENT OF INSTRJCTOR
1 06.30-09.00 PV V PULL 318 INGLI
547 ^CH FILM PRODUCTION 04.0 CR
PREREQ 417 AND 44C OR CONSENT OF
I NSTRUCTCP
1 01.00-02.50 VTWTH PULL 310 BUTTS
554 ADMIN INST MAT CEN 34.0 CR
PREREQ 403
1 10.00 VTWTH PULL 318 SPIGLE
576 PROB INST MAT 02.0 TO 38.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
I TO BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS 05.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
600 DISSERTATION 01.0 TO 48.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED BUTTS GORDON K
Journalism (JRNL)
300 THE NEWS 03.0 CR




















I 08.00 T TH WOODY 1014
11.00-12.50 T WOODY 1014
2 09.00 T TH WOODY 1014




T TH WOODY 1012
33.0 C*
1 09.00 I LAWSOM 101 H IX
2 09.00 T LAWSOM 101 HIX
3 09.00 T LAWSOM 101 HIX
<+ 09.00 T LAWSOM 101 HIX
EACH SECT 3F 301 HAS ADDITIONAL HRS T8A
NEWSWRIT EDIT I I 3.0 CR
PREREU JRNL 203
1 03.00 NTWTH WOODY 10 12
2 10.00 f W F WOODY 10 14
12.00 TH WOODY 1014
NEWS + EDIT II I 03.0 C^
PREREO JRNL 301 AND 3C2
1 09.00 I WHAM 308 GRANATO LEONARD A
2 09.00 TH WHAM 308 GR ANA TCI LEONARD A
EACH SECT 3F 303 HAS ADDITIONAL HRS TQA
RADIO TV NEWS 03.0 CR




















N W F PARK 204
03.0 CR
FORD
1 03.00 t* W F WOODY 10 14 RICE W PMNIOM
PRIN OF ADVERTISING 03.0 C^
PREREQ JRNL 101,, 102 CP 345, 346
1 09.00 M W F 0720 102 ROCHE BRUCE
AD COPY LAYOUT PROC 05.0 CR
PREREQ JRNL 370
I 01.00 N W F WOODY 1010 LYNN
01.00-02.50 T TH WOODY 1010
ADV MEDIA f MARKETS 03.0 CR
PREREQ JRNL 370
1 11.00
ADV POL AND PRCBS
f W F PIERCE 130
03.0 C3
ROCHE
PREREQ :ONSENT CF DEPT
1 10.00
ADVER CAMPAIGNS
T THF WOODY 1010
04.0 CR
FRUEND DAV ID L




T TH WOODY 1010
03.0 C^
LYNN
1 08.00 M W F WOODY 1014 BROWN GEORGE CURTIS
2 02.00
NP PROD MAMAGEVENT




I 09.00 y w f WOODY 1012 BROWN GEORGE CURTIS
2 12.00 f M F WOODY 1014 CROW WENDELL C
3 11.00
BASIC RES IN JRNL













T THF WOODY 1014
03.0 C<
STARCK KENNETH
1 11.00 T TH S WOODY 1012 STARCK KENNETH
2 11.00 V W F WOODY 1014 BROOKS
105
393 PUBLICITY METHODS 03.0 C*
1 03.00 N W F COMM 102^ EPPbRHEIMER
398 MAGAZ PROD LAYCUT 03.0 CR
PREREQ JRNL 383A, 8
1 10.00 T TH WOODY 1C14 FORD JA^ES L C
01.00-02.50 N WOODY 1014 FORD JAMES L C
399 SENIOR SEMINAR 01.0 CR
PREREQ LAST QTR MAJORS
1 12.00 T COMM 1022 FRAZER M*RY KING
421 SCHOOL PU8LICATICNS 04.0 C^
I 01.00 NTWTH WHAM 301A RICE
431 PUBLIC RELATIONS 03.0 CR
PREREQ SR STANDING-JRNL MAJORS O^JLY
1 02.00 N WTH LS II 430 ROCHE BRUCE
432 FOUND MASS COMN THE 03.0 CR
PREREQ JNDERGRAC-JRNL 395, GRAD-433A
OR CONSENT OF INSTR
1 06.00-09.00 PM T COMM 2012 ATWOOD L E RW I N
442 LAW OF JOURNALISE 03.0 CR
PREREQ SR STANCINC -JRNL MAJORS O^JLY
1 11.00 N W F COMM 1006 ST0N6CIPHER HARRY W
449 PRACTICUM 02.0 TO 08.0 CR
PREREQ 30NSENT CF DEPT
1 TO BE ARRANGEC LONG HOW\RD RUSK
494 CRITICISM * REVIEW 03.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED TENNEY
498 READINGS 01.0 TO 12.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
530 SEM- PRESS FREEDOM 02.0 C*
1 10.00-11.50 TH LIB 108
532 MASS COMM THEORY 04.0 CR
PRERnQ JRNL 433B CR CCNSENT DF IMSTR
I TO BE ARRANGED
533 RESEARCH P^OB-JRNL 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TO BF ARRANGEC
590 SEMINAR-JRNL HIST 03.0 CR
PREREQ JRNL 545 CR CONSENT OF INSTR
1 03.00-0^.50 T TH TECH B 20
595 GRADUATE SEMINAR 00.0 CR
1 04.30-05.20 F AG 218
598 READINGS 01.0 TO 12.0 C*
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
599 THESIS 01.0 TO 08.0 C*
I TO BE ARRANGEC BROWN
600 DISSERTATION 01.0 TO 48.0 CR
I TO BE ARRANGEC BROWN
Liberal Arts and Sciences ( LA S
)
300 INDIV INTERDIS REAC 01.0 TO 04.0 C*
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
301 INDIV INTERDISC RES 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TO BF ARRANGED
302 IND INTERDIS F STUD 01.0 TO 04.0 C*
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
Linguistics (LING)










410H UNCOM LANG-VIET NAP









NT THF PHY SA 458
04.0 CR
NT TH H EC 102
F WHAM 301B
04.0 CR
NT THF AG 220
NT THF 0720 118
04.0 CR
NT THF H e: 8
05.0 C*
1 10.00 N F LS II 350
LO.00 T TH 0720 116
5053 CONTRAS + HIST LINC 04.0 CR
I 02.00 NT THF WHAM 321
540 STUOIES-LIMGUISTICS 02. , TO 08.0 CR
1 OL.OO NT THF 0720 108
5886 METH ENG FDR LANG 03.0 CR
I 09.00 N THF WHAM 212
09.00 T WHAM 228
2 09.03 N T THF 0720 L06
597 READ-LINGUI STICS 02.,0 TO 06.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
Management (MGT)
170 INTR TO BUS ADNIN 04.0 CR
PREREQ FRESHMEN AND SCFHOMORES OMLY
1 08.00 VJWTHF LAWSOM 121 BEDWELL R RALPH
2 07.00-09.15 PM N LAWSOM 101 HICKS
07.00-09.15 PN W LAWSUM 121
301 MGT + SUPERVISION 04.0 CR
PREREU 3SB 201C CR EQLIVALENT, OR PER
MISSION CF INSTRUCTOR
1 10.00-U.50 N F TECH A 310 LOWER
302 ADMIN COMM IN BUS 04.0 CR
PREREQ 5SD102,MGT1 700RA CCT2 5 0OR251 AOR
MGT 3400R EC LIVORC ONSEN
T
1 04.00 NT THF CL 109
2 04.00 NT THF WHAM 308 STAFF
340 BUS-ORG AND MGT 04.0 CR
PREREQ 5SB 2013 A N D C, OR EQJIVALEMT-
JR STANDING OR CONSENT
1 04.00 NTWTHF PHY SB
2 12.00 NTWTHF PHY SB
341 ORGANIZ BEHAVIOR I 04.0
PREREQ 340, GSD 110 OP EQUIV OR
:ONSENT CF INSTR
1 08.00-09.50 N W AG
2 03.00-0V.50 N W LS I
345 INF SYST-CDMP FUND 04.0
PREREQ ACCT 261, NGT 340 OR FIN
OR MKT 3C1, OR CONSENT
1 10.00-11.50 T TH CL
2 03. 00-04.50 T TH LS I
361 RESEARCH IM BUS ADM 04.0 CR
PREREQ MGT 340, CSD 1C2, 103, GSD 110
OR EQUIV LR CCNSENT
1 08.00-09.50 T TH AG 220 BUSSOM
380 PRODUCTION MGT 04.0 CR
PREREQ MGT 340,345, MMH 150A OR
EQUIV. OR CONSENT
1 08.00-09.50 T TH LS I 205 MADDEN
382 PERF STAND*METH IMP 04.0 CR
PREREQ MGT 340 OR CONSENT OF IMSTR
1 12.00-01.50 N 0720 101 VICARS
12.00-01.50 F TECH A 308
385 PERSONNEL MGT 04.0 CR
PREREQ MGT 340, CSD 1 1C OR EQUIVALENT
, OR CONSENT OF INSTR
1 08.00-09.50 N F LS I 205 STAFF
2 02.00-03.50 v F 0875 101
452 BUS OPERATIONS ANAL 04.0 CR
PREREQ MGT 340, 451 OR MATH 150 DR
SSD 110,ECLIV.CR COMS.
I 11.00-12.50 T TH LS I 323
474 MGT RESP IM SOCIETY 04. G CR
PREREQ MGT 34C, SR STANDING DR
20NSENT LF INSTR
1 12.00-01.50 W 0720 101 OGHOFF
12.00-01.50 F COMM 1021











479 PROBS OUS AND ECCN 04.0 CR
PREREQ 340, ECON 215,308 OP 408 OR
EQUIV, MKTG 301 OR EQ.
1 09.00-13.50 T TH FELTS 130 SANDERS RONALD L
2 01.00-02.50 T TH CL 109 SANDERS RONALD L
481 ADMINISTRATIVE POL 04.0 CR








485 PROBS PERS MGT







PHY SB 240 GREENWOOu
w PULL 38
w LS I 323 SHERMAN
F COMM 1022
W F 0862 102 SHERMAN
TH CL 24 BUSSOM
04.0 CR
ON 3C8 OR 408, MGT









MKTG FUNDAMENTALS 04.0 CR
PRERtQ ECON 214, ACCT 251A
L 10.00 MTWTH LAWSOM 161 MOORE
INTERNATIONAL MKTG 04.0 CR
PREREQ MKTG 301
1 10.00-11.50 T COMM 1022 POWELL ANDREW
10.00-11.50 TH AG 216
TRANSP0RTA1" ION 04.0 CR
PREREQ MKTG 301, , ECON 2 15
1 08.00 NT THF CL 109 NOVICK JEHIEL
2 03.00-0^.50 T TH WHAM 205 ROSENBARGER C
PROMOTIONAL CONCEPT 04.0 CR
PREREQ MKTG 3C1
1 09.00 MWTH WHAM 112
2 11.00 N TWTH CL 109
3 01.00 TWTHF PHY SA 160
4 03.00 TWTHF WHAM 112
MKTG RES f ANAL 04.0 CR
PREREQ MKTG 301,- CNE CCURSE IN
STATISTICS
I 09.00 TWTHF H EC 202
2 11.00 W F CL 326
11.00 T TH H EC 120
3 08.00 NTWTH WHAM 329
4 10.00 NTWTH WHAM 202
PROB IN RETAILING 04.0 CR
PREREQ MKTG 363
1 01.00 *TWTH LS I I 250 JAMES
2 03.00 NTWTH WHAM 312 JAMES
SALES MANAGEMENT 04.0 CR
PREREQ MKTG 363
1 08.00-09.50 N COMM 1018
08.00-09.50 W COMM 1006
I ND MARKETING MGMT 04.0 CR
PREREQ MKTG 363
1 10.00-11.50 TH 0871 101 ADAMS KENDALL
10.00-11.50 T WHAM 326
PHYSICAL DIST VGT 04.0 CR
PREREQ MKTG 301, , ECON 2 15
I 01.00-02.50 T TH WHAM 3018
2 03.00-0'+. 50 T TH WHAM 317





I 10.00-11.50 P W CL 24
2 02.00-03.50 T TH WHAM 228
MARKETING POLICIES 04.0 CR
PREREQ ACCT 261, i V KTG 363, 390, 1^LUS
4HRS IN 1" K T G , S ENIOR
1 03.00-04.50 N W CL 24
2 01.00-02.50 b> CL 25




499 UNDERGRAD SENi-NKTG 04. CI
PREREQ 3Y INVITATION - 16 HOURS OF
MARKETING
I 02.00-03.50 T TH CL 25 POWELL ANDREW F
Mathematics (MATH)
108 BASIC TRANS MATH 03.0 C^
PREREQ ^SD 107
1 08.00 T \H S TECH A 420
2 10.00 N WTH PHY SA 156
3 11.00 T TH S AREMA 121
4 12.00 N WTH TECH A 420
5 01.00 V W F TECH A 320
6 03.00 N WTH TECH A 408
7 04.00 N W F TECH A 408
8 06.00-07.15 PN T TH PHY SA 156
111A COL ALGEBRA TRIG 05.0 CR
PREREQ 3SD 106 CR HS ECUIV
1 08.00 T TH S TECH D 131
08.00 N AG 116
08.00 F TECH A 222
2 08.00 NTWTHF TECH A 322
3 08.00 NTWTHF PHY SA 156
4 09.00 NTWTHF TECH A 408
5 09.00 N W F TECH A 220
09.00 TH PHY SA 160
09.00 T TECH A 420
6 10.00 T TH S PHY SC 116
10.00 W F AG 116
7 10.00 TW F PHY SC 218
10.00 TH TECH A 322
10.00 N TECH A 308
8 11.00 T TH S TECH A 220
11.00 W TECH A 210
11.00 F TECH A 208
9 11.00 NTWTHF TECH A 408
10 12.00 NTWTHF TECH A 4L0
11 12.00 NTWTHF AG 224
12 01.00 NTWTHF TECH A 322
13 01.00 NTWTHF BROWN 130
14 02.00 NTWTHF TECH A 220
15 02.00 NTWTHF BROWN 130
16 03.00 NTWTHF AREMA 121
17 03.00 NTWTHF TECH A 410
18 06.00-07.25 PN N WTH TECH A 422
19 06.00-07.25 PN N WTH TECH A 308
20 07.35-09.00 PN N WTH TECH A 308
21 07.35-09.00 PN N WTH TECH A 320
1 1 IB COL ALGEBRA TRIG 05.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 1UA
1 08.00 NTWTHF AG 154
2 08.00 NTWTHF TECH A 220
3 08.00 N W F PHY SC 118
08.00 T TH TECH A 410
4 03.00 TWTHFS AG 216
5 09.00 NTWTHF BROWN 130
6 09.00 TWTHFS TECH A 210
7 09.00 NTWTHF AG 168
8 10.00 NTWTHF PHY SL 118
9 11.00 N W F TECH A 308
11.00 T TH TECH A 208
10 10.00 NTW F5 PHY SC 118
11 11.00 NTW F PHY SC 218
11.00 TH TECH A 322
12 11.00 NTW FS PHY SA 156
13 11.00 NTWTHF AREMA 123
14 12.00 NTWTHF AG 216
15 12.00 NTWTHF AREMA 121
16 12.00 NTWTHF TECH A 422
17 01.00 NTWTHF PHY SC 116
18 03.00 NTWTHF 0720 106
109
19 01.00 VTWTHF 0875 101
20 02.00 VTWTHF PHY SA 156
21 02.00 VTW F PHY SC 118
02.00 TH H EC 102
22 02.00 VTWTHF PHY SC 218
23 03.00 VTWTHF PHY SA 156
24 03.00 VTWTHF PHY SC 118
25 03.00 VTWTHF PHY SC 218
26 04.00 VTWTHF TECH D 131
27 06.00- 07.25 PV V WTH TECH A 220
28 06.00- 07.25 PV V WTH TECH A 320
29 07.35- 09.00 PV V WTH TECH A 220
30 07.35-•09.00 PV V WTH TECH A 210
140A SHORT CRSE-CALCULUS 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 1 11^1
1 08.00 T TH TECH A 422
08.00 F TECH A 310
2 11.00 V W TECH A 420
11.00 F TECH A 422
3 01.00 NT TH TECH A 220
4 04.00 V W F TECH A 410
5 07.35- 08.50 PV T TH TECH A 408
140B SHORT CRSE CALCULUS 03.0 C^
PREREQ MATH 140/\
1 10.00 V W F 0862 101
2 02.00 T THF TECH A 210
3 04.00 P W F TECH A 420
4 08.00 P W F TECH A 320
5 06.00-07.25 PV P W F TECH A 408
150A ELEM CALC -ANAL GEOV 05.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 111B
I 08.00 VTWTHF BROWN 130
2 08.00 VTWTHF TECH A 408
3 10.00 VTWTHF TECH 131
4 11.00 VTWTHF PHY SA 160
5 12.00 VTWTHF TECH A 220
6 01.00 VTWTHF TECH A 210
7 03.00 VTWTHF AG 216
8 04.00 VTWTHF TECH A 222
9 06.00-07.25 pv P WTH TECH D 131
10 07.35-•09.00 pv P WTH TECH A 310
150B ELEM CALC;-ANAL GEOV 05.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 150A
I 09.00 VTWTHF TECH D 131
2 10.00 T TECH A 410
10.00 P TH PHY SA 160
10.00 W F TECH A 320
3 11.00 VTWTHF TECH A 410
4 12.00 VTWTHF TECH D 131
5 02.00 VTWTHF TECH A 408
6 03.00 VTWTHF TECH D 131
7 07.35-09.00 PV P WTH TECH A 222
159B ELEM CALCULUS-HONOR 07.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPT
1 09.00 VTWTHF PHY SA 358
252A INTER CALC-ANAL GEC 05.0 C*
PREREQ MATH 150B CR 159B
1 08.00 VTWTHF TECH A 210
2 11.00 VTWTHF TECH 131
3 01.00 VTWTHF TECH A 410
4 02.00 VTWTHF TECH A 320
5 06.00-07.25 PV V WTH TECH A 322
252B INTER CALC-ANAL GEC 04.0 C*
PREREQ MATH 252A
1 09.00 VTW F PHY SA 156
2 12.00 VT TH TECH A 320
12.00 F TECH A 310
3 03.00 VT THF TECH A 420
301 FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPT 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 150B










































































































































































































































MATH LOGIC 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 426A
11.00 ^ W F TECH A 322
300L ALG-Srfl THEORY 03.0 C*
PRERtQ 301 OR CCNSENT CF INSTR
04.00 N W F TECH A 320
BOOL ALG-SWI THEORY 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 428A
12.00 f W F PHY SA 273
INTRO TO T3P0L0GY 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 433A
02.00 f W F TECH A 322
ADVANCED CALCULUS 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 452A
09.00 NT THF TECH A 322
ADV MATH-PHYS SCI 03.0 C*














12.00 T F PHY SA 358
12.00 W TECH A 122
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS 03.0 C*
PRERbQ MATH 475A
03.00 f* W F TECH A 120
PROBABILITY 03.0 C*
PREREQ MATH 480A
10.00 V W F TECH A 122
INTRO MATH STAT 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 483A CR M/UH 480A, 421A
AND CONSENT OF INSTR
11.00 * W F AG 188
12.00 t* W TECH A 322
12.00 F TECH A 222
REAL ANALYSIS 03.0 C»
PREREQ MATH 501A
01.00 T THF TECH A 122
ADV TOP ORD DIF EC 03.0 TO 18.0 C^
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
10.00-11.50 T TH PHY Sa 358
TH ORDIN DIFF EQUAT 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 5C5A
09.00 N W F TECH B 20
PARTIAL DIFF EQUAT 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 507A
10.00 f W F PHY SA 358
ADV TOP MATH LOGIC 03.0 C*
PREREQ '+26B OR CCNSENT OF INSTR
12.00 NT TH TECH B 20
MODERN ALGEBRA 03.0 C*
PREREQ MATH 520A
03.00 f> W F PHY SA 358
ADV TOPICS-ALGEBRA 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 520B
02.00-03.50 f W TECH B 20
ADV TOP NUMBER THEC 03.0 TO 18.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
09.00 h W F PHY SC 410
THEORY OF AUTOMATA 03.0 C*
PREREQ MATH 528A
04.00 V W F PHY SA 258
GENERAL TOPOLOGY 03.0 C*
PREREQ 530A
02.00 T THF PHY SA 358
ALGEBRAIC TOPOLOGY 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 531A
02.00 T THF TECH A 120
ADV TOPICS TOPOLCGY 03.0 C^
PREREQ MATH 5308
01.00-02.50 f W PHY SA 358
SP PROJ MATH EDUC 01.0 TO 10. C*
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR
04.00 f AG 170
04.00 W AG 170
112




01.00 r THF PH>' SA 358
555B COMPLEX ANALYSIS 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 555A
11.00 N W F PHV' SA 358
560B CALC UF VARIATIONS 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 560A
12.00 N WTH PH\' SA 35 8
572 ADV TOP NUMER ANAL 03.0 TO 18.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
TO BE ARRANGED
5808 MATH METH DF STAT 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 580A
10.00 N W F TECH B 20





















595D SP PROJ PRDB + STAT 01.0 TO 10. CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR
TO BE ARRANGED







595F SP PROJ Lome + FOU 01.0 TO 10.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR
TO BE ARRANGEC





















595J SP PROJ NUMBER THEC 01.0 TO 10.0 CR




01.0 TO 09.0 CR
600 DISSERTATIDN
TO BE ARRANGED
01.0 TO 15.0 CR
Microb iology (MICR)
30i PRIN-MICROBIOLOGY 05.0 CR
PREREQ 1 YR OF CCLLFGE CHEM AND :;sa 2
DIA OR ECLIV
I 08.00 NTWTH LS I 16 MCCLARY
09.00-10.50 t* w LS I 6
09.00 F LS I 6
2 08.00 NTWTI LS I 16 MCCLARY
11.00-12. 50 w W LS I 6
11.00 F LS I 6
3 08.00 MWT LS I 16 MCCLARY
01.00-02.50 N W LS I 6
08.00 F LS I 6
4 08.00 N TWTI LS I 16 MCCLARY
03.00-0^.50 f* W LS I 6
10.00 F LS I 6
5 08.00 NTWTI LS I 16 MCCLARY
06.00-07.50 PM N w LS I 6







390 UNDERGRAD RES PART C2.0 TO 05.0 CR
PREREQ 4.00 GPA IN MICR AND CGMSEMT
OF DEPARTMENT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
423 INDUS FERMENTATIONS 03.0 CR
PRFREW MICR 30L AND ORGANIC CHEM





1 09.00 N W F LS I 16 SHECHMEISTER ISAAC L
45^ 1MMUN0L0GY--LAB 33.0 CR
PREREQ PREVIOUS CR CONCURRENT tUOLLM
ENT IN ^ICR 451
1 09.00-11.50 1 TH LS I 6
2 09.03-11.50 T TH LS I 8
460 GEN-BACT+VI RUS LECT 33.0 CR
PREREQ MICR 3C2
I 01.00 MW LS II 430 ROUHANDEH HASSAN
461 OEN-BACT+VI RUS LAB 33.0 CR
PREREQ PREVIOUS CR CONCURRENT ENROLL
ME NT IN MCR 46 C
I 03.00-04.50 T TH LS r 6
500 SEMINAR 31.0 C*
1 TO BE ARRANGED
511 RESEARCH 01.0 TO 15.0 CR
J TO BE ARRANGEC
525 BIOCHM. PHSL MICRO 33.0 CR
PREREQ MICR 425
1 10.00 N WTH LS I 16 CGUR MAURICE
526 BIOCHM PHSL-MICRCCR 03.0 C }
PREREQ MICR 426
TH LS I 8
01.0 TO 10.0 CR
33.0 CR
P W F LS II 430 GILMORE RICHARD
03.0 TO 09.0 CR
03.0 TO 48.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
Music (MUS)
0013 SYMPHONIC BAND 01.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1 02.00 f W F ALTG 114 KOENIGSTEIN NICHOLAS
001C STAGE BAND 01.0 CR
PREREQ AUDITION
1 07.00-09.30 TH ALTG 114 STIMAN HAROLD E
2 05.30-07.00 W ALTG 114 LEMASTERS DONALD D
3 07.00-09.00 PM W ALTG 114 LEMASTERS
0010 LABORATORY BAND 01.0 C*
PREREQ . CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1 07.00-05.00 P(^ N ALTG 114 HANES
OOIE WIND ENSEM3LE 31.0 CR
PREREQ AUDITION
1 03.00-04.30 T TH ALTG 114 SIENER MELVIN L
002A UNIVERSITY CHOIR 01.0 CR
PREREu AUUITICN
1 04.00-05.30 T TH ALTG 115 KINGSBURY ROBERT W
002B UNIVERSITY SINGERS 01.0 CR
I 07.30-05.45 PM v H EC 140B KINGSBURY ROBERT W
CLASS ALSO MEETS IN ALTG 115 + 116
002C MALE GLEE CLUB 01.0 CR
PREREQ AJDITICN
1 08.03-09.30 PV T \^\ ALTG 115 KINGSBURY ROBERT W
002D WOMEN-CHORAL ENSEM 31.0 C3
PREREQ AUDITION
1 03.00 N W ALTG 115 TAYLOR CHARLES C
03.00 F ALTG 116 TAYLOR CHARLES C
L 01.00-05.50
528 READ I siGS IM MICRC








































ANGEL FLT ANGELAIRE Oi.O CI
PREREQ MEMBERSHIP IN S.I.U. ANGEL
F LIGHT
07.. 30-09.00 PV T TH ALTG 243
UNIVERSITY ORCHESTR Oi.O CR
PREREQ CONSENT rp INSTRUCTOR
03.00-04.30 \> W F ALTG 114
CHAMBER ORCHESTRA 01.0 CR
PREREO AUOITICN
rO BE ARRANGED
class app-strings 01.0 ci
prereo conc, sec conc h us , el ec, early
chilchcol:,cr ccns inst
09.00 T TH 0555 7
09.00 T TH ALTG 301
CLASS APP-WOODWINCS 01.0 CR
PREREO CONC, SEC CONC f US , EL ED , E ARL
Y
CHILDHOOD, CR CCNS INST
08.00 T TH OBF 205
08.00 T TH OBF 7
08.00 T TH ALTG 301
CLASS APP-BRASS 01.0 C*
PREREO CONC, SEC CCNC NL S , EL E D, EA *L v
CHILDHOOD, CR CCNS INST
11.00 T TH ALTG 114
11.00 T TH OBF 7
CLASS APP-^ERCUSS 01.0 C*
PREREO CONC, SEC CONC V US EL ED , E ARL
chilchcoccr ccf\s inst
10.00 T TH ALTG 114
CLASS APP-PIANQ Oi.O C*





































































PREREO CONC, SEC CONC * US , EL ED, E ARL
CHILDHOOD, CR CCNS INST
10.00 T TH ALTG 248
MM]
01.00 T TH ALTG 248
MM2
02.00 T TH ALTG 248
MM3
CLASS APP-SUITAR 01.0 C*








































































































































































B IN MUS IC
W F ALTG 106
01.0 TO 4.0 C ^






















































































01. TO 04.0 C^




1.0 TO 4.0 CR




01.0 TO 4.0 C^




01.0 TO 04.0 CR





01.0 TO Os.O CR




01.0 TO 04.0 C*





01.0 TO 04.0 C*






















INTRA 7A I A LAWRENCE J
[NTRAVAIA LAWRENCE J
116
1401 P R I V A P P
PREREO
MJS-SAK 01.0 TO 04.0 C
3
MUS CGNC CR SECCNDARY CONC OR

















PRIV A n P MJS-PERCUS 01.0 TO 04.0 C
^
MUS CONC CP SECCNDARY CONC OR




PRIV APP MJS-PIANO 01.0 TO 34.0 C*
MUS CONC CR SECCNDARY CONC OR















































MJS-F HCRN 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
MUS CONC CR SECCNDARY LONG OR
:ONSENT CF MUS FACULTY
10.00 P ALTG 116
TO BE ARRANGED
RFSTRICTEO-SEE NCTE BELCW
PRIV APP MJS-TRUNP 01.0 TO 04.0 C*
PREREG MUS COKC CR SECCNDARY CONC OR
CONSENT CF MUS FACULTY
10.00 P ALTG 116
TO BE ARRANGED
10.00 P ALTG 116
TO BE ARRANGED
RESTPlCTED-SEE NOTE EELOW
PRIV APP MJS-TRRCNt 01.0 TO 04.0 C*
MUS CONC CP SECCNDARY CONC OR




PRIV APP MJS-TURA 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
MUS CONC CR SECCNDARY CONC OR




PRIV APP MJS-BATGNE 01.0 TO 04.0 C*
MUS CONC CP SECCNDARY CONC OR




PRIV APP MJS-VOICE 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREO MUS CONC CR SECCNDARY CUNC OR
:ONSENT CF MUS FACULTY
TO BE A^RANGEC
10.0 P ALTG I 1
5
TO BE ARRANGED






















OLSSCN PHI LLIP H
STIMAN HAROLD E
ST IMA N HAROLD E
ST I MAN HAROLD E
KAGEFF BUR T KEITH





























































































(SEE MUSIC 140 FOR
EL MFTH-NOM MAJ 4-
PREREQ MUS 200-
12.00
EL METH-NON MAJ K-
PRERLQ MUS OlOE
10.00
MUS IN EAR CHLDHCO






















































































































ALTG 106 80TTJE WILL G
118
340 PRIV APP MJS 01.0 TO 04.0 C*
PREREG 3 QTRS AT FREVICUS LEVEL ON
SAME INSTR OR CCNSENT
(SEE MUSIC 140 FOR LISTING)
341 ACCOMPANYING LAB 01.0 C3
I TO BE ARRANGED FRAZEE
346 OPERA WORKSHOP 02.0 TO 36.0 C^
1 03.03 T TH ALTG 115 LAWRENCE MARJORIE
03.00-0^.50 F ALTG 115 LAWRENCE MARJORIE
07.00-10.00 PM WTH ALTG 116 LAWRENCE MARJORIE
3576 MUSIC HIST + LIT 03.0 CR
PREREQ MUS 105C CR CCNSENT OF INSTRUC
FOR
1 10.00 TWTHF ALTG 116 KIDD
2 10.00 T TH ALTG 116 KIDD
02.00 T FH ALTG 116
3 10.00 T TH ALTG 116 KIDD
02.00 W F ALTG 116
365A CHAMBER MUS-VOCAL 01.0 CR
1 04.00 f W ALTG 115 KINGSBURY ROBERT W
2 07.00-09.00 PM f PULL 42 LAWRENCE
365B CHAMBER MUS-STRING 01.0 CR
1 03.00 T TH ALTG 301 POULOS
2 TO BE ARRANGED STRAWN
365C CHAMBER MUS-WQODWNC 01.0 C^
1 TO BE ARRANGED hUSSEY
2 TO BE ARRANGED RESNICK
365D CHAMBER MUS-8RASS 01.0 C3
1 07.00-03.30 PM T ALTG 114 NADAF
2 TO BE ARRANGEC KOENIGSTEIN
365E CHAMBER MUS-PERCUSS 01.0 C*
1 TO BE ARRANGED HANES
405 SFM-InSTRUM MUS ED 03.0 C*
PREREQ MUS 3051
1 TO BE ARRANGEC INTRAVAIH
409 BAND ARRANSING 02.0 CR
PREREQ MUS 309A CR EGIIV
1 10.00 W F ALTG 115 INTRAVIA
4UC CHORAL LITERATURE 03.0 CR
1 02.00 N W F ALTG 106 BARWICK
414 COLLEGIUM MUSICUN 02.0 TO 06.0 C*
PP.EREQ MUSIC CONCENTRATION ANC/OR
SONSENT CF DEPARTMENT
1 01.00 T TH ALTG 115
07.00-09.00 °N N 0812 107 EDDINS
430 STAGE BAND ARRANGNG 02.0 CR
PREREQ 309A
i TO BE ARRANGED STIMAN
440 PRIV APP MJS 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ 3 QTRS AT FREVICUS LEVEL DM
SAME INSTP OR CCNSENT
(SEE MUSIC 140 FOR LISTING)
441B COUNTERPOINT 02.0 CR
PREREQ 105C
1 01.00 T TH ALTG 106 WERNER
444A TNTERMEOIAFE CCMP 02.0 C*
PREREQ 312C AND CCNSENT OF DEPARTMENT
1 TO BE ARRANGED OLDFIELO
444B INTERMEDIATE COMP 02.0 CR
PREREG '+44A
1 TO BE ARRANGEC OLDFIELD
461 TEACH TECH AND MAT 02.0 CR
1 02.00 N F ALTG 115 GRIZZELL + KAGEFF
468 MUSIC PRODJCTICNS 02.0 TO 12.0 C*
1 01.00 T F SHRY 110 WALLACE
471B ETHNOMUSICOLOGY 03.0 C^
PREREQ SSB 102A-4, ANTF 275D-4 OR CON
SENT OF INSTRUCTOR
I 07.00-09.30 P^ T ALTG 106 MARING
119
481 READINGS IN THEORY 02.0 TO 06.0 CR
I TO BE ARRANGED MUELLER ROBERT E
482 READ IN HIST + LIT 02.0 TO 06.0 CR
L TO BE ARRANGED DENKER
483 READ IN MUS EDUC 02.0 TO 06.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED GORDCN
499 INDEPENDENT STUDY 01.0 TO 12.0 CR
PREREQ 20NSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
I TO BE ARRANGED GORDCN
502B ANALYTIC TECHNIQUES 02.0 CR
PREREQ MUS 502A
1 02.00 T TH ALTG 106 MUELLER ROBERT E
506 CLASSICAL MUSIC 03.0 CR
1 10.00 TW F ALTG 106 BARW ICK
509 HIST + PHIL MUS ED 03.0 CR
1 03.00 P W F ALTG 106 GUROON
531 ADV COMPOSITION 02.0 TO 09.0 CR
PRERtQ 312C f 342C, ANC CONSENT OF
INSTRUCTCR
I TO BE ARRANGEC 80TTJE WILL G
540 PRIV APP MJS 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ 3 OTRS AT TREVICUS LEVEL 3N
SAME INSTR OR CONSENT
(SEE MUSIC 140 FOR LISTING)
545 PEDAGGGY-MJS THEORY 03.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 12.00 f* W F ALTG 106 MUELLER ROBERT E
546 MUSICAL AESTHETICS 03.0 CR
1 07.00-09.30 PM N ALTG 106 FLOYD
556 ADV CONDUCTING 02.0 TO 06.0 CR
1 01.00 T ALTG 115 KINGSBURY ROBERT W
2 TO BE ARRANGED STROUD
3 TO BE ARRANGED SIENER
566 INST ENSEM3LE 01.0 TO 12.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGEC SIENER
2 TO BE ARRANGED STROUD
567 VOCAL ENSEMBLE 01.0 TO 12.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGEC KINGSBURY
568 OPERA WORKSHOP 02.0 TO L2.0 CR
1 03.00 T TH ALTG 115 LAWRENCE MARJORIE
03. 00-0'+. 50 F ALTG 115 LAWRENCE MARJORIE
07.00-10.00 PI" WTH ALTG 116 LAWRENCE MARJORIE
598 GRADUATE RECITAL 06.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGEC GORDCN
599 THESIS 03.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED GORDON RODERICK D
Music 140, 240, 340, 440:
All registrants should be entered on rosters
kept by Mr. Wharton and their cards should
hear his signature.
Philosophy (PHIL)
340 ETHICAL THEORIES 04.0 CR
1 03.00 NTWTH H EC 201 HOWIE
345 BLACK SOCIAL PHIL 03.0 CR
PREREQ JR STANDING OR PERMISSION OF
DEPT
1 03.00 T TH HE: 203 ALLEN DOUGLAS M
03.00 F H EC 206
400 CONTEMPORARY MINC 04.0 CR
I 07.00-09.30 Pf 1* H EC 206 SCHILPP
425 PHIL OF LANGUAGE 03.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPT
I 02.00 t* W F H EC 203 CLARKE
474B 19TH CENTURY PHIL 04. CR
PREREQ 306 OR CCNSENT CF DEPT
1 02.00-03.50 N W H EC 120 LEYS
490 SPECIAL PR3BLEMS 02.0 TO 12.0 CR
































































































H EC 211 MCKENZ! r
04.0 C*
H EC 211 G I L L A N
04.0 CR
H EC 208 HOWIE
04.0 CR
1-1 EC 211 LIU
04.0 CR
H EC 208 DIEFEN3ECK
04.0 CR
H EC 208 EAMES
04.0 CR
H EC 211 MCCLURE GEORGE T
04.0 CR
H EC 211 FRONDIZI
04.0 CR
H EC 211 GILLAN
04.0 CR
H EC 208 EAMES
04.0 CR
H EC 208 PLOCHMANM
04.0 CR















09.2 0-10.00 V W













































































































FRANKLIN C C JR
















































































































































































































































































































































FRANKLIN C C JR
FRANKLIN C C JR













513 MOTOR LRNS-PHY SKIL 04.0 CR
PREREQ 3RAD STATUS, CCNSENT OF IMSTR
1 07.00-09.30 PN N GYM 204
525 READING IN P E 01.0 TO 06.0 CR
I TO BE A3RANGEC SHEA
599 THESIS 01.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED KNOWLTON RONALD G
600 DISSERTATION 02.0 TO 48.0 CR
I TO BE ARRANGED SHEA EDWARD J
Physical Education for Women ( PEW
)
113 FUND OF BODY MOVE 01.0 CR
1 11.00 N W F GYM 207 BRECHTE L SB AUER KAY
2 02.00 N W F GYM 207 WOOD SHIRLEY JEAN
3 03.00 N W F GYM 207
224 BASKETBALL 01.0 CR
1 10.00-11.30 T TH GYM 237 THORPE JOANNE LEE
2 ll.UO-12.50 T TH GYM 207 THORPE JOANNE LEE
230B INTERKED+A3V BALLET 02.0 TO 22.0 CR
PREREO PEW 23CA CR CONSENT OF INST*
1 04.00-05.30 N W 0813 101 DAVIDSON ELLEVA J
04.00 F 0813 101
CR0SSL1STE3 WITH THEATRE 2 30
240 THEO-TECH SONT DNCF 02.0 TO 24.0 CR
I 10.00-11.50 NTWTH 0813 101 GRAY WINSTON G
CR0SSLISTE3 WITH THEATRE 240
242 SQUARE SOCIAL CANCF 01.0 CR
1 10.00 N W F GYM 114
2 11.00 N W F GYM 114
273 DANCE WORKSHOP 0^.0 CR
1 07.00-09.30 PM T TH 08 13 101 GRAY * DAVIDSON
CROSSLISTEO WITH THEATRE 273
I 05.30-07.30 T TH 0813 101
304C TECH-TEACH SPORTS 0*.O CR
PREREQ PEW 244 CP EOUIV
1 01.00 N W GYM 207 WEST + BLACKMAN
30<*D TECH-TEACH SPORTS 02.0 CR
1 01.00 T THF GYM 207 STEHR + VOGEL
309 TEACHING DANCE 05.0 CR
PREREQ PEW 212, 222, CP EOUIV
1 08.00 NTWTHF GYM 234 CAVIES DOROTHY
2 08.00 YTWTHF 0813 101 OAVIDSON ELLEVA J
311B TH OFFIC BASKETBALL 01.0 CR
PREREQ PEW 311A
1 09.00 F GYM 234 BRECHTEL SB AUER KAY
313 DANCE PRODJCTICN 04.0 CR
PREREQ SSE 113E CR CCNSENT OF INSTR
1 02.00-03.50 T TH 0813 101 GRAY WINSTON G
CR0SSLISTE3 WITH THEATRE 313
316 ADVANCED SWIMMING 31.0 CR
PREREw PEW 211 CR EQUIV
02.00 T H EC 118
317 LIFE SAV WATER SAFE 01.0 CR
PREREQ PASS INTERNED SkIM TEST
1 02.00-03.50 T TH GYM 114 COOPER CAROL
CROSSLISTEO WITH PEN 317
319 TCHG ELEM SCH ACT 04.0 CR
PREREQ PSYC 301 CR GU I C 305
MWTH GYM 208 POTTER PARJORIE BOND
NTWTH GYM 208 ^UTTER MARJORIE BOND
MWTH GYM 238 MMMERMAM HELEN
V W GYM 208 WOOD SHMLEY JEAN
T TH GYM 208 ZIMMERMAN HELFN
w W F GYM 208
351 REC FOR ATYPICAL 04.0 CR
I 09.00 MWTH GYM 204 GOTTEN SARAH ELLEN
406 BASIC CONCEPTS P E 04.0 CR
1 07.00-09.30 PM T APEMA 125 SHEA EDWARD J








408 phy fit rle-appl ec 02.0 to 34.0 cr
1 07.00-09.30 pn th arena 125 ackerman kenneth j
crossllsteo with °fn 403
420 effects motor activ 04.0 cr
1 07.00-09.30 pv w arema 125
475a imd res-oamcf 02. to 04.0 cr
1 to 3e arrangec gray winston g
4758 i no res-ki mesiclcgy 02.0 to 04.0 cr
1 to 6e arranged thorpe joanne lee
475c ind res-measurement 02.0 to 04.0 c*
1 to be arrangec west charlotte
4750 ind res-motor devel 02.0 to 04.0 cr
1 to be arrangec potter marjorie bond
475f ind rts-phsl of ex 02.0 to 04.0 cr
1 to be arrangec knowlton
475f ind res-hist + phil 02.0 to 04.0 cr
l to be arranged good
504 research projects 04. cr
prereq 500 or ecl iv
i to be arrangec
513 motor lrno-phy skil 04.0 cr
prereq graduate student and consent
f instructor
1 07.00-09.30 pm » gym 204 zimmerman helen
crosslisteo with pep 513
525 readings 01.0 to 06.0 cr
prereq sonsent cf instfl and dept
chairman
1 to be arranged thorpe joanne lee
599 thesis 01.0 to 09.0 cr
i to be arrangec thorpe joanne lee
600 dissertation 02.0 to 48.0 cr
1 to be arrangec
Physics (PHYS)
1113 COLLEGE PHYSICS 03.0 C*
PREREQ PHYS 1 1 1 A
1 02.00 TWTHF PARK 308 ZIMMERMAN J R
2 02.00 MWTH PAR< 308
112B COLLEGE PHVS LAB 01.0 CI
PREREQ :ONCURRENT ENR IN PHYS 111
1 01.00-03.50 V PHY SC 405
2 06.00-03.50 ?y N PHY SC 405
206A COLLEGE PHVSICS 03.0 C*
PREREQ MATH 111B
I 02.00 V W F PARK 309
02.00 TH PARK 309
206B COLLEGE PHYSICS 03.0 C*
PREREQ PHYS 206A CR 2C6C
1 11.00 N W F PAR< 308 SAPOROSCHENKO MYKOLA
11.00 T PAR< 308
2 11.00 N W F PARK 308 SAPOROSCHENKO MYKOLA
11.00 TH PARK 308
3 01.00 NTW F PARK 308
4 01.00 f WTHF PAR< 308
206C COLLEGE PHVSICS 03.0 CR
PREREQ PHYS 206e CR 2C6A
I 10.00 P WTHF PARK 309 CUTNELL JOHN D
207A COLLEGE PHYS LAB 01.0 CR
PREREQ SONCURRENT ENR IN PHYS 206
1 02.00-0^.50 T PHY SC 403
207B COLLEGE PHVS LAB 01.0 CR
PREREQ CONCURRENT ENR IN PHYS 206
1 06.00-08.50 PP 1 PHY SC 405
2 01.00-03.50 F PHY SC 405
3 06.00-03.50 PM W PHY SC 405
4 08.00-10.50 T PHY SC 405
207C COLLEGE PHVS LAB 01.0 CR
PREREQ :ONCURRENT ENR IN PHYS 206


















UNIVERSITY PHYSICS 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 1506 CR CCNC ENROLLMENT
01.00 NTW F PARK 309
01.00 N WTHF PAR< 309
01.00 N W F PARK 309
01.00 T PARK 30L






06.00-07.25 PM N W
06.00 PN T









































PREREQ MATH 150B,CSA 1C
06A OR 2UA OK C
10.00 H W F
INTRO ELEC THEORY
PREREQ MATH 3C5A CR CCN

























































































































































415C MODERN PHYSICS 03.0 CI
PREREQ PHYS 4156
1 10.00 P W F PHY SA 278 SCHLECHT RICHARD G
418 MOD PHYSICS LAB 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED ZITTER ROBERT N
420 SPECIAL PROJECTS I 02.0 TO 05.0 CR
PREREQ PHYS 301 AND 3C5
1 TO BE ARRANGED
449B SERV INST-PHYS TEAC 01.0 CR
1 09.00-11.50 S PAR< 301 NICKELL WM E
504B X-RAY DIFF LAT DYN 04.0 CR
PREREQ PHYS 504A
1 11.00 N W TECH B 109 CANUT MARISA L
10. 00-11.50 TH TECH B 109 CANUT MARISA L
CROSS-LISTED WITH AF S
510B CLASSICAL MECHANICS 03.0 CR
PREREQ PHYS 510A
1 09.00 T TH S PHY SC 410 SULLIVAN JOHN J
511B MATH METH 3F PHYS 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 455C CR ECLIV OR CONSEMT
3F INSTR
1 08.00 f W F TECH A 122
520 SPECIAL PR3JECTS 02.0 TO 05.0 CR
PREREQ :ONSENT CF INSTP
I TO BE ARRANGED
530B ELECTR0MA3 THEORY 03.0 CR
PREREQ PHYS 530A
1 09.00 N W F TECH A 120 ZITTER ROBERT N
531B QUANTUM MECHANICS 03.0 CR
PREREQ MATH 455C, PHYS 415 OR CONSENT
OF INSTR
1 11.00 f W F PHY SA 258 SANDERS FRANK C JR
532B ADV QUANTUM MECH 03.0 CR
PREREQ PHYS 532A
1 11.00 f W F PHY SA 458 NICKLE HARRY H
540B NUCLEAR PHYSICS 03.0 CR
PREREQ PHYS 540A
1 09.00 T TH S PHY SA 458
550B AT AND MOL SPECTRA 03.0 CR
OREREQ PHYS 550A
1 10.00 V W F PHY SA 458 JOHNSON ROBERT E
560B STAT MECHANICS 03.0 CR
PREREQ PHYS 560A
1 12.00 f W F PHY SA 458 BOSE SUBIR K
575 GRAD SEMINAR 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
580 SEL TOPICS PHYS 03.0 TO 06.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
592 COLLOQUY 1^ MOL SCI 01.0 CR
1 04.00-06.00 f TECH A 111
599 THESIS 01.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
600 DISSERTATION 01.0 TO 48.0 CR
PREREQ ADMISSION TO ACVANCED STUDY IN
MOLECULAR SCIENCE
1 TO BE ARRANGED
Physiology (PHSL)
300 HUMAN ANAT3MY 04.0 CR
1 11.00 NTWTH LS I 16 MICKUS
2 01.00 NTWTH LS I 16 FOOTE
315B ADV COLLEGE PHSL 05.0 CR
PREREQ SSA 201B AND 5 FRS CHEM
1 08.00 V W F LS I 113 KAPLAN H M
08.00-09.50 T TH LS I 113
2 08.00 P W F LS I 113 KAPLAN H M
09.00-13.50 * W LS I 113
410B ADVANCED ANJATO^Y 05.0 CR
PREREQ PHSL 410A
1 02.00-03.50 f WTHF LS I 18 FOOTE FLORENCE
126
414 PHYSIOL OF SPEECH 04.0 CR
1 10.00 NT TH LS I 1 13 KAPLAN H M
10.00-11.50 F LS I 113
CROSS-LISTED WI TH SP+A
417B PR I N PHARMACOLOGY 03.0 CR
PREREQ PHSL 417A
1 11.00 P W LS I 205 CASS GEORGE HIRAM
10.00-11.50 F LS I 120
430B CELLULAR PHYSIOLOGY 04.0 CR
I 09.00 P W F LS II 430 ullNAGAN TOMMY TOLSON
02.00-03.50 T LS I 120
450 SPECIAL PROBLEMS 04.0 TO 16.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPT
1 02.00-03.50 N W F LS I 111
09.00-09.50 S LS I 111
460B MAMMALIAN PHSL 04.0 CR
PREREQ ADEQUATE TRAINING IN BIO SCIEN
:es AND OEM
1 08.00 N W F
08.00-09.50 T TH




1 09.00 P W F
471B BIOPHYS INST
PREREQ PHSL 471A
1 10.00 T THF STAD 5 RICHARDSON ALFRED W
500 ADV SEMINAR 01.0 TO 09.0 CR
I 12.00 V LS I 113 WARNER
520B PHSL TECHNIQUES 03.0 CR
PREREQ PHSL 520A
I 02.00-03.50 P W TECH A 308
02.00-03.50 F TECH A 222
521 PHYSIOLOGY READINGS 01.0 TO 06.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
540A ADV COMPAR PHYSICL 04.0 CR
PREREQ BACKGRCUNC IN OEM AND BID
SCIENCES
1 01.00 N W F LS II 146 MILLER DONALD M
02.00-03.50 P LS I 120 MILLER DONALD M
599 THESIS 03.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 03.00-04.50 NTWTHF LS I 111
600 DISSERTATI3N 04.0 TO 36.0 CR
1 03.00-04.50 NTWTHF LS I 111
Plant Industries (PL I)
109
LS I 113 KAPLAN H M
LS I 113












PRIN-FIELD CROP PRO 04.0 CR
01.00 P W F AG 214 ELKINS DONALD M
10.00-11.50 T AG 171 ELKINS DONALD M
01.00 P W F AG 214 ELKINS DONALD M
10.00-11.50 TH AG 171 ELKINS DONALD M
01.00 P W F AG 214 ELKINS DONALD M
01.00-02.50 TH AG 171 ELKINS DONALD M
SOIL SCIENCE 05.0 CR
PREREQ SSA 101B
12.00 P WTHF AG 166 CASTER ALFRED B
08.00-09.50 T AG 1*7 CASTER Alfred B
12.00 P WTHF AG 166 CASTER ALFRED B
12.00-01.50 T AG 167 CASTER ALFRED B
03.00 NTWTH AG 214 CASTER ALFRED B
08.00-09.50 F AG 167 CASTER ALF RED B
03.00 VTWTH AG 214 CASTER ALFREO B
01.00-02. 50 F AG 167 CASTER ALFRED B
FIELD CROP PROD 04.0 CR
PREREQ SSA 201A
09.00 V W F AG 168



















SMALL FRUITS 04.0 CR
PREREQ SSA 2018
I 11.00 H W F AG 154
10.00-11.50 TH AG 181
INTERN PROGRAM 03.0 TO 05.0 CR
PREREQ JR STANDING
I TO BE ARRANGEC
PLANT SCIENCE SEN 01.0 TO 02.0 CR
PREREQ SENIOR STANDING
1 04.00 1 AG 214
SPEC STUD PLANTS 01.0 TO 06.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPT CHAIRMAN
1 09.00-11.50 $ AG 171
HONORS IN PLANT INC 01.0 TO 06.0 CR
PREREQ JR STAND t *..0 CFA(4.25 IN MAJ )
,+ CONSENT OF CEPT CH^
I TO BE ARRANGED
soil physi:s
prereq pl i 301
04.0 CR
1 03.00 M W F AG 1&8
02.00-03,50 TH AG 167
RADIOISOTOPES 05.0 CR
PREREQ 3I0CHEN, B IOPHYSICS, OR
:ONSENT CF DEPT
1 09.00 f W F AG 218
08.00-09.50 1" TH AG 181
PLANT 8REE0ING 04.0 CR
PREREQ BOT 315, Ah ; i CR ;mOL. 40 1 OR
CONSENT CF INS1R
I 02.00 M F AG 116
01.00-02.50 W AG 171
SOIL MICROBIOLOGY 03.0 CR








PREREQ PL I 424A CR CCNSENT OF DEPT
1 12.00-01.50 N W AG 181
2 12.00-01.50 1 1 TH AG 181
PLANT PROPAGATION 04.0 CR
PREREQ PL I 264
1 08.00 H W F AG 220
08.00-09.50 TH AG 190
2 08.00 V W F AG 220
10.00-11.50 TH AG 190
READINGS 01.0 TO 06.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPT
1 TO BE ARRANGED




y W F AG 170
RESEARCH 01.0 TO 06.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPT
L TO BE ARRANGED
2 TO BE ARRANGED
3 TO BE ARRANGED
SEMINAR 01.0 TO 06.0 CR
1 04.00 TH AG 181
SPEC STUDIES-PL I 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
I TO BE ARRANGED
THESIS 01.0 TO 09.0 CR














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































V W F AG 148
04.0 Zl
T TH AG 116
04.0 CR
INSTR
TW F AC 150
04.0 C^
NO CCNSENT DF IMSTR
T WHAM 321
TH LS II 146
F LS II 146
04.0 CR
537, OR COMSENT 3F


























F WHAM 301B BRODSKY STANLEY L
130
552 EXP CHILD PSYCH 04.0 C*
PRERB'J ?SYC 451 CR CONSENT OF INSTR
1 01.00-02.50 N W LS II 330 RAFFERTY JANET
574 PSYCH-IND DELATIONS 02.0 C*
PREREQ PSYCH 571 CR CCNSENT
1 08.00-0^.50 T TEC-t 20 HILL
590 RFADI nIGS-PSYC 01.0 TO 16.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF ObPT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
591 RESEARCH IM PSYC 01.0 TO 36.0 C*
PRE RE g CONSENT CF OEPT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
593E PRACT-CLIN PSYC 01.0 TO 18.0 C*
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR IN CHARGE
1 TO BE ARRANGED 3EKKER
2 TO BE ARRANGED RADER
SECT 1 + 2 - ADVANCEC STUDENTS
3 01.00-03.50 TH 048 1 202 RINGUETTE
4 01.00-03.50 TH 048 1 202 SHOEMAKER
593F ORACT-COUNS PSYC 01.0 TO 18.0 C*
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR IM CHARGE
1 TO BE ARRANGED SNYDER JOHN F
2 TO BE ARRANGED BUCK
593H PRACT-INDUST PSYC 01.0 TO 18.0 C*
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR IN CHARGE
I TQ BE ARRANGED WEST3ERG WILLIAM C
593J PRACT-CHIL3 PSYC 01.0 TO 18.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR IN CHARGE
1 TO BE ARRANGED OOONNELL JAMES P
593L PRACT-TEACHING PSYC 01.0 TO 18.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR IN CHARGE
1 TO BE ARRANGED CARRIER NEIL aLAN
595 ADVANCED SEMINAR 01.0 TO 18.0 C*
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
2 TO BE ARRANGED LIT
3 TO BF ARRANGED VACLEAN
4 TO BE ARRANGED MCHCSE
5 TO BE ARRANGED MCNEEL
6 TO BE ARRANGED MELTZER
7 TO BE ARRANGED PITZ
8 TO BE ARRANGED RINGUETTE
9 TO BE ARRANGED 30MERVILL
5^9 THESIS 01.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 TO BE XR RANG ED
600 DISSERTATION 01.0 TO 45.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
Radio-Television (R-T)
161 RADIO-TV SPEAKING 04.0 CR
1 11.00 NTWTH COMM 1015
2 03.00 NTWTH COMM 1015 HILORETH RICHARD
3 09.00 NTWTH COMM 1016
251 SURVEY OF 3R0ADCAST 03.0 CI
1 03.00 N W F COMM 1046 BARTLFTT BYRON A
2 12.00 N W F COMM 1046
252 PRODUCTION ANALYSIS 03.0 C*
1 10.00 NT TH COMM 1046 CYBUIG
2 04.00 N w F COMM 1046
260 AUDIO CONTROL PRACT 01.0 CR
1 12.00-01.50 T COMM 52C HALL CHARLES J JR
01.00 N CUM^I 1046
2 12.00-01.50 TH COMM 52C FALL CHARLES J JR
1.00 N COMM 1046
3 1.00 W COMM 1046
03.00-0^.50 N COM^I 52C
4 1.00 W COMM 1046
03.00-04.50 /J COMM 52 C
310 RADIO - TV NEWS 03.0 C^
PREREQ JRNL 103, 20 1, 202 AND 303
I 1.00 N W F COMM 10 16 DUGAS PAUL JOSEPH
131
351 PROGS AND AUDIENCES 03.0 CR
PRERt_g R-T 251
1 02. 00 MWTHF COMM 1046 DYBUTG
352 LAWS AND POLICIES 04.0 CR
PREREO R-T 251
1 09.00 MWTH COMM 1046
360 RADIO ANNOUNCING 03.0 C*
PREREO R-T 161 PASSED V*ITH A MINIMUM
3RA0E CF C
1 12.00 N W F COM^ 1015 3R0WN WILLIAM F
363 RADIO PRODJCTION 04.0 C*
PREREC R-T 260
1 10.00-11.50 F COMM l0 l6 RICHTER E WALTER
07.00-10.00 PM TH COMM 1016 RICHTER E WALTER
2 03.00-04.50 F COMM 1015
07.00-10.00 PN W COMM 1016
364 TV PRODUCTION 04.0 CR
PREREQ R-T 252
1 01.00 N WTH COMM 1015 PICTOR ROBERT P
01.00-02.50 T COMM 1015 PICTOR ROBERT R
2 01.00 f* WTH COMM 1015 PICTOR ROBERT R
01.00-02.50 F COMM 1015 PICTOR ROBERT R
3 10.00 TWTH COMM 1015
10.00-11.50 F COMM 1015
369 TV DIRECTIMG 04.0 CR
PREREQ R-T 364
1 08.00 T TH COMM 1003 ROCHELLE
LAB TBA
370 TELEVISION FILPS 0^.0 CR
1 12.00-01.50 TH COMM 1046 MENDENHALL HARLAN H
373 ADV RADIO PROD LAB 01.0 TO 02.0 CR
PREREO R-T 363 CR CONCLRREMT ENR IN
R-T 363
1 04.00 7 TH COMM 1046 LYNCH CHARLES T
374 ADV TV PROD LAB 01. TO 02.0 CR
PREREO R-T 364
1 05.00 N COMM 1046 LAFFERTY PEN A
375J IND RESEARSH PROBS 01.0 TO 02.0 CR
PREREQ :ONSENT CF INS7R
I 10.00 V. COMM 1046 RIMERMAN
377 R-TV ADVERTISING 03.0 CR
PREREO JRNL 370 A N 37 1
1 04.00 N W F COMM 10 16
383 BROADCAST WRITING 04.0 CR
PREREQ R-T 363 AI\C 364
1 02.00 f* W COMM 1016 LYNCH CHARLES T
02.00-03.50 F COMM 10 16 LYNCH CHARLES T
390 BROADCAST STA VGT 05.0 CR
1 03.00 MWTHF COMM 1046 KORTZ JOHN L
3°»3 RADIO-TV + SOCIETY 03.0 CR
PREREQ R-T 251, 351, 252
1 11.00 N W F COMM 1046 RIMERMAN MARVIN H
467 RADIO-TV PROD SURV 03.0 C*
1 09.00 N WTH COMM 1015 RICHTER E WALTER
475 INDIV PRODJCT PRC8 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
1 11.00 T COMM 1046 ROBBINS OUREN C
Recreation and Outdoor Education (REC)
201 LEISURE ANO REC 03.0 CR
I 08.00 N W F 0720 101 GBRIEN WILLIAM E
202 PROG IN RE: 03.0 CR
PREREQ REC 201
1 09.00 V W F LS II 350 OBRIFN WILLIAM E
301 OOTDOOR EDJCATION 04.0 C*
1 10.00-11.50 v W 0629 101 CHRISTIE ROBERT M
2 02.00-03.50 T TH 0721 101 CHRISTIE ROBERT M
302 INSTITUTIONAL REC 03.0 CR
1 06.00-07.30 PN V W PULL 43 SWIT/.ER STUART 8
310 SOCIAL RECREATION 03.0 CR
PREREQ REC 201, 2C2
L 1.00 f W F LS II 130
132
3 L5 DRAMATICS IN REC 03.0 CR
PRERtQ REC 201, 2C2
L 04.00-05.30 T TH PULL 38 TAYLOR LOREN ESTEN
320 NATURE INTERPRET 03.0 CR
1 09.00-12.00 S AG 144 CHRISTIE
325 LEISURECRAFTS 3.0 CR
PREREO <EC 201, 2C2
1 02.00-03.30 T TH LS II 146 TAYLCR LOREN ESTEN
335 MUS + DANCE IN RbC 03.0 C*
PREREQ REC 201, 2C2
I 02.00-03.50 M W 0720 114 TAYLOR LOREN ESTEN
340 REC ACT FOR SP POP 03.0 CR
PRERbQ REC 302
1 09.00 T TH S CL 326 FREE3ERG
365 ORG AUMIN-COMM REC 04.0 C^
PREREQ REC 201, 2C2, HD 15 HKS IN
REC
10.00 TH AG 150
380 FIELD WORK 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREO 20HRS RECREATICN
1 TO BE ARRANGED ABERNATHY WILLIAM
390 INTERNSHIP IN REC 12.0 TO 16.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEP/RTMENT
1 TO BE ARRANGED ABERNATHY WILLIAM
470 SCH + COMM REC 04.0 C*
1 06.30-09.00 "M N LS I 205 TAYLOR LOREN ESTEN
500 PRIN uF RE: 04.0 CR
1 06.30-09.00 PM T 0720 113 OBRIEN WILLIAM E
510 OUTDOOR ED WKSHP 04.0 CR
1 06.30-09.00 PN w 0720 106 NOWAK »AUL F
TWO FIELD TRIPS RECLIRED
520 REC ADMIN /JKSHCP 04.0 CR
1 06.30-09.00 PN 7 H EC 118 RIOINGER
525 SPEC POP WKSHOP 04.0 CR
1 06.30-09.00 PM W 0720 102 FREEBERG
530 REC PROGRAM WORKSHP 04.0 CR
PREREQ REC 50C
I 06.30-09.00 PN ih H EC 118 RIOINGER
570 SEM-REC OUT ED 04.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGEO NOWAK PAUL F
596 INDEPENDENT STUDY 02.0 TO 04.0 C*
1 TO BE ARRANGEC TAYLOR LOREN ESTEN
Rehabilitation (REHB)
414 DEV EMP OPPORT 01.0 TO 16.0 CR
PREREQ SPECIAL STANDING OR C3NSEMT OF
INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGEC 0406 102 VIECELI LOUIS
417 REHB-SCON DEPRIVED 04.0 C^
1 05.45-09.15 W 0406 102 SCHUMACHER BROCKMAN
486 INTRO BEHA\/ MOD 04.0 CR
1 01.00-02.50 N W AG 150 CAMPBELL
490 READINGS I \l REHB 01.0 TO 06.0 C*
PRERtQ CONSENT CF INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
5018 REHB ADMINISTRATION 02.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTP
1 06.00-07.50 PN N 0406 102 LEE ROBERT EDWARD
521 CHILD BEHAVIOR 04.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1 03.00-04.50 N W AG 188 POPPEN
526 COMPLEX BEHAVIOR 04.0 C -I
PRERtQ *EHB 520
I 07.35-09.15 PM T TH WHAM 301B HAKE DON F
532 ASSES PROC IN REHB 03.0 TO 04.0 C<
PRERtQ INTRCDUCTCPY STATISTICS
I 09.00-10.50 N W ABBDTT 129 GARDNER MARGARET S
533 BEHAV1UR CHANGE 04.0 CR
PREREQ ^FHB 520
1 02.00-03.50 F WHA^ 231 SANDERS RICHARD M
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555 REHAB COUNS-MEN RET 02.0 CR
PREREQ REHB 551 CR CONCURRENT ENR IN
REHB 551
L 01.00-02.50 ¥ WHAM 301B COYLE FRANK A JR
556 GROUP PROCEDURES 02.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ REHB 551
1 05.45-09.00 TH WHAM 210 GRENFELL JOHN E
564 SEXUAL BEHAVIOR 04.0 CR
PREREQ ;ONSENT GF INSTRUCTOR
1 07.35-09.15 PM T TH WHAM 205 RUBIN HARRIS
571 SEM IN SEL TOPICS 01.0 TO Ob.O CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF OEPT
1 01.00-02.50 W WHAM 301B RENZAGLIA
576 SEM IN BEHAV MCDIFI 01.0 TO 12.0 CR
PREREQ :ONSENT CF INSTR
1 03.00-04.50 T WHAM 329 CAMPBELL
578 SEM IN COR* REH CG 01.0 TO 06.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTP
1 TO BE ARRANGED GRENFELL JOHN E
585A PRACTICUM IN REHAB 01.0 TO 12.0 CR
I TO BE ARRANGEC LEE ROBERT EDWARO
585B PRACTICUM IN REHAB 01.0 TO 12.0 CR
I TO BE ARRANGED CAMPBELL
585C PRACTICUM IN REHAB 01.0 TO 24.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGEC SCHUMACHER BROCKMAN
589 INTERNSHIP IN REHAB OC.O TO 12.0 CR
PREREQ REHB 585 AISO CCNSENT DF DEPT
1 TO BE ARRANGED GARDNER MARGARET S
590 INDEPENDENT PRGJ 01.0 TO 16.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
591 RESEARCH IN REHAB 01.0 TO 16.0 CR
PREREQ :ONSENT CF INST«
1 TO BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS 01.0 TO 09.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
Religious Studies (RELS)




PREREQ JUNIOR STANDING OR COMSENT DF
INSTRUCTOR
1 09.00 ¥. W F CL 3?6 SMITH LEMUEL E
03.0 CR
T TH WHAM 205 HAYWARD JOHN F
F WHAM 203 HAYWARD JOHN F
03.0 CR
Secondary Education (S ED)
310 HIST PRIN 1 DF SEC EL 04,,0 CR
PREREQ GUID 305/PSYC 3C3 ,ADMISSION TO
TCHR ED FROGR/JP
1 08.00 V WTHF WHAM 326
2 09.00 V WTHF WHAM 208
3 09.00 ¥ WTHF WHAM 228 MEES
4 10.00 ¥ WTHF WHAM 326 BUSER
RESTRICTED TO CONCURRENT ENROLLMENT IN S
ED 315 SECT 2
5 10.00 ¥ WTHF WHAM 201
6 11.00 ¥ WTHF WHAM 326 AIKMAN
7 12.00 ¥ WTHF WHAM 326 AELOCN
8 01.00 ¥ WTHF WHAM 326 ANTONELLI
9 02.00 ¥ WTHF WHAM 326 FLIGOR ROSS JEAN
10 02.00 ¥ WTHF WHAM 201 AIKMAN
11 03.00 ¥ WTHF WHAM 326 MILLER
12 04.00 ¥ WTHF WHAM 203 WELDCN
13 05.45- 07.25 ¥ W WHAM 112
14 05.45-07.25 T TH WHAM 321
312 INSTR ANAL+FIELD WK 02.0 TO 08,,0 CR
PREREQ ADMISSION TO TEACHER EDUCATION
PROGRAM
1 TO BF ARRANGED
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315 SEC SCOL TEACH MfcTF 04.0 CR
PREREQ S EU 310 CR CONCURRENT ENROLL
1 09.0 f WTHF WHAM 319
2 11.00 y WTHF WHAM 32 8
RESTRICTED TO CONCURRENT ENROLLMENT I VI S
ED 310 SEIT 4
3 12.00 V WTHF WHAM 329
352 SEC STUD T ZH 08.0 TO lb.O CR
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
AGR ICULTURE
2 TO BE ARRANGED
ART
3 TO BE ARRANGEC
BIOLOGY
\ TO BE ARRANGEC
BUSINESS
5 TO BE ARRANGEC
CHEMISTRY
6 TO BE ARRANGEC
ECONOMICS
( TO BE ARRANGEC
ENGLISH
8 TO BE ARRANGED
FOREIGN LAMGUAGES
9 TO BE ARRANGED
GENERAL SCIENCE
10 TO BE ARRANGED
GEOGRAPHY
11 TO BE ARRANGEC
GOVERNMENT
12 TO BE ARRANGED
HEALTH EDUCATICN
13 TO BE ARRANGED
HISTORY
14 TO BE ARRANGEC
HOME ECONOMICS
15 TO BE ARRANGEC
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
16 TO BE ARRANGEC
JOURNALISM
17 TO BE ARRANGEC
MATHEMATICS
18 TO BE ARRANGED
MUS IC
19 TO BE ARRANGEC
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
20 TO BE ARRANGED
°HYSICS
21 TO BE ARRANGEC
SOCIOLOGY
2Z TO BE ARRANGED
SOCIAL STUDIES
23 TO BE ARRANGEC
SPEECH
24 TO BE ARRANGED
INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS
25 TO BE ARRANGED
LANGUAGE ARTS
375A I NO RES-CURRICULUM
1 TO BE ARRANGED
375B IND RES-SUPERVISION
1 TO BF ARRANGED
375C IND RES-LASIG ARTS
I TO BE ARRANGEC
375D IND RtS-SCIENCE
1 TO BE ARRANGED
375E IND RtS-READING
1 TO BE ARRANGED
375F IND RES-SOC STUDIES
1 TO BE ARRANGED
02 .0 TO 04.0 CI
02.0 TO 04.0 CR
02.0 TO 04.0 CR
02.0 TO 04.0 CR
02 .0 TO 04.0 CR









375G I NO RES-PRDB S EC
TO BE ARRANGED
02.0 TO 04.0 CR






4074 MID + JR HIGH SCH 04.0 CR
09.00 N WTHF WHAM 328
44 TEACH READ IN H S
PREREO 3UID 305
04.0 CR
09.00 NTWTH WHAM 326 DUSEN3ERY MIRIAM C
2 01.00 NT WTH WHAM 329
485 PRIN-PHIL i/O TEC EC 03.0 CR
PRERbQ STUDENT TEACHING OR CONSENT OF
DEPARTMEN T
06.00-03.30 PN V TECH 130 RAMP WAYNE S
487 TCH NaT SCI-SEC SCH 04.0 CR
PRERtQ S ED 310 CR CONCURRENT
09.00 N WTHF PULL 3 04 JAMES
488 SOC ST IN SEC SCH 04.0 CR
PREREQ S ED 310 CR CONCURRENTLY
11.00 P WTHF WHAM 319
2 12.00 v WTHF PULL 43







508 DEVELOP SEL AREAS 04.0 CR
06.30-09.00 PP T WHAM 326 MEES JOHN D
509 PRACTICUM IN RD
PREREQ S ED 521C
TO BE ARRANGED
04.0 TO 08.0 CR
FISHCO





06.30-09.00 Pf TH WHAM 212 HILL MARGARET
516 INTERN IN READING 04.0 TO 12.0 CR
PREREQ S ED 5C9 AND 514
TO BE ARRANGED HILL MARGARET
5213 DIAG-CORR READ DIS 04.0 CR
PRERtQ 505 OR 44C OR CCNCURRENT f*EG
dITH 5C5 4 TEACH EXPER
09.00-11.30 c WHAM 144 HILL MARGARET
561 CURRICULUM 04.0 CR
06.30-09.00 PN V WHAM 301B F ISHBACK
572 RES EVAL IN S ED 04.0 CR
PREREQ ADVANCED STANDING AND CONSENT
3F INSTR
06.30-09.00 PM T WHAM 319 3USER
5754 IND RES-CURRICULUM
TO BE ARRANGED




02.0 TO 04.0 CR
ALSTON
575C IND RES-LAMG ARTS
TO BE ARRANGED








02.0 TO 04.0 CR
HILL MARGARET
575F IND RES-SO: STUDIES
TO BE ARRANGED
02.0 TO 04.0 CR
MILLER
575G IND RES-SEC EDUC
TO BE ARRANGED
02.0 TO 04.0 CR
ALSTON
575K IND RES-JR H METHGC
TO BE ARRANGED



















01. TO 48.0 CR
OLIVA + HILL
136
Secretarial and Business Education (SEC)
201 A TYPEWRITING 03.0 CR
L 09.00 TWTHF CL 13
2 01.00 N WTHF CL 13
3 04.00 MWTH CL 13
2018 TYPEWRITING 03.0 CR
PREREQ SEC 201A CR EQLIV
1 09.00 TWTHF CL 13
2 01.00 f WTHF CL 13
3 04.00 MWTH CL 13
201C TYPEWRITING 03.0 C*
PREREQ SEC 201B CR EQLIV
1 03.00 MWTH CL 13 3U30LTZ
221A SHORTHAND-TRANS 04.0 CR
1 02.00 MWTHF CL 17
2213 SHORTHAND-TRANS 04.0 C^
PREREQ SEC 221A CR EQLIV
I 02.00 NTWTHF CL 21
221C SHORTHAND-TRANS 04.0 CR
PREREQ SEC 2218 CR EQLIV
1 02.00 NTWTHF CL 13
241 DUPLICATING 01. C*
PREREQ SEC 201 CR EQUIV
1 08.00-09.50 F CL 21
2 10.00-11.50 F CL 21
3 12.00-01.50 V CL 21
4 03.00-04.50 N CL 21
242 CALC MACH ACCTANTS 01.0 C*
1 10.00 T TH CL 17 3AUERNFEIND HARRY 8
243 KEYPUNCH 01.0 CR
PREREQ SEC 201A CR EQLIV
1 10.00 V CL 21 BURGER
2 11.00 f CL 21 BURGER
304 ADV TYPEWRITING Oi.O CR
PREREQ SEC 201-9
1 10.00 TWTHF CL 13 BURGER CPAL JUNE
324A ADV SHORTHAND-TRANS 04.0 CR
PREREQ SEC 221C CR EQL IV
1 12.00 MwTHF CL 13 BURGER
3248 ADV SHORTHAND-TRANS 04.0 CR
PREREQ SEC 324A CR EQLIV
1 12.00 NTWTHF CL 17 ANDERSON
326 EXECUTIVE SEC PRCC 04.0 C^
PREREQ SEC 304
1 11.00 NTWTHF CL 13 8AUERNFEIND HARRY B
341 OFFICE CAL: MCHNS 04.0 CR
1 01.00 NTWTHF CL 17 RAHE
403 TEACH TYPEWRITING 03.0 C*
PREREQ SEC 304 CR EQUIV
1 04.00 TWTH CL 21 RAHE
404 TEACHING SHORTHAND 03.0 CR
PREREQ SEC 324A CR EQLIV
1 06.00-07.25 PN f W CL 13 GARRISON
406 TCH OF PR-^ACH /P/ 04.0 CR
PREREQ SEC 341 LP EQUIV
1 09.00 VTWTH CL 17 3AUERNFEIND HARRY B
427 RECORDS ADMN 04.0 CR
PREREQ SEC 407
1 05.45-07.25 T TH CL 17 BAUERNFEIND
485 PRIN-PHIL i/O TEC ED 03.0 CR
PREREQ STUDENT TEACHING OR C3NSEMT OF
DEPARTMENT
1 06.00-03.30 PN V TECH A 208 BAUERNFEIND
503 TEST-MEAS BUS EDUC 04.0 CR
PREREQ GUID 422A CR MMH 410A
I 09.00-11.30 S CL 21 JACOBSON
590 READINGS IN BUS ED 02.0 TO 05.0 C^
PREREQ CONSENT CF INS1R








591 IND RES IN BUS EC 02.0 TG 05.0 C^
PREREQ :ONSENT CF INSTP
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
Sociology (SOC)
301 PRINCIPLES OF SOC 04.0 CR
PREREQ JR STANDING
03.00-04.50 ft W WHA* 317
SECT L RESERVED FOR SOC MJORS
CONTEMP SOC PRCB 04.0 CR
PREREO ONE COURSE IN SCC
01.00 NTWTH LS I 205
STAT EUR SDC SCI 04.0 C^
PREREQ JR STANDING OR CONSENT [IF
I NSTR
03.00 f IWTH LS I 205
FLEM SOC RESEARCH 04.0 C*
PREREO SOC 308 CR EGUIV OR CONSENT OF
I NSTR
01.00 TWTHF LSI 323
SECT 1 RESERVED FOR SOC MJORS
01.00 TWTHF LS I 323
04.00 TWTHF 086 1 102
SOCIAL ORGANIZATION 04.0 C^
PREREQ SOC 301
10.00-11.50 T TH LS II 450
SECT 1 RESERVED FOR SOC N/5J0RS
POPUL + MIGRATION 04.0 CR
PREREQ SOC 301 CP CONSENT OF INSTR
08.00-09.50 T TH WHAM 317
SECT 1 RESERVED FOR SOC NfiJORS
SOCIOLOGY OF ED 04.0 CR
PREREQ GSB 201B CP SOC 301
12.00-01.50 T TH WHAM 210
SOCIAL WEL=ARE 34.0 CR
PREREQ GSB 201B CR SOC 30 1
0).00 TWTHF 0720 103
11.00 T THE LS I 205
11.00 W WHAM 201
INTROO INTERVIEWING 04.0 CI
PREREQ GSB 2013 CR SOC 301.
12.00 M THF WHAM 203
10.00 NT THF LS I 323
READINGS IN SOC 01.0 TO 05.0 C-t
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
396H HONORS READINGS-SOC 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPARTMENT
I TO BE ARRANGED
397H HONORS SEM IN SOC 03.0 TO 06.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPARTMENT
1 02.00-C4.30 T WHAM 212
SOCIAL CHAMGE 04.0 C^
PRERcQ TWO CGURSES IN SOC OR CONSENT
OF INSTR
1 10.00-11.50 T TH LS II 146
SECT I RESERVED FOR SOC MAJORS
SOCIOLOGY DF SCIENC 04.0 CR
PREREQ TWO COURSES IN SOC OR CONSENT
DF INSTR
1 01.00-02.50 T TH AG 144
JUVENILE DELIN 04.0 CR
PREREQ TWO COURSES IN SOC OR PSYC OR
CONSENT CF INSTR
1 12.00 VTWTH WHAM 205
PROC IN SOC WORK 04.0 CR
PREREQ SOC 375 CP CONSENT OF INSTR
1 01.00 NT THF WHAM 228
SOC WK-SEL AGENCIES 03.0 C*
PRERcQ SOC 481 ANC CONSENT OF INSTR
































BROWN FCSTER S JR
138
483 PROS IN CORRECTIONS 04.0 CR
PRtREG 5 0C 4 72 LP CONSENT OF 1MSTR
L ro BE ARRANGED
489A PROBATION-PAROLE 04.0 CR
PRERtQ SOC 481 I'R CONSENT OF INSTR
I TO BE ARRANGED
4P9E INDEPT STUDY CCRRS C2.0 TO 04.0 CR
PRE RE Q CONSENT CF INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
498H HONORS IND RESEARCH 01.0 TO 04.0 C*
PREREQ CONSENT CF DEPARTMENT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
501 SURVEf SOCIOL THEO 04.0 CR
PREREQ SOC 45 1 CP CONSENT OF IMSTR
1 rO BE ARRANGED
502 EUR THEO 1300-1910 04.0 CR
PREREQ 15 HRS SCC OR CCNSENT OF INSTR
I TO BE ARRANGED
<S?7 QUANT METHODS IT 04.0 CR
PREREQ SOC 526 CR ECUIV
1 TO BE ARRANGED
529 SOC MEASUREMENT 04.0 C*
PREREQ SOC 412 ANC CCNSENT OF INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
538 SEM INDUSTRIAL SOC 04.0 CR
PREREQ 15 HRS CF SOC C R CONSENT JF
I NSTR
1 10.00-11.50 T F AG 170
542 SEM FAMILY 04. Q CR
PREREQ 15 HRS SCC, INCLUDING SOC 340,
OR CONS EM OF INSTR
1 08.00-10.50 W WHAM 231
561 ALCOHOL AND SOCIETY 04.0 CR
PRERtQ CONSENT CF INSTR
1 07.00-09.30 ^ T CL 326
583 SUPER FIEL3 WK CORR 04.0 TO 12.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
591 INDIVIDUAL RESEARCH C2.0 TO 06.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT OF INSTR AND DEPT
CHAIRMAN
l TO BE ARRANGED
596 READINGS I M SOC 02.0 TO 12.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTR AND DtPT"
CHAIRMAN
1 TO BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS 02.0 TO 09.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF OEPT CHAIRMAN
I TO BE ARRANGED
bUO DISSERTATION 01.0 TO 48.0 CR
PREREQ 30NSENT CF DEPT CHAIRMAN













406 TECH INT HEAR TESTS 04.0 CR
PREREQ SP + A 416 CP CCNSENT OF INSTR
1 09.00 VT THF COMM 1006
CROSS-LISTED WITH SP+A 4C6
4104 PROB + CHAR-EMC CHI 04.0 C*
PREREQ SP E 414
I 02.00 l« W WHAM 302
2.00 T PULL 38
2.00 TH H EC 206
ADMISSION TO TEACHtP EDUCATION PROGRAM
REQUIRED
410B PROB CHAR MENT RET 04.0 CR
P R E R t Q S P E 4 14
1 03.00 MTWTH WHAM. 302





410C PROS CHAR 3IFT ChLC 04-0 CR
PREREO 3 SYC 301 CR 303 OR CONSENT DF
I NSTR
1 06.30-09.00 PM TH WHAM 203 CASEY JOHN P
411 ASS + REMED LRN DIS 04.0 CR
PREREQ SP E 414 AM) CCNSENT DF IMSTR
1 06.30-09.00 Py N WHAM 228 JOINER LEE M
413A DIR 03SER-EMOT GIST 04.0 CR
PREREO CONSENT CF INSTR
1 06.00-08.00 PM W WHAM 301B JACOBS
4138 DIR Ob OF MR CHILD 04.0 CR
PRERtQ CONSENT CF INSTR
1 10.00-12.50 T WHAM 231 RAINEY
414 THE EXCEPT CHILD 04.0 CR
PREREO PSYC 301 CR 303 OR CONSENT DF
INSTR
1 LL.00 MTWTH LAwSOM 221 THOMPSON
UNDERGRADUATES ONLY (SECT. 1)
2 01.00 VTWTH LAWSQN 221
UNDERGRADUATES ONLY (SECT. 2)
3 06.30-09.00 PN W WHAM 308 JACOBS
GRADUATES DNLY (SECT. 3)
4 06.30-09.00 PM T LAWSCJN 221
420A MET + MAT-ED EM LIS 04.0 CR
PREREQ S D E 410fl £MD CONSENT UF INSTR
1 04.00 VTWTH WHAM 328 JUUL
420B METH + MAT TEACH MR 04.0 CR
PREREQ SP E 410B £ND CCNSENT OF INSTR
1 02.00-03.50 T TH WHAM 231
496 READ + INDEP STUDY 02. TO 08.0 CR
PRERtQ SP E 414 AND CCNSENT DF STAFF
1 TO BE ARRANGED
501A SP RESEARCH PROB 04.0 CR
PRERtQ CONSENT IF DEPT
1 TO BE ARRANGFC JOINER
PART ONE UF TWC COURSE SEGUENCE
518S WKSHP-ADM SP E °ROG 02. TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ SP E 414
1 06.30-09.00 P^ w WHAM 231 MORGAN
577 PRACTICUM IN S o ED 04.0 TO 12.0 CR
PREREQ SP E 410A, 3, C» OR D, AND
CONSENT CF STAFF
t TO dE ARRANGED
580A ED MALAD CHILDREN 04.0 C^
PRERtQ SP E 414 /SND CCNSENT DF IMSTR
1 06.00-09.30 PM T WHAM 329 CROWNER JAMES
580B ED OF MENT RET 04.0 CR
PREREQ SP E 414 A N D CCNSFMT DF IMSTR
1 06.30-09.00 PM T WHAM 301 A STEPHENS
591 SEM ED-PHYS HUCP CH 04.0 CR
PRERtQ SP E 414 AND CCNSENT DF IMSTR
1 TO BE ARRANGED MORGAN HOWARD G
596 I.NID INVESTIGATION 05.0 TO 09.0 CR
I TO BE ARRANGEC
599 THESIS 02.0 TO 09.0 CR
I TO BE ARRANGED
600 DISSERTATUN 01. TO 48.0 CR
I TO BE ARRANGEC CROWNER JAMES
Speech (SPCH)
102 PUBLIC SPEAKING 04.0 CR
PRERtQ SSD 103
1 02.00 NTWTH COMM 1020 HIBBS RICHARD PAUL
2 03.00 VTWTH COMM 1020
104 TRAINING SPKG VOICE 04.0 CR
PREREQ SSD 103
I 10.00 VT THF COMM 1006
CROSSLISTEO WITH SP+A 104
200 PHONE T ICS 04.0 CR






























03.00 W T TH
3.00 T W F
INTERPERSONAL COMM

















01.00 N W F
FORENSIC ACTIVITIES
PREREQ CONSENT CF INS IP
10.00 5














































PR POLICIES + PRACT
PREREg JUNIOR STANDING
02.00 y W F LAWSUN 231
CREATIVE DRAMATICS 04.0 CR
09.00 WTWTH COMM 1020
AMER PUBLIC ADDRESS 04.0 CR
10.00-11.50 T TH COMM 2012
BRITISH PUB ADDRESS 04.0 CR
06.00-09.00 PM f COMM 1021
ORAL INTERP POETRY 04.0 CR









SEC SCHL FDREN PROG
10.00 V W F
10.00 TH
EXP STUD ORAL CON
PREREQ SPCH 428
01.00-02.50 V W
LEC + LEC RECITAL
PREREQ 12 HRS PUBLIC SPEAKING,
INTERP, CR THEATRE
10.00-11.50 T TH H EC 206
TCHG ELEM SCHL SPCF 34.0 CR
08.00-09.50 T COMM 1018
08.00-09.50 TH 0720 105
LAB INTERPER CCM 04.0 CR
02.00-03.50 T TH COMM 2012
MED + REN RHETORIC 04.0CR
10.00-11.50 N W COMM 2012
STUOItS IN PUB ACD 03.0 CR
PREREQ SPCH 5C7A
09.00-11.50 F COMM 2012
SEM STUDIES IN DISC 04.0 CR
07.30-10.00 PV T COMM 2002
SEM PL-RS SOC CCNT 4.0 C<



















5 1 IB TEACH COLL SPEECH 02.0 CR
01.00 N W COMM 2012 SMITH
























TO BE ARRANGED 3RADLEY EARL EDSEL
RESEARCH IN SPEECH 02.0 CR
01.00 T TH COMM 2012 BRADLEY EARL EDSEL
THESIS 02.0 TO 09.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGED MICKEN RALPH A
DISSERTATIDN 01.0 Tj 48.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGED SICKEN RALPH A
h Pathology and Audiology ( SP & A
)
SPEECH CLIMIC CC.O TO 02.0 C
*
TO BE ARRANGEC
TRAIMIMG SPK VCICE 04.0 CR
10.00 NT THE COMM 1006
CROSSLISTED WITH SPCF 104
VOICE + CLEFT PAL 04.0 CR
PREREQ SP + A 212 CR CONSENT OF INSTR
08.00 NT THF COMM 1006 BRACKETT I P
IND STUDY-SP+A 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ ADVANCED STANDING
TO BE ARRANGED HOSHtKO MICHAEL S
PRAC SP + HEAR ThER 02.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ JUNIOR STANDING IN DEPARTMENT
11.00 T TH COMM 1006 PACE SUE ANN
HEARING TESTS 04.0 CR
PREREQ SP+A 416 CP CCNSENT OF INSTR
09.00 NT THF COMM 1006 MCFARLAND
CEREBRAL PALSY 04.0 CR
PREREQ SP+A 212, 414 CP CONSENT DF IN
5TR
01.00 NT THF COMM 1006 PACE SUE ANN
PHYSIOL OF SPEECH 04.0 CR
10.00-11.50 F LS I 118 KAPLAN H M
10.00 NT TH LS I 113 KAPLAN H M
CROSSLISTED WITH PHSL 414
COMM PROS DF H OF H 04.0 CR
PREREQ SP+A 406 CR CONSENT OF INSTR
02.00 NT THF COMM 1006
SP CORR FOR CL TCH 04.0 CR
PREREQ PRACTISING TEACFER, SR OR GRAD
IN EDUC
03.00 NTWTH COMM 1006 GARBUTT CAMERON W
READINGS IN SP + A 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ ADVANCED STANDING
TO BE ARRANGED BRACKETT I P
SEM-PSYCHOACOUSTICS 04.0 CR
PREREQ SP+A 406, 416 AND 420
04.00-05.50 T F COMM 1009 COPELAND ALFRED
SEM-ORG SP:H PROB 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ SP+A 522A CR CCNSENT DF INSTR
04.00-05.50 N TH COMM 1008 K0EPP-3AKER HERBERT
SEM-LANG DISORDERS 04.0 CR
PREREQ GRADUATE STANDING
02.00-03.50 N TH COMM 1009 PACE SUE ANN
SEM IN ST 3EHAVI0R 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ SP+A 529A CR CCNSENT DF INSTR
02.00-03.50 1 F COMM 1009 BRUTTEN GENE JEROME
RES PROB IN SP+A 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
PREREQ ADVANCED STANDING
TO BE ARRANGED BRUTTEN GENE JEROME
SEM IN SPCH SCIENCE 01.0 TO 04.0 CR
10.00-11.50 T F COMM 1009 FOSHIKO MICHAEL S
THESIS 02.0 TO 09.0 CR
TO BE ARRANGED KOEPP-BAKER HERBERT
DISSERTATIDN 01.0 TO 48.0 CR


















203 DRAMATIC ACTIVITIES 01.






PREREQ THEA 230A CR CCN
04.0 0-0 5.30 e W
04.00 T
240 THEO-TECH SONT ONCE C2.
10.00 NTWTH
CROSS-LISTED WITH PEN 24C
273 DANCE WORKSHOP
05.30-07.30 T TH





































































07.35-09.00 PN T TH
TEACHING DANCE














THE ABOVE SECTION PCR SPCF
03.00 NTW F











































































































432 STAGE LIGHTING 04.0 CR
1 12.00 VTWTH COM*l 1037 HENDREN PHILIP R
5033 STAGE LIGHTING 04.0 C*
PREREQ :ONSENT CF DfcPT + GRAD
STANDING
L 10.00 MWTH COMM 2042 HENDREN
505 THE TRAGIC THEATRE 04.0 C^
I 02.00 T THF TECH Q 20 ABRAMS SHFRWIN
02.00 w AG 220 ABRAMS SHERWIN
519 THEATRE PRACTtCUf 01. TO 12.0 C*
1 TO HE ARRANGED GRAY WINSTON G
526 SEM IN THEATRE ARTS 03.0 TO 12.0 C*
PREREO SRAD STANDING * CONSENT
DF DEPARTMENT
1 09.00-11.50 S LAWSONI 101 MARSHALL, HERBERT
530 RFSFARCH PROBLEMS 01.0 TO 04.0 C3
I 06.00-07.30 P w W COMH 1017 MQE » CHRISTIAN H
599 THESIS 01.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGEC MQE, CHRISTIAN H
Technical & Industrial Education (TIED)
201B VISUAL COM^UNICATNS 03.0 C*
1 1.00 N W PULL I 17
01.00-02.50 T PULL I 17
2 01.00 N W PULL I 17
01.00-02.50 TH PULL I 17
302 CONSTR MTDS PRI TCF 04.0 CR
1 10.00 TW ^»ULL I 109 VAN ROOY
08.00-10.50 V PULL T 109
08.00-09.50 W PULL I 109
2 10.00 TW PULL I 109
08.00-09.50 T DULL I 109
08.00-10.50 TH PULL I 109
3 01.00 TV* PULL I 109
11.00-01.50 N PULL I 109
11.00-12.50 W PULL I 109
4 01.00 TW PULL I 109
11.00-12.50 T PULL I 109
11.00-01,50 TH PULL I 109
303 DIVERSIFIED CROFTS 04.0 C^
1 04.00 TW PULL I 109 JENKINS
02.00-04.50 V PULL I 109
02.00-03.50 W PULL I 109
2 04.00 TW PULL I 109
02.00-03.50 T PULL I 109
02.00-04.50 TH PULL I 109
305A MATERIALS-PROCESSES 04.0 C*
1 08.00 N W PULL I 14 BORTZ
08.00-09.50 F PULL I 14
2 08.00 M W PULL I 14 BORTZ
08.00-09.50 T PULL I 14
307 ENER CONV-P TRAN II 03.0 C*
PREREQ 207
L 10.00 V F PULL I 16 SULLIVAN JAMES A
09.00-13.50 W PULL I 16 SULLIVAN JAMES A
2 10.00 N F PULL I 16
09.00-13.50 TH PULL I 16
310A ELECTRONICS-INSTRUf 04.0 C*
1 01.00 N W TECH D 106 BITTLE RAYMOND E
01.00-02.50 T TECH 106 BITTLE RAYMOND E
2 01.00 f W TECH D 106
01.00-02.50 TH TECH D 106
319 INDUSTRIAL INTERN 03.0 TO 24.0 C*
PREREO :ONSENT CF COORCINAHR
1 TO BE ARRANGEC BITTLE
408 T AIDS IN TECH EO 03.0 CR
1 06.00-08.30 Pf* f TECH D 130 KENNEKE LARRY
2 06.00-03.30 PV T TECH D 130 NYSTROM DENNIS C
419 STU TCH IN TECH PRC 08.0 TO 16.0 CR
PREREQ 9 OTR HRS PROFESSIONAL COURSES
1 TO BE ARRANGED KENNEKE LARRY
144
4203 ENTRPRS-MAMMACH SYS 04.0 CR
PREREQ V20A
1 03.00 V W PULL I 14B NYSTROM
03.00-0^.50 T PULL I 14B
421 PRIN ENTRPRS TEACH 03.0 CR
PREREQ 16 HCURS IN T I EC
I 11.00 NTW TECH 130 ERICKSON
422 CURR DEVEL ENTRPRIS 03.0 CR
PREREQ 10 HOURS IN TIEC
I 03.00 VTW TECH D 130 ERICKSON JOHN HOWARD
425 PRACTICUM IN TECH 02.0 TO 08.0 CR
PREREQ 12 HRS IN TECHNICAL SUBJECTS
1 TO BE ARRANGED STADT RONALD W
430 SPECIAL PROBLEMS 02.0 TO 08.0 CR
PREREQ CONSENT CF INSTRUCTOR
1 TO BE ARRANGED STADT RO«JALD W
485 PRIN-PHIL i/O TEC EC 03.0 C 3
PREREQ
1 06.00-09.30 PV H TECH A 208 RAMP WAYNE S
488 ANAL FOR OSCUP ED 03.0 CR
PREREQ 12 HRS IN TEACHING SPECIALTY1
1 06.00-09.00 PM TH TECH A 310 30RTZ RICHARD F
489 ORG OF SUBJ MATTER 33.0 CR
PREREQ TIED 488
I 06.00-03.30 PM W TECH A 120 SULLIVAN JAMES A
490 PRIN OCCUP TEACH 03.0 CR
PREREQ 12 HRS IN TEACFING SPECIALTY
1 06.00-08.30 PM T TECH A 208 BAILEY LARRY J
540 RESEARCH TECH EDUC 02.0 TO 06.0 CR
1 09.00-12.00 S TECH A 208 ERICKSON JOHN HOWARD
541 OCCUP INFO AND GUIC 04.0 CR
1 06.00-09.00 PM TH WHAM 201 RAMP WAYNE S
570 SPECIAL IN7ESTIGAT 02.0 TO 06.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGEC STADT RONALD W
599 THESIS 01.0 TO 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED STADT RONALD W
University Convocation (UNIV)
200 UNIV CONVOCATION 01.0 CR
1 01.00 TH ARENJA 555
Zoology (ZOOL)
309 ELEMENTARY CYTCLCGY 05.0 CR
PREREQ 15 HRS OF EIOLCGY
1 08.00 V W F LS II 250 HAAS
08.00-09.50 T TH LS II 303
316 INSECT PESTS CONTL 04.0 CR
PREREQ SSA 2018
1 01.00 N W LS II 350 MCPHERSON JOHN E
01.00-02.50 T TH LS II 304 MCPHERSON JOHN E
2 01.00 v w LS II 350 MCPHERSON JOHN E
03.00-04.50 T TH LS II 304
3178 DIVERSITY DF ANIMAL 05.0 CR
PREREQ ZOOL 317^
1 08.00 T TH AG 166
08.00-09.50 ft. W F LS II 251
2 03.00 T J^ AG 166 GEORGE WILLIAM
10.00-11.50 N W F LS II 251
3 08.00 T TH AG 166 GEORGE WILLIAM
01.00-02.50 f W F LS I 1 251
* 08.00 T TH AG 166 GEORGE WILLIAM
03.00-04.50 V W F LS II 251
318A VERTEBRATE ANATOMY 04.0 CR
PREREQ ZOOL 317R CR CCNSENT DF IMS TR
1 02.00 flW LS II 350
31.00-02.50 F LS II 269
321 HISTOLOGICAL TECHN 05.0 CR






10.00-11.50 ¥ W F
PROBLEMS IN ZCCLCGY 02.
PRERtQ 4.25 GPA, SENIOR












































































CROSSL ISTED WITH BCf
GRAD ZOOL SEMINAR





























































+ 3 1 7E
T TH










W LS II 250
T TH LS II 325
04.0 C^
302 CR EQUIV
WTH LS II 250




T TH LS II 304
W F LS II 304
03. C C*
INSTRUCTOR
T TH LS II 256
04.0 CR
INSTRUCTOR
W LS I 205
F L S I 1 310
03.0 C*
INSTRUCTOR
TWTH LS II 223
04.0 C*
INSTRUCTOR
W LS II 228
581

































596 SPECIAL RESEARCH C3.0 TO 12.0 CR
PRERGU consent cf instructor
I TO BE ARRANGED
599 THESIS 02.0 TO 09.0 CR
I TO BE ARRANGED
600 DISSEMATION 03.0 TO 48.0 C
R
L TO BE ARRANGED
SCHEDULE OF VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL INSTITUTE COURSES
COURSE & TITLE &
SECTION NO. HOURS DAYS
BLDG.
& RM. INSTRUCTOR
General Studies Area A—Man's Physical Environment and Bio-
logical Inheritance (GSA)
101A INTR0-PHYS SCIEiNICE 04.0 CR
901 08.00 MWTH M3 103
902 10.0 MWTH M3 101
90 3 01.00 N T W T H M3 103
904 04.00 N T W T H M3 101
101B INTRO-PHYS SCI ENCE 04.0 CR
901 1 L.OO MWTH M3 103
90 2 04.0 P T W TH M3 103
General Studies Area B—Man's
Responsibilities (GSB)
Social Inheritance and Social
201B CULT-'SOCIETY BEHAV 04.0 CR
901 9 .00 MWTH L3 109
902 12..00 MWTH L3 109
201C CULT- 1.uCIE TY--BEHAV 04.0 CR
901 Od .00 MWTH HI 143
902 09 .00 MWTH HI 143
903 10 .00 V TW TH HI 143
904 12 .00 MWTH HI 143
905 01 .00 MWTH HI 143
906 3 .00 MWTH AVTECH 117
21 I A POLITICAL ECONOMY 04.0 CR
901 10 .00 MWTH H4 233
902 04,.00 MW \H HA 233
2118 POL ITICAL ECONOMY 04.0 CR
901 08 .00 MWTH H3 154
902 10 .00 MWTH H3 154
903 II .00 MWTH AVTECH 116
904 12 .00 MWTH H3 154
905 03 .00 MW W HI 143
906 04 .00 VTWTH MI 112
General Studies Area D-
Ideas (GSD)
-Organization and Communication of
101 ENGLISH COMPOSITION 3.0 C*
901 08.00 IV W F H3 153
902 1 1.00 y w F H3 153
903 12.00 * w F H3 153
904 01.00 M w F H3 153
90 5 02.00 N w F H3 153
906 3.00 V w F H3 153
907 04.00 V ri F AVTECH 116
102 ENGLISH COMPOSITION 03.0 C*
901 09.00 w W F H3 153
902 10.00 p W F H3 153
903 10.00 |Y W F H9 101
904 U.JO N W F H3 1^>4
905 12.00 N W F H4 233
906 01.00 N w F H9 101
90 I 02.00 N w F HI 143
908 03.00 N w F H9 101
909 04.00 v w F H i 153
147



































































































































































12 LA ARCHITFCT DESIGN





146B FREEHAND ARCH GRAPH




















































































T TH H EC 304
W F HI 144
W H EC 304
T TH M I 108
02.0 CR
146A, OR CONSENT OF
W F M I 108
w F MI 108
W Ml 108
03.0 C^
T YH HI 144




































08. 00-10. 50 ¥ W F


























101 ARCFT RECIPROCAT PP
1 09.00 f W F
10.00-12.50 N W F
102 CARB + LUB SYSTEMS
1 02.00 N W F
09.00-12.50 T TH
103 ARCFT ELECT GEN-AlT
1 08.00 MWTHF
09.00-10.50 N H F
104 PROPELLORS







106 ARCFT 1GN-START SYS






2 01.00-04.50 N W
08.00 F
108 JET PROPULSION PP
1 01.00-03.50 V w F
11.00 W
109 POWERPLANT TESTING





2 10.00 N F
11.00 W






1 09.00-11.50 V F
12.00 W
2 01.00-03.50 T TH
12. UO F
204 AIRCRAFT HYDRAULICS
1 09.00-12.50 NT Jh
02.00 N
2 08.00-10.50 IWTH


































































































































































































































206 METAL + PROCESSING
i 08.00-11.50 T TH
2 08.UO-ll.50 N F
208 ARCFT FUEL SYSTEMS





209 WT BALANCE INSPECT
1 10.00 NTWTHF
08.00-09.50 N W F










220 JET TRANS MR SYS
1 02.00-03.50 T
08.00-09.50 TH
2 02.00-03.50 N W
10.00 TW
230A PRIVATE PILOT
1 TO BE ARRANGED
230B PRIVATE PILOT
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
231 BASIC FLIGHT
P^-ERtJ *AT 2 3C
I TO BE ARRANGEC
232 INTERMEDIATE FLIGHT
PREREQ *AT 231
1 TO BE ARRANGEC
233 ADVANCED FLIGHT
PREREQ *AT 232
1 TO 3E ARRANGED
234 INSTRUMENT FLIGHT
PREREG *AT 233
I TO BE ARRANGEC
Automotive Technology (*AUT)
101A AUTO LAB— ENG
1 08.00-10.50 NTWTHF
101B AUTO LAB-BR STEER
1 08.00-13.50 NTWTHF
2 11.00-01.50 NTWTHF






125B AUTO THE-BR STEER
1 12.00 NTWTHF
2 03.00 NTWTHF
125C AUTO THE-I3N CARB
1 09.00 WTWTHF
201A AUTO LAB-POWER OPT
PREREQ 101C ANC 125C
1 02.00-04.50 NTWTHF
201B AUTO LAB-TRANS PCWR
PREREQ 101C AND 125C
1 09.00-11.50 NTWTHF
201C AUTO LAB-DIAGNOSIS
PREREQ 101C AND 125C
I 02.00-04.50 NTWTHF
AVTECH 133 OHMAN LENNART R
AVTECH 133 OHMAN LENNART R
AVTECH 133 OHMAN LENNART R
05.0 C*
AVTECH 134 RITER RUSSELL W
AVTECH 134 RITER RUSSELL W
02.0 CR
AVTECH 116 CANNON RICHARD H





AVTECH 116 CANNON RICHARD H
AVTECH 131
AVTECH 131 RICH DAVID LOUIS
AVTECH 131 COLLETT ROBERT J
AVTECH 116 COLLETT ROBERT J
AVTECH 106 COLLETT ROBEKT J
01.0 C*
AVTECH 128 RITER RUSSELL W
AVTECH 128 RITER RUSSELL W
AVTECH 128 RITER RUSSELL W
AVTECH 128 RITER RUSSELL W
AVTECH 128 RITER RUSSELL W
03.0 CR
AVTECH 106 CANNON RICHARD H
AVTECH 133 CANNON RICHARD H
AVTECH 133 COLLETT ROBERT J














L2 108 WHITE JAMES EDWIN
05.0 CR
LI 108 ROMACK CHARLES
LI 108 JONES PAUL F
05.0 CR
L2 108 MCDONALD JAMES H
05.0 C*
L2 105 WHITE JAMES EDWIN
05.0 C^
L2 105 ROMACK CHARLTS
L2 105 JONES PAUL F
05.0 C*
L2 105 MCDONALD JAMES H
05.0 CR




LI 108 SHELTON EVERFTT F
150
220A AUTO TH-POWER CPT 05.0 CR
°RER£Q 10LC AND VLST EE TAKEM
:ONCURREMLY WITH 20 L
1 10.00 VTWTHF L2 L05 KAZDA JOSEPH G
2208 AUTO TH-TRANS POWER 0^.0 C *
PREREO 101C AND VLSI" EE TAKEM
20NCURREMLY WITH 20 1
1 08.00 VTWTHF L2 105 WlLLEY LUCIAN D
220C AUTO TH-DIAGNOSIS 05. C CR
PREREQ 101C AND VLST EE TAKEM
:ONCURRENTLY WITH 20 1
1 01.00 VTWTHF L2 105 SHELTON EVFRETT E
Building Construction Technology (*BC)
210A CONSTRUCTION 03.0 C*
I 11.00 V W F L4 106
Commercial Art (*CA)
130 AD DESIGN PRODUCT 10.0 CR
PREREQ *CA 125
1 08.00-11.50 VTWTHF NI 101
2 OL. 00-04. 50 VTWTHF NI 101
135 LAYOUT AND COLOR 02.0 C4
1 12.00 T T"H NI 101 VARTIN
210R ADVER + STJRY ILLUS 08.0 CR
1 OR. 00-11. 50 V W F NI 107 HOFFMAN RICHARD A
2 01.00-04.50 V W F NI 107 MARTIN KENNETH D
230B TECHNICAL ILLUST 07.0 C*
1 00.00-11.50 T TH NI 107 HOFFMAN RICHARD A
2 01.00-04.50 T TH MI 107 MARTIN KENNETH D
Corrections and Law Enforcement (*CLE)
105 CRIMINAL BEHAVIOR 04.0 CR
1 05.45-09.00 TH H3 154
107 LAW ENF COM PRC3 03.0 CR
1 06.30-09.00 PV T H3 154
205 R RIN OF INVEST 04.0 CR
1 05.45-09.00 TH H3 153
207 ASSESS IN CRIM 03.0 C*
1 06.30-09.00 PV 7 H3 153
209 LAW AND CORR 03.0 CR
1 06.30-09.00 PM W H3 154
215 SUP PRAC IN CRIM 09.0 CR
1 TO BE ARRANGED
Dental Hygiene (*DH)
132B HEAD NtCK ANATCMY 04.0 CR
1 09.00-11.50 F FI 110 CAVANESS GEORGE R
02.00-04.50 F F3 144 CAVANESS GEORGE R
135B ORAL BASIC SCIENCE 04.0 CR
1 09.00-11.50 V W FI 109 BUSHEE ELEANOR JANE
2 02.00-04.50 V W FI 109 BUSHEE ELEANOR JANE
137A PRECLINICAL DEN HYG 04.0 C
*
1 09.00-11.50 T TH FI 109 JOHNSON JANE
2 01.00-03.50 T TH FI 109 JOHNSON JANE
210B CLINICAL DENTAL HYC 05.0 C
1 09.00-11.50 VTW F F3 132
12.00 F FI 110 PIERPONT
2 01.00-03.50 VTW F F3 132
12.00 F FI 110 PIERPONT LUCILLE M
218C CLIN DENT ROENTGEN 02.0 C
PRERtQ *DH 218B
1 03.00-09.50 TH FI I 10 BUSHEE ELEANOR JANE
2 10.00-11.50 TH FI 110 BUSHEE ELEANOR JANE
220 DENT PUBLi: HEALTH 03.0 C
1 02.00-0^.50 TH FI 110 CAVANESS GEORGE R
Data Processing (*DP)
101A AUTO DATA PROC MACF 05.0 CI
I 01.00 VTWTHF H4 134 DICK ROBERT OLIVER
02.00 VTWTHF H8 235 DICK ROBERT OLIVER
151
103A COMH r^ROG 05.0 CR
PREREQ OP 101
1 03.00 MWTHF H4 134 DICK ROBERT OLIVER
09.00 MWTHF H8 235 DICK ROBERT OLIVER
2 11.00 MWTHF H4 134 R08B JAMES
12.00 MWTHF H3 235 RUBB JAMES
107 AUTO UP COMCEPTS 03.0 C^
1 06.30-09.00 PV V W H4 133 LOHMEIER DAVID D




1 10.00 MWTHF H4 133
11.00 VTWTHF H8 140
2 01.00 VTWTHF H4 133
02.00 MWTHF H3 140
2023 INDUS! COMPUT PRCG 05.0 C*
PREREO 202A
I 03.00-04.50 MWTHF WHAM 24 FITZPATRICK MICHAEL
203B BUS COMP PROG 05.0 C
*
°REREQ 203A
1 08.00 MWTHF H4 133 STARKEY RICHARD
09.00 VTWTHF H8 140 FITZPATRICK MICHAEL
2 03.00 MWTHF H4 133 STARKEY RICHARD D
04.00 MWTHF H8 140 STARKEY RICHARD D
Dental Laboratory Technology (*DT)
101B DENTAL PROSTHET LAB 06.0 C*
1 02.00-04.50 v m F F3 128 LEEBENS WILLIAM M
01.00-04.50 T TH F3 128 LEEBENS WILLIAM M
2 02.00-04.50 V W F F3 127 BYKQWSKI PETER
CI. 00-04. 50 T TH F3 127 BYKOWSKI PETER
U3A SCIENCE DEMT MATLS 03.0 C^
1 11.00 V W FI 110 LEEBENS WILLIAM M
11.00 F FI 109
125B DENT PROSTH THEORY 03.0 CI
1 01.00 V W F FI 110 LEEBENS WILLIAM M
2 01.00 b W F FI 109 BYKOWSKI PFTER
201B CROWN + BRIDGE LAB 06.0 CR
1 09.00-11.50 V W F F3 128 CHRISTY CHARLES G
03.00-11.50 T TH F3 128 CHRISTY CHARLES
2 09.00-11.50 N W F F3 127 LAAKE DENNIS J
08.00-11.50 T TH F3 127 LAAKE DENNIS J
225B CROWN + BRIDGE THEC 03.0 C*
1 08.00 V W F FI 110 CHRISTY CHARLES
2 08.00 V W F FI 109 LAAKE DENNIS J
Electronics Technology (*ELT)
101B BASIC ELEC AP + SYS 04.0 C^
1 08.00-09.50 VTWTHF M3 109 SCHULTZ RAYMOND
2 Ul. 00-02. 50 MWTHF M3 109 SCHULTZ RA/MOND
101E BASIC ELEC AP + SYS C2.0 TO 15.0 CR
1 07.45-10.00 RM T TH M3 109
125B BASIC ELECT THEO 05.0 C*
1 12.00 VTWTHF M3 110 CALDWELL PAUL NEWELL
2 12.00 MWTHF M3 107 CALDWELL PAUL NEWELL
125E BASIC ELEC THECRY 02.0 TO 15.0 CR
1 06.30-07.35 PM T TH M3 110
129 ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS 03.0 C*
1 10.00 V W F M3 109 CALDWELL PAUL NEWELL
2 03.00 M W F M3 109 CALDWELL PAUL NEWELL
201A AOV ELECT APPL 04.0 C*
PREREQ *ELT 101C, *ELT 125C
1 10.00-11.50 MWTHF M3 112 MORRIS CARL E
2 02.00-03.50 VTWTHF M3 112 CORBELL DENNY M
225A ADV IND SYSTMS THEC 05.0 C*
PREREO *ELT 1C1C, *ELT 125C
1 09.00 VTWTHF M3 110 MORRIS CARL E
2 01.00 VTWTHF M3 110 CORBELL DENNY M
Forest Products Technology ( *FP
)
1018 WOODWORK-CAB + MILL 05.0 C
I 09.00-11.50 V W F L4 108 CARMAN ALGA LEE
08.00-10.50 T TH L4 108 CARMAN ALGA LEF
152
125B PROD kIOODWKG THEORY 03.0 cr
08.00 y W F L4 106
130 LUMBER SEASONING 03.0 CR
09.00 w W F L4 106
2019 WOODWORK-PREFAeiCAl 05.0 C*
02.00-04.50 NTWTHF L4 108
225B PROD WOODWKG THECRY 03.0 CR





11.00 V w F FI 107
2 02.00 f w F FI 107
102 TECHNICAL WRITING 03.0 CR
09.00 V w F H3 154
2 12.00 N w F M3 103
3 01.00 ft w F AVTECH 117
4 01.00 ft ri F FI 111
5 04.00 f w F H3 151
105A BUS + TECH MATH 03.0 CR






1 10.00 M W F H3 151
2 12.00 V W F H3 151
105B BUS + TECH MATH 03.0 CR



























PREREQ ^SA 101A»*GEN 1C7
1 08.00 N W
08.00-09.50 T TH
2 01.00 H W
01.00-02.50 T TH
141 INTRO TO PHYSICLCGY
1 08.00 VTWTHF
201 JOB ORIENTATION
1 01.00 T TH
SUBJECT - RETAILING
















































Highway and Civil Technology ( *HCT)
101B SURVEYING 03.0 CI
1 08.00-09.50 ¥ W F L3 119
103 BASIC MATERIALS 03.0 CR
1 09.00-11.50 T TH L3 11^
105A STRUCTURAL DRAFTING 03.0 C*
1 10.0 0-11.50 P U F L3 119
205 BIT MATERIALS 02.0 CR
I 02.00 T TH L3 119
207A CIVIL CONSTRUCTICN 05.0 CR







2073 CIVIL CONSTRUCTION 03.0 C:R
L 02.00 M W F L3 119
Mortuary Science (*MS)
101B FUNERAL HIST + CUST 03.0 CR
1 08.00 N W F L3 109 BOULANGER JAY W
110 EMBALMING CHEMISTRY 04.0 CR
PREREQ INTRO COURSE IN CHEM
1 12.00 N W F F3 144 SMITH DONALD
10.00-12.50 T F3 144 SMITH DONALD
202B RESTORATIVE ART 03.0 CR
1 10.00 f* W L3 109 HERTZ DONALD GORDON
09.00-11.50 F L3 106 HERTZ DONALD GORDON
2 10.00 H W L3 L09 HERTZ DONALD GORDON
10.00-12.50 TH L3 106 BOULANGER JAY W
2053 PATHOLOGY 03.0 CR
1 04.00 f W F L3 109 HERTZ DONALD GORDON
206 INTRODUCTORY MICRO 05.0 CR
I 01.00 f W F L3 109 HERTZ DONALD GORDON
09.00-11.50 F F3 144 HERTZ DONALD GORDON
02.00-04.50 T F3 144 HERTZ DONALD GORDON
225A EMBALM TH f PRAC 05.0 CR
1 03.00 H W F L3 109 BOULANGER JAY W
02.00-04.50 TH L3 106 BOULANGER JAY W
08.00-10.50 T L3 106 BOULANGER JAY W
Machine Drafting and Design Technology ( *MT)
101B GRAPHICS 07.0 CR
1 08.00-10.50 NTWTHF MI 101 8EAUCHANP CLARENCE J
2 02.00-04.50 NTWTHF MI 101 LAMPMAN D L
127 ELEC HYD PNj CONTRLS 03.0 CR
PREREQ 101 VTI G 107
1 08.00 N W F LI 105 SANDERS EUGENE T
2 03.00 N W F LI 105 SANDERS EUGENE T
175A TECHNICAL DRAWING 03.0 CR
1 09.00 NTWTHF H3 147 LAMPMAN D L
2 02.00 NTWTHF H3 147 BEAUCHAMP CLARENCE J
3 03.00-04.50 V W AVTECH 106 BEAUCHAMP CLARENCE J
03.00 F AVTECH 1D6
175B TECHNICAL DRAWING 03.0 CR
1 08.00 NTWTHF H3 147 LAMPMAN D L
2018 MACH DRAFTS DESIGN 05.0 CR
PREREQ 127 AND 226 CONCURRENTLY DR
CONSENT CF ADVISER
1 11.00-01.50 NTWTHF MI 101 MUHICH FRANK W
226B STAT STRENGTH MAT 03.0 CR
PREREQ D201B CONCLRREN T LY , OR CONSENT
DF ADVISER
1 10.00 !* W F H3 147 LAMPMAN D L
Printing Technology (*PT)
101B PRESS LAB-AUTO PLAT 06.0 CR
1 02.00-04.50 NTWTHF L3 110 3RITT DAVID A
125B PRESS THE-AUTO PLAT 03.0 CR
I 01.00 N W F L3 1L0 BRITT DAVID A
IS3 PRINT LAY * DESIGN 03.0 CR
I 10.00 N W F L4 106 BRITT DAVID A
201B COMPOSITION! LAB 06.0 CR
1 08.00-13.50 NTWTHF L3 110 CORNELL HORACE E
225B COMPOSITION! THEORY 03.0 CR
1 11.00 N W F L3 109 CORNELL HORACE E
235 PRINT THEO + PRACT 02.0 CR
PREREQ N210A,B ANC 23C£,B
1 12.00-01.50 T TH L3 110 CORNELL HORACE E
Physical Therapy (*PTH)
100B PHYS THERAPY ORIENT 01.0 CR
PREREQ 100A
I 01.00 N W WHAM 328 OKITA TED Y
154
205 PHYS THERAPY SCIENC 03.0 CR
PREREQ PTH IOC
1 02.00-03.50 T LS I 205
207 MASSAGE 02.0 CR
PREREQ PHSL 300-4, GS£ 301-4
1 01.00 W WHAM 328
211 PHYS REHAB TECH 03.0 CR
PREREQ PE 3C3, PFSL 3CC
1 01.00-02.50 W WHA^ 328 OKITA TED Y
221 CLINICAL INTERNSHIP 06.0 CR
PREREQ ALL REQUIREMENTS OF PROGRAM
I TO BE ARRANGED OKITA TED Y
222 CLINICAL SEMINAR 02.0 CR
PREREQ CONCURRENT REGISTRATI3N M PTH
221
1 TO BE ARRANGED OKITA TED Y
Retailing, Cooperative (*RET)
127A SALESMANSHIP 03.0 CR
I 09.00 N W F FI 112 THOMPSON RONALD W
127B SALESMANSHIP 03.0 CR
I 02.00 N W F FI 106 ELDER WALTER J
177B PRODUCT INFO LAB 05.0 CR
1 10.00-11.50 NTWTHF FI 112 THOMPSON RONALD W
179 RETAIL MATHEMATICS 05.0 CR
I 03.00 NTWTHF FI 112 SODERSTROM RUTH B
206 RECORDS + STATISTIC 05.0 CR
1 10.00 NTWTHF FI 108 SODERSTROM RUTH 8
2 11.00 NTWTHF FI 108
207B SALES PR0M3T10N 02.0 CR
1 09.00 T TH FI 106 ELDER WALTER J
2 08.00 T TH FI 106
227 PERSONNEL M3T 03.0 CR
1 01.00 N W F FI 112 SODERSTROM RUTH B
2 02.00 N W F FI 112 THOMPSON RONALD W
Secretarial (*SCR)
101B TYPEWRITING 03.0 CR
1 11.00 NTWTHF FI 121 RICHEY HELEN E
2 12.00 NTWTHF FI 121 NORMAN WINIFRED S
3 01.00 NTWTHF FI 121 GREATHOUSE LILLIAN R
4 02.00 NTWTHF FI 121 GREATHOUSE LILLIAN R
5 06.30-09.00 PM T TH FI 121 GREATHOUSE LILLIAN R
1048 SHORTHAND 06.0 CR
1 08.00 NTWTHF FI 111 VANCIL ALICE L
09.00 NTWTHF FI 121 VANCIL ALICE L
2 10.00-11.50 NTWTHF FI 102 NORMAN WINIFRED S
3 01.00-02.50 NTWTHF FI 108 NORMAN WINIFRED S
4 03.00-04.50 NTWTHF FI 107 GREATHOUSE LILLIAN R
107 FILING + DJPLICTG 03.0 CR
PREREQ 101A OR CCNSEN1 OF ADVISE*
1 08.00 NTWTHF FI 103 NORMAN WINIFRED S
2 03.00 NTWTHF FI 103
120B MACHINE SHDRTHANC 06.0 CR
1 03.00-04.50 NTWTHF FI 102 CASE RONALD L
205B TYPEWRITING 03.0 CR
1 10.00 NTWTHF FI 107 VAUGHN FRANK EUGENE
2 12.00 NTWTHF FI 107
214A COOP SEC EXP 02.0 TO 05.0 CR
PREREQ *SCR 1C4C
1 TO BE ARRANGED JOHNSTON CHESTER E
214B COOP SEC EXP 02.0 TO 0i>.0 CR
PREREQ *SCR 1C4C
1 TO BE ARRANGED JOHNSTON
220B MACHINE SHDRTHANC 05.0 CR
PREREQ *SCR 220A
I 11.00 NTWTHF FI 103 MIRIANI THERESA 8
12.00 NTWTHF FI 102 NIRUNI THERESA B
224 LEGAL SHORTHAND 06.0 CR
1 08. 00-03. 50 NTWTHF FI 107 CASE RONALD L




230B TESTIMONY *- DEPOSIT
PREREQ *SCR 23CA
1 02.00 NTWTHF
2358 ADV LEGAL DICTATION
PREREQ *SCR 235A
1 01.00 MTWTHF
Tool and Manufacturing Technology
101B M TOOL LAB-ENG LATH
1 10.00-12.50 MTWTHF
2 01.00-03.50 NTWTHF
1258 M TOOL THE-MACH
1 04.00 P W F
175 MACHINE SHOP PRACT
1 04.00 MWTHF
176B MANUFACTURING PRCC
1 10.00 f W F
2 01.00 V W F
201B ADV T LAB-PROD MACH
I 08.00-09.50 NTWTHF
225B AD M TOOL THE-PROC


















FI 102 TOOLEY JAMES E
03.0 C*
FI 103 MIRIANI THERESA 8
03.0 CR
103 MIRIANI THERESA B
..0 CR










LI 101 TRAYLOR GEORGE LELON
03.0 CR
MI 107 TRAYLOR GEORGE LELON
03.0 C*
M4 102 TREGONING PHILIP W
M4 108
M4 102 TREGONING PHILIP W
M4 108
03.0 CR
V W F M4 107
T TH M4 108
N W F AVTECH 131
y w f M4 107
T TH M4 108
156
